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ABSTRACT

This study examines whether a social education programme
such as Buttonrs Developmentar Group work can provide
a transformative curriculum in school-s. The data are
drawn from an evaluation conducted in three wellington
secondary schools in 1983.

The reasons why social education curricula have not been
fully implemented are basically poritical, and, comparecl
with 'high-status' subjects, the area has lacked a central-
ized curriculum rationale, as well- as teacher-training.
The political relationship between school- ideology and
curricurum content is explained from a Marxist or neo-
Marxist framework. The concept of rhegemony' is examined
to demonstrate the complex ways j-n which school_s maintaj_n
social control through the 'official', the 'hi-dden' and
the 'nul1' curricula. Technical- control over curriculum
form is seen to be part of the reproductive function.

Developmentar Group work is shown to .f ol-l-ow the 'teacher-
as-researcher' process model of curriculum development.
A thorough descri-ption and critique of the programme
is provided, and the ideologicar, political and social
implications for curriculum transformation examined.

I l-l-uminat ive eval-uat ion methodology provided a

ible, comprehensive and sensitive approach to
where important criteria of effectiveness
in process.

more fl-ex-
a programme

may emerge

The data from the eval-uation focus upon: 1) the develop-
ment of student autonomy; 2 ) the professional- deveropment
of teachers and their role as change agents; and 3 )

the programme 's inf l-uence upon school- organisation.
Any counter-potential, to reinforce the reproductive
role of schools, is also examined.
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Signifj-cant and embryonic changes were discovered in

the focal areas, but were constrained by the minimal

amount of teacher education and training available '
positive changes were in the influence upon curriculum

form, pedagogical style and classroom control; student

and the ability to work 'in process' ; in teachers' in-

creased awareness of students, and of the school organ-

isation, and consequent changes in values and attitudes;

and in the infl-uence all of these began to have upon

the schools.

and teacher relationshiPs;
and increased grouP-suPPort;

Evidence of the
the tendencY for
more questioning

participantsr self-esteem
in classroom techniques

programme's counter-potential lay j-n

students to conform rather than becoming

and assertive.

The conditions necessary for the programme's effective

implementation were concluded to be: 1) fuI1 school

commitment;. 2') improved teacher education and training;

3 ) student education to understand schooi organisation

and their part in the programme's transformative potential;

and 4 ) the use of qualitative evaluation methodology

for programmes in the affective area.

The implications of the study underline the need to exam-

ine the ethos of the new Health Sy1labus, with which

the programme has been closely associated, and which

is more embedded in social- reproduction than cultural
renewal. Political and ideological constraints on social
education curricul-a have 1ed to both the pessimistic

'reproductive' image of schooling, and the use of pro-

grammes such as Developmental Group Work to restore socj-al

control and conformism. Pol-itical ways of acting uPon

schools must overcome the ensuing cynicism and sense

of futility, and employ conflict in the curriculum and

the phenomenological experiences of teachers and students
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to accomplish change. An image of schoolJ-ng which sees
individuals as reratively autonomous, and schools as
having the capacity to transform themselves and work
for cultural renewal,is vital.



PREFACE

The thesis presented here emerged as a result of an in-
terest in social- education programmes in school-s, partic-
ularly in the area of human relationships, developed over
many years in schools as an English teacher and as a
Guidance Counsellor.

while studying for the Diploma in Guidance and counselling
at Massey University in L978, I met Dr Leslie Button
and attended one of his workshops. It was Buttonrs
programme of I Developmental_ Group Work' which became
the basis for the Wellington pilot programme which I
evaluated in 1983, the results of which provide the cen-
tral focus of this thesis.

Buttonrs work also provided the basis for the , group
work' and 'human relationst programmes which I have in-
itiated, taught and trained other teachers for since
I979, and represents, therefore, a pedagogy and framework
with which I am thoroughJ-y f amiJ-iar.

In L982, while holding the posi-tJ-on of Senior Fell_ow
in Education at Massey University, I conducted a survey
of 'health-re1ated' programmes in almost two hundred
New Zealand secondary school-s in order to discover what
school-s , lacking a central policy on social- education,
were providing. The survey covered social education
programmes in the broadest sense, and afso sought inform-
ation on the amount and type of in-service training in
the area that teachers had received; the provisions
for parent education; co-ordination of the prograrunes
offered, and resources used.

One dj-scovery was that Button's texts proved to be the
most commonly quoted resources possessed by the schools.
This, in itsel-f, was not surprising : most of the schools
had Guidance Counsellors, and many of these would have
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come across Button's work in their training, oD Buttonrs

visits to New Zealand, oE through their professional
contacts . When his programme appeared in New Zealand,

it provided the first systematic, developmental curriculum
in inter-personal rel-ationships teaching which incor-
porated teacher-training as an essential part of its
methods. Its wj-de-ranging obj ectives also make it a

suitable vehicle for other curriculum areas, such as

health and careers education, so that schools readily
perceived that it filled an important gap in social educ-

ation provisions.

whilst conducting the survey, I also liaised with the

Education Officer responsible for preparing the draft
of the new Health Education Syllabus. The immense care

with which the new sy]labus, and my own survey, had to

be introduced highlighted the political climate which

generated a need for sensitivity and a low profj-1e where

implementations in human rel-ationships curricula were

concerned. The aftermath of the Johnson Report had

delineated the area as one where it was safest to do

Iitt1e, if anything. I was encouraged to word the survey

as neutrally as possible, so that the original title
referring to 'Human Rel-ationships Programmes' was changed

to the more innocuous 'Health-related Programmes I '

The history and place of social education in the New

Zealand curriculum, dS well as the wider areas of curri-
culum design and evaluation, came to be of increasing
interest to me. In 1983, when the opportunity arose

to evaluate the pilot programme of Developmental Group

Work in Wellington, a forum was dj.scovered for examin.ing,

not only the programme, but certain aspects of curriculum
innovation, as well- as a situation where teachers were

abte, to some extent, to follow Stenhouse's (L975) 'teacher-
as-researcher' model of professional development. It
was also an ideal opportunity to examine work in school-s

by using an illuminative model of evaluation. The Depart-
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ment of Education further supported the project with
the granting of a research contract, and the ensuing
report: rEvaluation of a Pastoral Role Training programme:

Developmental Group work' was published in April L985.

r had also developed a growing interest in the 'political'
aspects of curricurum and of schools, particurarry in
the position that the school, through curriculum trans-
formation and teacher awareness and professional develop-
ment, Rdy become an agency of cultural change, rather
than an agency of reproduction.

The thesis, then, sets out to explore and demonstrate
the extent to which the evaluation of the programme of
Developmental Group work in we11J-ngton in 1983 discovered
a vehicle for curri-culum transformation, and for change
in schools. It also considers what, in the nature of
schools , will encourage, inhibit, or subvert the pro-
gramme's potential for change, and examines a situation
where teachers worked together as curricul-um innovacors
and researchers.
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CHAPTER ONE ! INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW:

The central concern of this thesi-s is to assess whether
a social education programme such as Developmental Group
work (Button, L974 ) can provide a transformative curricul-um
in schools: one which, while focussing upon what really
happens in schools, also makes it possible to bring about
change. The data to be examined will be drawn from
an eval-uation of the programme conducted in three wellington
secondary schools in 1983.

In this chapter, the pilot programme will be set, briefly,
within the historical context of socia] education in
New Zealand, and some implications discussed.

In Chapter Two, an overview of how schools function in
such a way as to preclude the development of such programmes
wil-l be presented from the framework provided by such
writers as Apple (L979; LgBz) and Bernstein (1971), who
emphasize the schoolrs rol-e in reproducing the social_
structures of snr-'i ctw

A thorough description and critique of the programme
will be presented in Chapter Three, and those features
of the programme which make it a potentially transformative
curriculum wilL be described.

Since the act of evaluation is itself a political_ one,
it wil-l- be explained in Chapter Four why an 'illuminatiwe'
model- was deemed most appropriate for evaluating this
programme. Features of the model_ will be described
to support the thesis that it presents a style of evafuation
which can help to focus upon what really happens in schools,
and which, through its 'ref l-exivity' , can assist the
programme in the process of transformation.
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chapters Five to Eight will draw closely upon the evaluation

of Developmental Group Work conducted in 1983. The

contexts in which the programme operated will be examined

for their possibl-e effects upon the programmet evidence

of the programme's ability to increase the autonomy of

students and to enhance the professional development

of teachers and their role as change-agents will be studied;

and the extent to which the programme affected the school-

organisation will be discussed' An examination will

al-so be made in these chapters of the programme's counter-

potential, that is its potential to underline and reinforce

the traditional structures of the school'

Finally, chapter Nine wiII examine the implications of

this piece of research for curriculum development in

New Zealand. The rationale of the new Hea1th Education

Syllabus wiIl be considered in relation to the structural

features of schools and the transformati-ve aims of social

education programmes such as Developmental Group Work.

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT:

Schooli-ng in New Zealand has traditionally been more

concerned with the socialization of the chil-d rather
than social education per se: the one has tended to
be confused with the other. As Codd points out (1981),

the fact that the social determinants of the curriculum
have been so strong, and generally based upon the acceptance

of existing social practice, has led to the confusion
between education and socialization. The widely debated

Johnson Report (L977) for instance, stated that 'primary
socialization must be the over-riding concern of home

and school', (ibid: 15), and, that the teacher'must
ensure that values accepted by the school and community

in partnership are strongly emphasized', (ibid: 34)'
Bates' critique of the Johnson Report (l-978) distinguishes
between socialization and social education: for social

i

t
E

t
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education, "the cognitive content, skj-lls, attitudes
and dispositions (are) of a much higher level also
the procedures which may be employed are confined to
those which are consistent with the ends of social education"
(ibid z 29). Codd emphasizes that, while the transmission
of prevailing norms has a place in education, socialization
that results in lack of awareness or tolerance, or the
denial of the capacity for rational and independent judgment,

is ill-suited to a society which purports to be democratic.
( op.cit : 5B ) .

Significantly, it has generally been at times of social
unrest j-n New Zealand, when signs of the erosion of trad-
itional values have appeared, that the area of "social"
education has received most attention. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that the focus has tended to be upon

socialization in the narrow sense. The concern for
the development of 'sociaf education' programmes in the
1950's, following the Mazengarb Report on Moral DelJ-nquency
in Children and Adolescents (1954), illustrates the point.
As Snook has pointed out ( 1980 ) , a chronicle of the in-
f l-uences upon moral- education in New Zeal-and, to which
social education can be closely al-lied, serves to emphasize
the extent to which schools have reflected the social,
political and economic cl-imate of the nation. ( ibid :2I0-216 )

Moreover, efforts to develop and implement prograrnmes

of social education at the schoof 1evel were not supported
by centralized policy. Even the Currie Report ( 1962222)
tended to discourage the school's assumption of too strong
a role j-n the physical, moral and social education of
young people. A Curr j-culum Development Un j-t Bulletin
on "Social Education" in 1968 was the only lead offered
by the Department of Education, although the secondary
teachers' professional body, the Post-Primary Teachers I

Association, in the Report of the Curriculum Revj-ew Committee,
( 1968 : 74) , emphasized the need for schools to do more
to foster the social and personal skilLs young people
need to face an uncertain future.



The areas of health and social education became high-

lightedbybothlayandprofessio.nalopinionasbeing
of central concern during the deliberations of the Educ-

ational Development Conference, L972-4 ' Two reports '

'Educati-onal Aims and objectives' (p'19 ) and 'Improving

Learning and Teaching' (p.77 , p ' l-48 ) , underlined the

need for better social education provisions in schools'

The issue was picked up in the Ross Report, 'Human Develop-

ment and Relationships in the school curriculum" (L973:8)'

The discussions following this report Led to the setting

up in Ig75 of the committee on Health and social Education,

and the Committee's comprehensive report, "Growing, Sharing

and Learning". (L977).

The public debate and dissension following the report

demonstrated clearly the political nature of the school

curriculum, and of this curricufum area in partj-cular'

Implementing the recommendations of the report in schools

would have meant overtly examining, and encouraging young

people to examine, the values underpinning our'society'

The upshot was a period of vociferous debate, dominated

by vocal minority pressure groups, followed by an uneasy

stalemate, and even a tendency towards retrenchment in

the area of social education in schools' (Harris L9B2)'

Snook, (1985), has analysed the political- basis to the

contest over the curriculum, particularly these curriculum

areas concerned with morals, values, and SOCial education '

Value-judgments, related to religious, social, political

and economic interests tend to underpin disputes about

what schools ought to teach- ( ibid z 248) ' Snook

points out that it is social and political interests
that are reflected in many of the statements made, the

confl-icts reflecting differing political values and beliefs,

however the protagonists may l-ike to couch their statements

in terms of 'morality'. (ibid z 249-50)'



It was not until l-981 that the Department of Education
appointed an Education Officer (Health Education) to
draft a new Health Syllabus for primary and secondary
school-s. Under the jurisdiction of the then i-ncumbent
Minister of Education and the still watchful eyes of
minority pressure groups, the new draft slow1y made its
way into schools and towards the setting up of pilot
programmes.

Since a change of government j-n 1984, there have been
signs that the kind of curricu1um transformation in which
the new Health Education Syllabus provides a lead may

be encouraged. The Labour Party Manifesto ( 1984 ) aimed
at bringing about "the acceptance in school programmes
that knowledge concerning human development and relation-
ships is part of the growJ-ng, sharing and learning process"
It is also cfear that the new syllabus has led to the
determination by pressure groups to muster their strength.
Articles in the Listener (26 October 1985 ) and in the
press (N.2. Times, 2 February 1986) reveal that the groups
opposed to the Johnson Report are at least equally as
prepared today to oppose the new Health Syllabus.

However, the Department of Education has shown some deter-
mination to attend to the gap l-eft by social education
in the curriculum. Through the Health Sy11abus, and
through the Department's wish to infl-uence the climate
of school-s and facilitate the abolition of corporal punish-
ment, there has been active encouragement to introduce
Developmental- Group Work in school-s. The pilot programme
examined in this thesis was one project made possibl-e
by the support of the Central Regional Office of the
Department and a Departmental research contract.

DISCUSSION:

The reasons why social education has failed to find a

firmer footing in the school curricul-um are, at thej-r
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base, political. The organization of the secondary

school curricul-um early on into subject boundaries, empha-

sizing'high-status'subjectsgearedtotheneedsof
a technological society, excluded sociaL education. This

has meant that the curriculum rationale for social education

has differed from that of 'high-status' subjects, and

some of the reasons for this will be given in the next

chapter.Therehasbeennoofficialbodyofknowledge
or recognized syllabus of social education taught in
schools: that proposed by the Johnson Report was quickly

thwarted, and we have yet to see what wiJ.l happen to
the new Health SY11abus.

Another important point j-s that teachers have not been

trained in social education, and this omission has power-

ful1y de-emphasized the curriculum area. l"loreover,

where social education has found a place in schools,

it has tended to be integrated into other subject areas,

or else it has been taught only to selected groups

sixth form classes or 'less capable' students - so that
the work has attained no status, and can readily disappear

from the curricul-um. Further, there has been no evaluation

undertaken of programmes operating'

The programme set up in WeLlington in 1983 promised to
fill some of these gaps, so that the effects of an organized

programme could at last be studied. A curriculum was

provided through Button's Developmental Group Work;

teacher-training was an in-built feature of the year-

Iong experiment; the Department of Education as wel.
as the three schools involved lent their support in some

tangible ways; three different school contexts were

available so that comparisons could be made; and the

evaluation was buil-t into the programme to include al-l
participants.



CONCLUSION:

The rhistory' of social education in New Zealand. reveals
a curriculum area which, like all aspects of the curriculum,
has been strongly affected by the social determinants
of schooling. More than some other areas, social education
has become the cockpit of dispute based upon strongly-
held values stances as well as political positions.
While a good deal of Iip-service has been pai-d to the
need to attend to this area of students' ed.ucation, in
reality, little l-ead has been given to teachers to treat
the area as a serious and significant part of their teaching
function.

The following chapter will examine this rel-ationship
between school- ideology and curriculum content. At
the centre of this rerationshi-p is an important dilemma.
On the one hand, a programme such as Developmental Group
work has the potenti-al to produce a form of social- education
which coul-d transform the dominant ideological structures
of the school. on the other hand, however, such programmes
may cohere with the dominant ideology of the school and
ensure that young people are more effectively socialj-zed,
thereby reJ-nforcing the socj-a1 control of the institution.
The origin of this dil-emma will be exprored i-n the nexr
chapter.



CHAPTER TWO : IDEOLOGY AND CURRICULUM FORM AND EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION:

The fact that schools function in ways that, generally,
preclude awareness-raising programmes such as social
education can be explained by the theoretical analyses
of schooling presented by such critics as Bernstein (1971),
Young (1973) and Apple (L979; 1982). Thei-r theories
help us to see that state education is ideology-bound,
and forewarn us of the macro-j-ssues involved when any

transformation of the schoof curriculum is contemplated.

This chapter will examine the role that school-s play
in social reproduct j-on; the workings of the 'of f icial' ,

the 'hidden' and the 'nuII' curricula of schools; the
ideological influence upon curricul-um form, and the ensuing
creation of the 'possessive individual'; and the process
of 'Iabetling' of students that takes place in schoo.l-s.

The chapter wj-ll also look closely at the concept of
a 'process' model of curricufum development which offers
an alternative to the reproductive rol-e of schools;
will examine the part that eva.Iuation has played in the
reproductive schooling process; and suggests that there
are models of evaluation, as there are modefs of curriculum
development, which can provide teachers with some counter
to the dominating forces of reproduction which schooling
has generally supported.

SCHOOLS AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION:

Theories about schools and schoolJ-ng which have emerged

over the .l-ast decade from educationists such as Young,

Bernstein and AppIe, explain why curricula of social
education have failed to become established in schools.
Writing within a Marxist or neo-Marxist framework, these



writers examine the school's role in the reproduction
of society, dispelling in the process any illusion that
education in our schools is a neutral enterprise.

Much as school people may like to adhere to their 'amefi-
orative' philosophies of what schools do, and despite
the fact that many individuals now employed in schools
and other organisations are livj-ng examples of the rsocial
mobility' which schools make possible for some, the case
has been made quite plainly that the schoolrs major role
is one of sociaL reproduction. (Apple, L979).

State control over education means that, far from being
neutral-, democratic institutions, schools are set up
to serve the needs of the labour market, that is, of
the dominant groups in a capitalist society. Bowles
and Gintis (Ig76) stressed this economic role of schools,
but later critics, such as Apple (op.cit) , pointed out
that the situation is altogether more complex than the
earlier analyses suggested. Apple argues that the basic
ways in which j-nstitutions, people, modes of production,
distribution and consumption are organised and controlled
reflect the structural arrangements of the domj-nant groups
in society (ibid).

School-s are just as much a part of these structural arrange-
ments as other institutions such as industry and the
media. (App1e I9B2 (a) z 32). If we examine the day-
to-day practices of schools, the relationship between
the schoolrs overt and covert teaching, the ways in whj-ch
schools select and organise knowledge, as weJ-l as the
modes of evaluation used, w€ will discover the intimate
connection between what is reveal-ed and the princj-ples
of societal- and cultural control (Apple, L979 : 1)

Schools do not only preserve and distribute the economic
property, but al-so the symbolic property of society
its rcultural capital' ( ibid : 3 ) . Their role, Apple
argues, is more t"han reproductive: they also create
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the forms of consciousness that enable social control
to be maintained. This they do in extremely complex
ways whj-ch can best be grasped through an understandj_ng
of the concept of 'hegemony'. Williams (L977: 110)
defines hegemony as "a whole body of practices and expect-
ations our shaping perceptions of ourselves and the
world. It is a lived system of meanings and values
which as they are experienced as practices appear recip-
rocally confirming. rt is, that is to sEy, in the strongest
sense, a 'culture' , but a culture which has also to be
seen as the lived dominance and subordination of particular
classes " .

However, Apple points out that to deduce that the functj-oninq
of schools was being manipulated by a small_ group of
people the 'conspiracy theory' - would be too simplistic.
(1979 z 4) . The hegemonj_c control of schools is more
subtle and more complex. According to Gramsci, (1971),
hegemony supposes the existence of something so truly
total- and all-pervasive that it saturates the commonsense
consciousness and practices of our lives. Gramsci con-
cluded that the oppressed came to accept or I consent'
to thelr own exploitation, and his concept of ideologj-caL
hegemony' explains how the dominant groups in society
achieve popular consensus which j-s mediated through all
the levels of institutions of society, including the
schools. Boggs (1976) defines the concept of hegemony
as used by Gramsci, thus: "By hegemony Gramscj- meant
the permeation throughout civil society - including a
whole range of structures and activities like trade unions,
school-s, the churches, and the family of an entire
system of values, attitudes, beliefs, morality, etc.
that is in one way or another supportive of the established
order and the class interests that dominate it. Hegemony

is diffused by agencies of ideological control and
socializatj-on into every area of daily life as all
ruling elites seek to perpetuate their power, wealth,
and status, they necessarily attempt to popularize their
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own philosophy, culture, morality, etc' and render them

unchallengable, part of the natural order of thlngs. "

(ibid: 39). Hegemony refers to the central, effective

and dominant system of meanings, values and actions which

are lived in our society. It entails control with the

agreement of the dominated, who learn to accept the ideology

of the dominant class as the commonsense and only way

of doing things . ( RamsaY, 1983: 17 ) '

schools, through thej-r overt and covert curricula, are

used'as one of the main agencies of transmission which

induce the process of ideological saturation. (Apple,

ibid: 5 ). The required resufts which take place make

the values and typifications, the traditions transmitted,

emerge as what we take as given they become 'taken-
for-granted' (Apple, L9792 5). Reproduction needs to

be a '10gica1 necessity' if the unequal social 0rder

which we have come to take for granted is to be maintained'

Apple also points out that schools do more than process

knowledge: they are agents of cul-tural as well as ideo-

Iogical hegemony, and another part of their rol,e is

to process people. They help to distribute the dominant

culture, dt the same time creating people who cannot

imagine any alternative economic or cultural arrange-
ments. (ibid: 6). One of the subtle ways in which

this takes place is through the 'processing' of those

who work in schools, who have traditionalty persisted
in seeing schooling as a 'neutral' enterprise, and who

have prided themselves on being 'neutraf in their role,
on not taking a political or val-ue-Iaden stance. Indeed,

it has been a tradition in the 'democratic' education

of teachers to emphasize the importance of such 'neutrality'
and to eschew 'indoctrination'. This aspect of 'neutralityr
has been especially emphasized in moral- education programmes

such as "Val-ues Clarification", (Simon, et dl, L972),

and has particular relevance to the programme considered
in this thesis.
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As well as being imbued with an 'ameliorativer ideology,
teachers also grapple with j-mmense problems which do

not leave them time to seriously reflect about the relation-
ship which exists between educational practices and the
reproduction of inequalitY (Apple, L9B2az 6). Over-

large classes, meeting the requirements and deadlines
of examination prescriptions, ds well as occupational
stress, leave littIe time or energy for crj-tical reflection
on the hegemony of the school.

When schooling is viewed within a socia] reproductj-on
framework, it can be seen to embody a process of in-
doctrination: the knowledge given has already been chosen;

it is filtered through ideological and economic commitments;

and the social and economic values of the dominant group

are embedded in the way schools function (App1e, 1979: 9).
The faith in the 'neutrality' of schools has even helped
Iegitj-mate the structuraf bases of inequality, because

it has been assumed that this 'neutrality' eliminated
the need to d.eal- with the issue of whose knowledge shoul-d

be preserved. and transmitted in schools. (Apple, L9B2az 12)

Social education and health educatj-on programmes have,

as part of their agenda, the aim of focussing upon values
those of the individua.l-, of the immediate context and

of the outer society. Their transformative potential
lies in their aims for raising awareness, and encouraging
examination and. questioning of the status quo and the
i-deology it ref Iects.

THE 'OFFICIAL" THE 'HIDDEN' AND THE 'NULL' CURRICULA:

The school reproduces and legitimates hegemony through
the 'of f icial' curricul-um, the 'hidden' curriculum, and

the 'nul1' curriculum, as well as through its systems

of pedagogy and evaluation.
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^F rhe officiaf curriculum, Apple suggests we need to

ask such questions as:

Whose knowledge is represented here?

Who selected it?
Why is it organized and taught in this way?

Why to this particular group? (L9792 7\

These questj.ons can help to uncover the latent ideological

content of curriculum forms. The values discovered,

Apple argues, are those of the middle cfass which underlie

our technocracy: but the school will teach them as though

they are supposedly 'shared by all''

The kind of knowledge schools treat as most important

is 'technical' knowledge, servi-ng the technological needs

of society. However, the alarming failure rate in schools

underlines the fact that low levels of achievement by

some groups of students can be as well tolerated by the

system as high rates of unemployment for the same groups

when they leave school -

The most 'important' knowledge transmitted by schools

has been termed 'high status' knowledge, (Young, L973;

Bernstein, L97L; Apple, 1979)t a relatively scarce

but extremely instrumental commodity which will not be

available to all students. This means an emphasis upon

science and mathematics, ds opposed to arts subjects,
and is revealed in disparities between subjects in funding
and other resources such as time, personnel and accom-

modation. The fact that schools offer subject-centred
curricuLa rather than integrated, curricula is significant:
the former system safeguards the school's role in maximising
the production of high status knowledge, as well as its
role in the sel-ection of agents to fill economic and

social positions.

These points go some way towards explaining why curricula
for socj-a1 education assume litt1e prominence j-n our
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schools. Moreover, attempts to devel0p social education
are likely to be strongly resisted because of any con-
sequent alteration to the relationship between high and
low status knowledge areas. As long as social education
is appended to other 'subject' areas, taught onry to
some groups, or made part of the 'optj_onsr system of
the school, it will pose rittle threat to the position
of hj-gh-status subjects.

The rhidden' curriculum of the schoor- is possibry even
more powerful in reproducing the ideol0gical hegemony
of society, because of its covert nature. It is contained
in the basic, day-to-day regularities of the school,
in the norms, values and dispositions which are tacitly
taught and which are as much geared to a stratified society
as i-s the high-status knowredge of the overt curri_cuIum.

Apple points out that arguments about the 'mindlessness,
of schools miss the point that schoor-s were designed
to teach their hidden curricula, which are neither as
'hidden' nor as 'mindress' as has been. assumed. ( 1979 z 44) .

Like the overt knowledge of the school, the covert know-
ledge is also selected, and the most important areas
of knowledge are availabre only to the ser-ected few.
rn the hidden as well as the official curricul_um i_s embedded
the 'cul-tural capital' of society. Bourdieu Iin Eggleston
(ed) r9741 points out that schools take thi-s cultural
capital, which is real1y that of the domi_nant class,
and regard it as naturar-, employing it as though it were
accessible to all children. However, the process effect-
ivery ai-ds the maintenance of an unequal sociar order.
As Bernstein says, (L97rt 64), the totar cu]ture of the
school is not avai-labre to the working-crass chird, and
a good deal- of the cultural capital of the middle class,
even though it is at the foundations of education, will
not come into the possession of most worki-ng-cr_ass chirdren,
any more than high-status technor-ogical knowledge wir-r.
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Harker (1985) has applied Bourdieu's cultural reproduction

theory to the history of schooling in New Zealand, and

discusses the way in which schools, and especially the

curriculum, have supported the dominant position of a

particular l-ife-styIe as the only one for New Zealand.

His historical analysis of the rise of public education,

and particularly of the nature of the provisions made

for Maori education, shows how clearly Bourdieu's argument

is supported by schooling in New Zealand. For example,

despite the education system's claim to be 'multi-culturdl',
it can be seen that, where Maori elements have been added

to the curricufum, they have been divorced from their
cultural context and 'incorporated' into the knowledge

codes of the dominant group, using culturally inappropriate
pedagogical and evaluative systems (ibid: 69).

what most working-class children will learn from the
hidden curriculum of the school is how to wai-t, be patient,
accept authority, be non-assertive, accept faj-lure and

believe it is their fautt. when they falI foul of the
overt or covert codes of the schoo], they wiLl generally
accept the label of devj-ancy applied to them, usually
without being critical- of the institution. For the
rol-e of the hidden curriculum is powerfully related to
notions of control. However, Will-is (1977) shows that
not all working-class children conform. The students
termed the "ear'ol-es" in his study did conform to the
pressures of the school, while the "lads" resisted these
pressures although WiIl-is also discovered that this
very resistance tended to turn against the "lads" in
the end.

Apple points out, (1982a: 2), that everyday meanings

and practices in schools, what students learn from the
hidden curriculum, provide the 'warp and woof' of re-
production, contradiction and contestatj.on. This wil-I
include the day-to-day j-nteractions between people, for
much of the covert teaching of the school is brought
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about by the style of social rerations of the classroom
a point which has important implications for the programme

of Developmental Group work which is the central focus
of this investi-gation.

Thus it can be argued that curriculum content directly
reflects the reproductive functions of schooling, which
exprains why some programmes of soci-ar education are
politically contentious. rn particular, these are pro-
grammes which claim to have the capacity to enquire,
to uncover, to examine confl_ict and to penetrate the
meanings of the hidden curriculum, a1l- of which woul-d
pose a threat to the schoo]'s rol-e as an agency of social
control. Moreover, as wil-1 be shown, these programmes
rely upon a pedagogic style which could threaten the
foundations of hegemony in the school, one where power
relationships and teaching through 'terling, are repraced
by shared control between teacher and taught, and teaching
through faciritating growth - a shift which wourd require
many teachers to go through an uncomfortabl-e process
of 're-skil-lingr, because they have no.t been trained
and educated to use the more open, facilitative style
of teachJ-ng.

The 'nu.l-1' curricul-um ref ers to the 'content t which is
mi-ssing from the school- curriculum - those sil-ences which
reveal, ds powerfully as overt curriculum content does,
the interests of J-deoJ-ogy at work. (App1e, L9B2a: 31).
rt is the knowledge of the dominant middle-cl-ass which
j-s present in the official curriculum carefully discriminated
on the basis of class, race and gender, so that the know-
ledge, the cul-ture, of many students is disregarded as
though it did not exist. A very powerful way of domj-nating
and gxploiting large sections of society is to nullify
their own knowledge, whil-e using the knowledge of the
dominant cl-ass to control- them, without making it fu1ly
availab]-e to them.
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Soci-al- education programmes can tap the voids of the

null curriculum, by following the accepted educational
principle that we shoul-d work with what the child can

offer, d Ptinciple which, as Bernstein points out ( 1984: 68 ),

we fail- in general to Practise -

Social- education programmes can be more capable of focussing

on schools and processes than on the supposed 'deviancy'
of the student. They can have the potential to become

more political, and to go some way towards creating the
kinds of institutions which Apple asks if we can create
(1979: 59) - ones which enhance meaning and lessen control-.
on the other hand, dS Bernstein has poj-nted out ( 1971),

such programmes can be used to provide more subtle means

of reinforci-ng the hegemony of the school, and this poss-

ibility will also be considered when examining the programme

which is the focus of this thesis -

CURRICULUM FORM AND THE 'POSSESSIVE INDIVIDUALI :

It is not only curricufum content that is influenced
by the dominant ideology of the capitali-st society.
AppJ-e discusses the profound effect upon curriculum form

of bringing school policy and curriculum into closer
correspond.ence with industrial needs (1982b: 249) ' It
means that the ideologies of the dominant groups become

buil-t into crtrricular form, af fecting not content a.Ione,

but the manner in which what is taught is organized.
Pre-packaged sets of curricular materj-als 'de-skill'
teachers, removing them from the arena of curriculum
deliberation and design: goa1s, process, outcomes and

evaluative criteria are defined by people external to
the situation, and the professionaf skills of teachers
atrophy (ibid: 255). Moreover, since part of the logic
of technical_ controf lies in its ability to integrate
into one discourse what are often seen as competing ideo-
logical movements ( ibid z 260) , it has the power to generate
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consent from each of them and remove inte]-lectual conflict
from the curriculum.

A further result of the increasing technological control
over the curriculum is in the over-emphasis placed upon
the individual. As Williams points out, (1977), the
dominance of the individual in bourgeois society leads
to a distortion of peoplers understanding of their social
relations with and dependence on others. So in schools,
emphasis is placed upon competition and individuaJ. progress.
Apple draws the parallel between this process and the
manipulative ethic of individual consumptj-on in our wider
society (1979: 10). In schools, it is seen in the kind
of j-ndivj-dua:.i-zatlon programmes where individual students
interact only with the teacher, not with each other,
parallelJ-ing the passive, individual consumption of goods

and services, such as watching tel-evision, which absorbs
much of people's lj-ves .

Increasingly, modes of technical control have been rbuilt
into' curricufum form so that students can proceed in-
dividuatty, at the j-r own speed, and the 'possessive individ-
uaf ' requj-red by a capitalist socJ-ety can be reproduced.
Neither student nor teacher plays a very active part
in the process: product and process, and even the responses
of student and teacher, are pre-specified by the materj-al
itself to a Iarge extent; the teacher's role is reduced
to that of manager; and even the interaction between
student and teacher i-s cut down. (AppIe , 1982b2 256) .

It comes close to Freire's (1972) description of the
prevailing mode of education in the Thi-rd World: "a
denial- of manrs subjectivity through the culturaf invasion
of his being with pre-packaged curricul-a".

In all of this, the highest premium is placed upon intel-
ligence, not upon other human qualities, such as moraf
excellence, coll-ective commitment, the abiJ-ity to rel-ate
to others, or initiative. (Apple, L9792 151). One

of the mai-n effects of the school is to maintain the
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intelligence, and to largelY
of other students to be wasted.

Bernstein (1971), in discussing curriculum content and

form, uses the concepts of the rclassification' and 'framing'
of educational knowledge, which are pertinent here. The

notion of boundary strengths underlj-nes both concepts,

and of control over teaching-learning interactions.

'Classification' refers to the relationships between

curriculum contents - whether they are well-insulated
from each other, ds in subject-bound currj-cula and

gives us the basic structure of the curriculum message

system. The concept of 'frame' refers to the structure
ofthepedagogysystem,theformofthecontextinwhich
knowledge is transmitted and received' It refers to
the strength of boundary between what may or may not

be transmitted, the degree of control teacher and pupil

possess over selection, organization, pacing and timing

of the knowledge transmitted and received'

The concepts are introduced here since both classification

and frame will be strongly affected by the technicaf

control of curriculum form which Apple describes. The

boundary strength between'high-status' and'l-ow-status'

subjects will- tend to become better insulated. resulting

in strong classification. Relaxation of frame will

prove virtually impossible where neither teacher nortaught

has any range of options available in the control of

what is transmitted and received in the learning transaction:

their control- over sefection, organization, pacing and

timing of knowledge will- all be dictated by outsiders,

and non-school, everyday community knowledge will find

no place in the curriculum. These concepts are also

important because the programme examined in this thesis

has the potential to influence classification and framing

in quite the opposite way, that is by blurring class-

ification and relaxing frame.
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After examining these theorists, then, a powerfur distinction
can be drawn between the professed educational ideals
of schools which regard themserves as neutral institutions
of meritocrdcy, and the actual effects which schools
have. A failure to see the connection between the ,pro-
duction' of certaln kinds of people and knowledge, and
the reproduction of an unequal society which establj-shes
the roles for which these agents are produced, (Apple,
I979: 1-8), only serves to strengthen the school's rol_e
in the process. Apple argues that what is taught in
schools has to be considered as a form of the distribution
of goods and services practised in the wider society,
and that the investigation to be conducted is into what
is currently considered to be 'legitj-mate' knowled.ge
in schools.

REPRODUCTION AND ILABELLING' :

While school-s do lead to social mobility for some, a

resultant of this at present is that l-ack of mobility
is defined as 'failure' . Because schools and their
hidden and formal curricula and pedagoglcal processes
are seen as neutra.l-, any f ail-ure to f olLow or attain
the rnorm' is l-abel-led as some kind of 'deviancy'. At
the same time, a startling relationship still exists
between a person's family background and their success
in adul-t life, despite their transit through these 'neutral'
and 'meri-tocratic ' institutions .

and Gintis , I97 6; Apple , I982a) .

(Jencks, L972; Bowles

Even procedures in schools which look particularly 'helpfuI'
contribute to the defining and l-abe1ling of children.
These may j-nclude 'diagnostic' and 'treatment I progranmes
for 'deviants' such as slow learners, remedial or discipline
problems. The entj-re 'guidance' programme of the school
may play its part in certifying students for their place
in the workforce, or non-workforce, whj-le defusing any
debate over the role of schooling because these special-
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efforts look so 'helpfu1" (ibid: 50). As Bernstein

suggests, (1984: 65), the whol-e concept of 'compensatory

education' distracts attention from the defici-encies of

the school itself, focussing instead upon the deficiencies

of the child, his family, of the community. These comments

have important implications for the programme to be examined

later.

Thepictureofschoolingpresenteddoesnotimplythat
teachers enact a conscious conspiracy against the lower

cfasses. (Apple , L9792 64). It does, however, reveal

some of the latent functions of schooling of which many

educators remain unaware- It also helps to explain

why,low-statusr but potentially'awareness-raiSing'
programmes of social education are almost suffocated

out of the school curriculum. Moreover, the PowerfullY
reproductive role of schools makes it clear that those

who would hope to transform schools and curricula must

not be so naive as to believe that an alternative curriculum

and enthusiastic teachers wiIl, in themselves, change

the nature of schools. A pol-itical awareness and willing-
ness to work at a number of levels to change the deeper

structures of schooling will be required if anything

more than cosmetic change is to be achieved'

A IPROCESS' MODEL OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT:

In spite of the somewhat pessimistic analysis of schooling

presented so far, it would be untrue to say that teachers

have no scope to direct their practice towards change

which counters the hegemonic effects of the school.

Apple (1982b) emphasizes that, from a phenomenological

perspective, teachers are creators of their own lived

world and are not passive recipients of an imposed reality'

They are capable of reflecting on their rofes and making

autonomous decisions.
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However, such autonomous decision-making is more likely
to be exercised by teachers working with a rprocess'
model of curriculum development and evaluation as ad.vocated
by Stenhouse (1975). It was this model, focussing upon
the liberation of the teacher's rore as innovator and
researcher, which appeared to offer the most suitable
framework for the examination of a curriculum such as
Developmental Group l{ork: Stenhouse's model makes a
'transformative' curriculum possj_ble. The level of
congruence between stenhouse's theory and the practice
analysed through the research is considered cl-oserv in
Chapters Six to Eight.

rt has been more of a tradition in Britain than in the
united states or New Zealand to assume that the curricul_um
is an area of decision to be delegated to j-ndividual
school-s and to teachers. ( ibid: 123 ) . In Br j-tain,
teachers have been used to a rol-e in curricul_um development
and creation. what stenhouse presents is an extension
of this tradition, a movement towards a 'research model',
casting the developer in the role of '.investigator'
(ibid: 125). Totally unl-ike the confinement imposed
by technol-ogical curricular forms, the model looks at
curr j-culum as dynamic, €rs a policy which evo.Lves and
improves, the focus being upon the intelligent and pene-
trating study of problems rather than 'sol_utions' .

The key factor in the research process is the participation
of the teacher: the teacher's rore as researcher rel-ates
closely to her role as teacher, and to her developing
role as curricul-um evaluator. It implies research-
based teaching. The model- attempts to integrate action
and evaluation into a unified research model (ibid: 140),
which has strong implications for the kind of evaluative
model which will be deemed suitable. The like]ihood
of an objectives model of evaluation complementing action
research based upon process, where each contextual setting
wil-l-' produce j-ts own I truths ' , seems remote.
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while Apple focusses upon the constraints which limit
the autonomy of teachers, Stenhouse emphasizes the conditions
which wilt maximize their autonomy. He moves well away

from the noti-on of curricul-um as a package of materials
or syllabus of ground to be covered; instead, he identifies
curriculum as "a particular form of specification about

the practice of teaching" (ibidz L42), a way of translating
educational ideas into hypotheses testable in practice-

At the heart of the research model i-s a role defined
for teachers which occupies the other end of the continuum

from the de-ski1l-ed, de-professionalised package'managers'
that Apple deplores. Stenhouse's teacher is an I extended

professional', developing "a capacity for autonomous

professional- self-development", (ibidz L44), allowing
others to observe and discuss her work, studying the
work of other teachers, and testing ideas for herself
by classroom research procedures. she will be prepared

to examine how she is seen by her pupils, and will openly

negotiate with them and define her role as teacher-researcher-
Stenhouse points out that the impact upon the socidl
structure of the school-, between colleagues, and between

teachers and taught, is likely to be profound - and much

richer than the de-humaniz:-ng effect upon individuals
and their interactions which Apple describes as a corollary
of technical control over curricuLum form.

stenhouse sees the results of his model as being far-
reaching: a change of organization and pedagogy founded

on the development of the professional knowledge and

skills of teachers might be looked fot, as well as an

increase in teacher morale ( ibid z L67 ) . what might
al_so be expected, when schools are staffed by a self-
critical-, professional community of teachers, is the
development of a degree of reflexivj-ty in the institution
itself: a capacity to review j-ts own processes critically
and reflectivelv. ( ibid: L7 6) .
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REPRODUCTION, TECHNICAL CONTROL, AND EVALUATION:

A further dimension needs to be considered at this stage,
in vi-ew of the nature of the research forming the basis
of this study. Hegemony in education is not maintained
only'through the officiar, hidden and nulI curricula
of schools, nor through the technical control that has
been assumed over curriculum form. curriculum eval-uati_on
is also a form of sociar action which has political con-
sequences . ( Deaki-n, r, rntro: 1982 ) . The increasing
emphasis upon evaluation since world war r, and the tendency
f or 'eval-uation' to be equated wi-th tmeasurement , and
what Eisner (r979 z 12') cal-l-s the "illusion of precision,',
has meant that evaluators have pursued a quest for efficiency,
and quantitative output measures, which Apple says mirrors
the interests of the dominant groups in society in main-
taining sociaL control. (I974: 45 ) . The school's role
as an agency of social- order has been strengthened by
the expectation placed upon it to evaluate people. one
example of the use of evaruati-on as a means of social
control would be, as Apple points out .( ibidz 46), the
strong racist el-ement running through the testing movement,
a movement which Eisner also says has provided one of
the most powerful controls of educational- practice.
(Eisner, op.cit., 2).

Evaluation is not a neutral activity: it encompasses
a process of social_ valuing (Apple, op.cit. ). The work
of evaluators is inherently poriticar: in choosing their
allegiance to an evaluative method, evaluators are demon-
strating a political stance, for, ds MacDonald argues,
(7976t 229), the different styles and methods of evaluation
express different attitudes towards the power distribution
of educat i-on .

The tradj-tional-, and most potent way in which eval-uations
have embodied the ideology of control has been through
the use of technicar models of evaluation, such as the
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'objectives' model, where pre-determined behavioural

objectives tend to focus upon 'student' behaviours, rather
than the teaching process or the evaluation of the in-
stitution. Again, as App1e points out, (op.cit:54 ) ,

the tendency, when objectives are not met, is to b.l-ame

student 'd.eviancy' rather than the institution, and any

ensuing attempts at 'reform' tend to be the reform of

the student rather than the school. Technical evaluations

based on the ideology of control, may even be used to
hide the school's need to change, of the fact that the

school organization itself is creati-ng the difficulties
it is supposed to sol-ve, and which evaluators are called'

upon to examine. ( ibid: 51 ) .

Appie suggests we need to investigate how the process

of evaluation gets some groups the results they want,

contributing to an unwarranted sense of well-being when

the objectives can prove to have been met. Evaluation
has tended to focus on j-ndividuals, to be conservative,
to serve the predominant ideology, and to ignore any

evaluation of institutions in themselves. (ibid: 59)-

Emphasis upon pre-specified objectives will almost certainly

mean that student conduct or criticism that may be threat-

enj-ng to the educational setting will be eliminated from

the report. Any elements of argumentation and confl-ict,
which might ultimately have all-owed change to evolve,

will- not be sought or recorded, (ibid:58), for the object-

ives approach does not seek phenomenological views. How

students experience the school, what the relationships
of the school- reflect, would be difficult aspects for

the objectj-ves model to consider.

The evaluator's perspective will be infl-uenced by her

own social position, despite any claims made to neutralj-ty'

Some evaluators may even take a political stance without

realising they are doing so, because the implications
of the position they hold have not been understood.
(ibid: 56). MacDonald argues that there is no such



thing as an 'independentr evaluator (L9762 235).
stresses that the evaluator is embroiled in the
process which concerns the distribution of power

is 'free' only to choose his allegiance, and his
stance wi-ll determine his choice of technique.
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polit ical-
, and
political

Consequently, in recent years there has been a strong
move away from the evaluation of technical control towards
justifying educational action within a wider context
of greater social and cultural understanding. (Codd, L9B2zL\
The trend has been to move along the continuum from the
dimension of control to the dimension of understanding,
from summative to formative evaluation. Here, more

attention can be gJ-ven to descriptive analysis, and to
the value of any discovered confl-ict and disorder. (App1e,

ibid: 58). It means that evaluative exercises can be

conceived of more broadly to include curricul-um processes,
and also factors such as the way the innovatj-on is used,
and the influence of the setting, which Parsons (79762 24I)
poJ-nts out are as important as the innovation itself.
This kind of formative evaluation has . the potential to
be counter-hegemonic by challenging the implicit structures
of schooling and by giving attention to the 'hidd.en'
and 'nul.l-' curricula, although it is argued ( Deakin,
L9B2: Intro) that the transformatj.on can occur only within
the context of deliberative action.

The implications of the above discussion were important
in choosing an evaluative model for the Developmental
Group Work programme. The programme's focus upon cur-
ricul-um as process, its potentJ-a1 f or researching some

of the sociological concerns raised by Apple through
the examination of process indicated that the objectives
model-, itself a technical modeI, would be an unsuj-table
choice.

Various criticisms can be l-evelled at the objectives
model in terms of its appropriateness to a process-oriented
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curriculum. one criticism is the possibility of over-
emphasis of trivial outcomes, since objectives are pre-

specified, whereas important but unspecified outcomes

discovered only ,in process' may be missed. The strong
emphasis of the objectives model upon assessment part-
icularly the fact that evaluation comes at the end of
the programme, rather than being an integral part of
it - presents another Problem- The Developmental GrouP

work programme focuses upon a phenomenological view of
experience, where issues emerge in process, and we are

interested in outcomes for the individual which cannot

be precisely specj-fied in advance. Moreover, the emphasis

placed, in def ining objectives, upon student behavj-ours,

leads to the threat of increased political control over

the curriculum which a programme such as this woul-d tend

to avoid. In a human relations programme, it could

result in the expectation that the programme should be

used to change student behaviour in the direction of
conformity, the programme itself becoming an agent of
sociaf controf. on the contrary, such programmes are

intended to encourage the appraisal of their own political

assumptions and. of their values, ds well as those of
the institutions and the society in which they operate.
The objectives model would possibly fail- to assess benefits
brought about by the programme because all- that happens

in process cannot be specified in advance, with the further

danger that it might appear to be the programme which

had failed, because it did not conform to the pre-specified
objectives required by the model. It has also been

pointed out that the objectives mod.el fails to consider
the. political nature of curriculum decision processes,

an important factor to be considered with a programme

hoping to have some effect upon these very processes.

In aII, the strong l-ikelihood that the objectj-ves model

might not only inhibit understanding of the programme's

successes, but actually miss what really happened and

what rea11y mattered, pointed to its inappropriateness
for this particular evafuation.
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An account of the 'illuminative' model of evaluation
and its considered suitability for the programme under

consideration is presented in Chapter Four-

CONCLUSION:

The theoretical analysis of schooling presented by critics
writing from within a neo-Marxist framework makes trans-
formation of the curriculum and the school- appear an

almost impossible task without radical reform of society
first taking place. The role the school has traditionally
played in social reproduction, its preservation of the
economic and symbolic property of the dominant groups

in society, and its transmission of the hegemony of society
so that the mass of people come to consent to their own

exploitation, makes it a powerful institution and one

which wil-l- not change easilY. The of f i-cial, the hidden

and the null curricul-a of the school all play their part

in the reproductj_ve process, ds does the influence of
technology upon curriculum form, ds wel-1 as the methods

of eva.l-uation traditionally f avoured in schools '

Those teachers who would increase their own autonomous

decision-making in schooling and attempt to transform
the school and its curricula may find their best means

in the process model of teaching and education which

Stenhouse presents. The model enables teachers to start
working from within the system, without first having

to radically change the macro-structures of schooling.
As action-researchers, they focus upon their own professionaf

development, their team-work with others, and examine

what is happening in the processes of teaching and learning.
It means that the structures and values of a socially
reproductive institution will themselves become the focus

of research and evaluation.

It is not a model which

Apple's own analysis of
is necessarily at variance with
the reproductive role in schools.
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As will be examined in Chapter Nine, Apple also sees

teachers as having power to influence the system within
which they work.

In the evaluation of Developmental Group Work which con-

stitutes the focus of the present study, two j'mportant

opportunities \^rere presented. One was to examine the

extent to which the work offered teachers some scope

to experience working within a process and action-research

model like stenhouse's. The other was to discover whether

such a method of working, from within the structures
of the school, had the potential to transform those very

structures.
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CHAPTER THREE : DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP WORK : DESCRIPTION
AND CRITIQUE

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMME:

The only programme of social education that has been
used on a fairly wide scale in New Zealand schools j-s

the Developmental Group Work progranme of Dr Leslie Button,
formerly of Swansea Universj-ty, presently at Exeter Uni-
versity. It is one programme which the Department of
Education has set some lead in promoting, especially
as it has relevance to the new HeaLth Education Syllabus
(p.149). It is also one programme of social education
operating in New Zeal-and schools which has been evaluated.
(Harrj-s, 1983). Thus, it presents an example of social
education whose potentially transformative nature can
be tested against the framework presented j-n the previous
chapter.

With a team of 'action researchers' , Button spent a con-
siderable amount of tj-me working with giroups of young
people in all kinds of settings - schools, youth c1ubs,
prisons, on the streets exploring their needs, and
devising ways of helping to meet these through group-
work settings. The general aim was to "he1p young people
to build up their general resources so that they can
cope more adequately with life". ( 1981: 2) . Believing
that "To be human 1s synonymous with being in communication
and in rel-ationship with other people", (L974: 1), and
that "our personal satisfaction, growth and development
is achieved mainly through the part that we play in the
lives of other people and they in ours", (ibid, 1), Button
concluded that the socral- slcrl-i-s requirecl to oeveiop
satisfying relationships, ds well as personal growth,
were best learned in the safe environment of a structured,
supportive group. Many of the young people he worked
with had not previously experienced this, not even within
the family.
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Developmental Group Work is intended to be adaptable
to any kind of setting, and the purpose and style of
the work will be considerably influenced by the setting
itself ( ibid ? 2) . The focus of this discussion is upon

its adaptation to schools, where it can offer a planned

approach to education in personal- relationships, social
skills and responsi-bl-e attitudes. Button has eschewed

the 'social. ski1ls training' approach, which is problem-
based, and frequently provided mainly for students who

are considered rdeviant', because they do not adapt to
the school situation. Instead, h€ has devised programmes

which have sequence and continuJ-ty, which are developmental
and educative, and aimed at helping all students through
the developmental stages of their growth and awareness,

as well as encouraging them to become "active partners
in their own educati-on". (Button, 1983: 34 ) . The

programme aims at helping young people to "build up the
social skills and personal resources that will enable

them to cope with life as it comes along". Button does

not address the issue of the need for structural, changes

in society to provide more equal and positive opportunities
for people. The emphasJ-s is upon learning to cope with
life as it emerges.

The work is located in the social psychology of adolescence,

and, although Button claims the work can transform schools,
he does not argue this from a sociological- position.
However, dfl attempt is made in this investigation to
examine the claims for the programme more widely and

to set the potential of the progranme within the framework

presented in Chapter Two. The evaluation of Developmental

Group Work presented i-n this thesis considers its effects
not only on individ.uals, but also on the structures of
schools.

In schoofs, the basic programme of Developmental Group

Work is centred upon the pastoral role of the form-teacher
with the form group, and Button emphasi-zes the importance

of the preparation, training and support required for
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the form-teacherrs role. Teacher participation in cur-
riculum deliberation and development, and in evaluation,
is emphasized, which provides scope for Stenhouse's model
of the rteacher-as-researcher' (1975) to operate.

Aims of the programme:

The programme has three main sets of aims which might
be expected to have some effect on the transformation
of the curriculum. These are directed towards:

the personal growth of students;

teacher professional development;

the influence of the programme upon school cfimate.

Depending upon the context, these aims can be specified
in the following ways:

a) Personal development of students and of their skills
for life. Since the programme is flexible, the
specific aims will vary from group to group of students,
depending upon the context and how the studentsr
current needs are perceived. The aims, general.ly,
are in keeping with the claim of the New Zealand
PPTA (1968) that, above all, a school should help
chi-ldren solve all the problems they meet in everyday
life and enable them to formulate ouestions and
find satisfactorv answers.

Aims would incl-ude:

hetp with individual growth and adjustment,
encouraging self-reIj-ance and self-discover|;

development of social competence through social-
skills;
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'

developing ways of satisfying basic emotional i

needs i ',

the development of care, concern' responsibility;

better study skills and academic progress through

improved social ease and self-image;

developing the skil1s to achieve one's own

stated goals and to evaluate pro$ress;

discovering knowledge about health, citizenshj-p

and the world in general'

b) Professional devel-opment of teachers: Button empha-

sizes the importance of the opportunj-ties for teacher

professionaldevelopmentwhichtheprogrammeprovides:
: "The long-term potential for staff development is

a valuabfe by-product of the programmer' . ( 1983: 39 ) '

The following aims in this area coul-d be outlj-ned:

involvement in curriculum deliberation and

decis ion-making ;

involvement in deliberation over content and

methods;

development of new teaching approaches;

- working in a colfeaguial team with other teachers

and with senior students;

involvement in eval-uation;

- personal growth;

development of staff support groups t

involvement in peer training amongst tutors '
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c) Development of a posiive school climate: The pro-
gramme is claimed to have the power to profoundly
influence the ethos and climate of the school, although
Button emphasizes that this is onJ-y like1y to occur
if the whole school i-s moving in the same direction
( 1983: 38 ) . His experience has suggested there
is little point in training teachers unless there
is this commitment - without it, he discovered trainees
working almost rsecretly' or 'apologetically', in
spite of the ease with whj-ch they had developed
sophistication in the techniques through their training
Nevertheless, Button cl-aims that "it is possible
to help a whole school move in a new direction",
(ibid: 39), ds long as certain conditions, including
adequate teacher-training and whole school commitment,
can be met.

Three aspects of the work might be considered capable
of transforminq school- cl-imate:

the effect upon integration and frame of teacher-
based curriculum innovation, teacher support
groups and changes in teacher-student interaction;

influence upon the style of rel-ationships within
the school;

improved professional- development and competence
of teachers and a more active, political approach
to curriculum areas, especially programmes
in the affective areas.

Dis cus s ion :

The basic skills and concepts underlying such a statement
of aims j-nclude the development of the group as a caring
community and the deveJ-opment of support within the group.
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It opens up the possibility of relatj-ng on a deeper level
between peers and between teachers and students. Button

places his aims firmly within this 'social psychology'

framework, but the present thesis seeks not only to evaluate

the programme within such a framework, but al-so within
a wider sociological framework. The programme is examined

not only in terms of its own stated aims, but also in
terms of its wider transformative potential'

clearly, there are value assumptions in the stated aims

as outfined, and these would need to be considered ex-

plicitly in the deliberations preceding the introduction
of the programme, and in the course of the programme

sess ions .

THEORETICAL RATIONALE OF THE PROGRAMME:

The programme is described as 'developmental" indicating
that the models of work are structured and sequential,
each activity serving as a basis for the next ' ' The

content and methods should enrich the student's social
experiences in a safe, supportive environment, whil-e

also offering the opportunity for challenge and the

experience of conflict. (Button, L974). Social- inter-
action is the major mode of teaching, talking is the

chief tool used, and there is an emphasis upon activity,
both in the physical exercises and in the sense that
content is dynamic, never static or inert '

Content:

Meeting the stated aims is attempted through a number

of themes, developed in a cyclical manner, each theme

havingitsimportanceateverystageofdevelopment.
These are:

the pupil's Place in the school;
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the pastoral group as a small, caring community;

relationships, the self and social skills;

communication skills;

school work and study skills;

academic and careers guidance;

health and hygiene;

personal interests.

The content is not fixed, and the themes are flexible
enough to embrace virtually any issue raised in the group.
Justj-fication of the content rests upon the premise that
the themes are vital to the lives the students 1ive,
and to the enri-chment of those lives and the studentsr
developing autonomy. (Button, ibid. ). The intrinsic
value positj-on requires that we see students as actors
j-n a process which will- make them more aware and more
able to recognise, select and go after the knowledge
they require.

Teaching Procedures:

The approaches adopted are "enguiry-based, resting upon
a step-by-step programme of personal and group exploratj-on
It is, in fact, dh action research programme, with the
young people at the centre of their own discoveries".
(Button, 1983: 35). The teaching procedures can be

seen as falling into two main categories:

the tralning of teachers to run the programme;

teaching procedures in the classroom.
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The two are interdependent, the methods overlap, and

the character and success of the programme rely heavily
on both. Button claims (L981: l') that "the methodologies
upon which these programmes are based are as important
as the topics and materials included in them". The

programme presents a process model (Stenhouse, L975)

with emphasis upon principles of procedure, the teaching
approach being an important part of the content. Teachers

need to become comfortable with .the new procedures, and

preliminary and on-going training sessions for teachers
and senior tutors require them to work through the trai-ning
procedures and practj-se them, and to experience for them-

selves anything that they will require of their students,
so that teacher-training as well- as student-learning
is action-based and experiential. The methodology
essentially offers a pedagogy for pastoral care

Button claims that, from his experience, teachers readily
grasp the expertise and theoretical framework required,
and that "Training teachers for this role is no longer
a problem" . ( 1983: 38 ) . Button and his team have

prepared models of work, programmes and tried methods

of teacher-training to ensure that teachers develop practical
expertise as well as a firm grasp of the theoretical
princj-ples invol-ved.

A lesson will- generally begin with a 'game' or 'warm-
up' , the purpose of which may be a momentary disorientation
from the school or home situation, so that students may

be more open to new experience, or it might have a functional
purpose, such as Iearning names or practising co-operation.
The technique of 'd.isturbj-ng the equitibrium', j-ntroducj-ng

an element of stress, can be used in other ways to give
people a chance to behave differently or break free from

unhelpful patterned resPonses.

The group is the base for all activities, but within
this framework there are opportunities for individual
tasks, for working in dyads, fours and sixes, and in
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the total group. The smal1-group sj-tuations provj-de

opportunities for rehearsal and risk-taking before the

large group activj-ties are undertaken, which Button suggests

makes people less fearful of participating in the larger
group. He calls the technique rsocratic Group Discussj-on'.

The experiential approach means that events are used

as experience. Physical contact is used to develop

trust and support, but in an organic way, woven into
a programme of experience. tAction methods' are used,

which can include physical exercises, role-play, socio-
drama or psychodramatic techniques. Students also become

active in talking to people from outside the group, inviting
visitors in to be interviewed, or undertakj-ng research
activities in the school or community.

The methods have important implicat.ions for _leadershi-p
style. There is a need for leadership which is positive

without being overly directive, neither authoritarian
nor lais sez-faire, the l-eader being confident enough

to make use of the unexpected opportunity, while having

a cohesive plan for each fesson and series of lessons.
Leadership which is too dominating will tend to stifl-e

student initiative, but indefinite leadership is likely

to leave students feeling confused, unsure and rel-uctant
to take risks. The styte required will be encouraging,

challenging and active, will model personal support,
caring, risk-taking, sense of humour and fai-rness, dttr j-butes

which it is hoped the students will also demonstrate

or develop.

Although Button has produced. texts which offer the classroom

teacher carefully planned themes and lessons which can

be followed (1981, I9B2), the programme is intended to

be adaptable. It comprises an ec]ectic range of techn j-ques

and approaches which can free the group-work teacher

to encompass as classroom material- any issue currently

relevant to the group; and, moreover, the teaching style

t" flexible enough to work just as well in the 'ordinary'
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subject-based cfassroom as

since what Button basicallY
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i-n the ' grouP-work' situation,
presents is a PedagogY-

THE POTENTIAL FOR CURRICULUM TRANSFORMATION : IDEOLOGICAL'
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

The foregoing description of the content and pedagogy

of Button I s programme is based' upon his own account of

its rationale. The aim of the present investigation,

however, is to explore the nature of the programme in

political terms, to evaluate its potential for transform-

ative action in challenging the hegemony of the school

as a social institut j_on. The progranme possesses a

number of features which potentially make this a possibility:

its values-stance; its aims and objectives; its apparent

potential for scrutinizing the official, the hidden and

the null curricula of the school; its capacity to foster

teacher and student autonomy; its effect upon relationships

and the social system of the school in general, and upon

j-ntegration and frame in particular; its engagement with

alternative methods of control and with group process

as opposed to the creation of the 'possessive individual';

and its capacity to cast a critical- eye upon the proceedings

of the institutj-on rather than condemn the 'deviancy'
of students.

Values:

The very perception of a need in schools for programmes

such as Developmental Group Work reflects a vafue stance,

andtheprogrammeitse]fprovidesthechancetoopenly
deal with values issues - Raven, (1984: 26), arguing

that schools should be selecting wider objectives which

develop rather than waste human resources, urges a shift

in the concept of teaching away from supposedly 'neutral'
educational objectives to value-laden objectives.
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In this programme, justification of the content rests
upon the premise that the themes are vital to the lives
of the students, and to the enrichment of those lives
and the students' own developing autonomy. The value
assumptions behind the aims of the programme reflect
a belief that human beings are unique and worthwhile;
that they have within themselves the powers to develop
autonomy, values and decision-making skil-ls; and there
is a strong assumption of such felt human needs as the
need for social interaction with others in a variety
of settings. This value judgment extends to the view
that teachers, too, should develop and exercise autonomy;

that they can be part of the necessary del-iberation on

the curriculum, instrumental in its planning, execution
and evaluation.

There is a further assumption that a certain kind of
interaction between teacher and student will- be an improve-
ment on more traditional styles of interaction, and that
the new style of interaction will benefit both teacher
and student. Snook (19762 52) makes the point that
the most important debate in educational theory is "what
sorts of things are worth teaching and learning and what

sort of human life is worth living". Underlying this
programme is the value judgment that human rel-ationships
programmes such as this are worth teaching and learning,
and that human life is more worth livj-ng if people can

develop their individual potential and rel-ate to others.
It is a sensitive and political area of educational ground

to tread, one which not everyone would agree is the provi-nce

of teachers or of schools. It is interesting to speculate
why Button called his methodology Developmental Group

Work, and whether, in doing so, he was acknowledging
the driving force and the powerful values stance of the
work ethic which persistently, if ever more redundantly,
imbues our philosophy. However, the val-ues-stance does

not explicitly address the need to challenge the hegemony

of society contained in the formal and hidden curriculum,
or to look at the deep structural arrangements which
make schools what they are.
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Aims and Objectives:

The aims and objectives of the programme are wider than

those of curricula geared to meet the technical needs

of the fabour market. The objectives of Developmental-

Group Work accord more with the wider objectives advocated
by Raven (ibidz 25), such as developing initiative, con-

f idence in dealing with others , abil- j-ty to make one's
own observations and to work with others. Apple (L979:151-)

asks why it is that we do not value moral excellence
or collective commitment as highly as we value intel-
ligence. The wider objectives of this programme mean

that schools coul-d come to value other personal qualities,
which might al-low them to distribute rewards more ex-
tensively to include the least advantaged.

Bowers (L9762 63) suggests that the classroom be used

to help students become more explicitly aware of their
own cultural experience, to begin with the actual experience
of the students, rather than with the concepts and typi-
fications of others, and this is something the pro$ramme

is able to do.

The objectives go even further, however. The role defined
for teacher professional development goes beyond the
need. merely to learn a few 'techniques' . While teachers
may at first experience some 'de-skiLling' as they change

from the authoritarian stance of the cl-assroom, it is
not the de-skilling which AppIe describes as having under-

mined the profession and education in general (p-18).
What the aims for teacher professional development make

possible is that teachers take education back into their
own hands: that they become the curricul-um deliberators,
innovators and evaluators, ds Stenhouse advocates ( 1975) .

It offers a strongly political stance, particularly as

it also encourages a mutual, professional- support amongst

teachers which would do much to break down the isolation
and separateness which disempowers teachers as groups.

(App1e, 1982b: 257).

r:;ll:
ti,tl

p
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The programme, used in this wdy, could take teachers
a long way from the kind of technical control which reduces
them to managers of 'teacher-proof' currj-culum packages.
(App1e, 1982b). Instead, teachers would have an improved
chance to learn and practise the skills of curricul-um
development as outlined by Eisner (L979 z 47 ) z

the ability to work with others;

the ability to deal with the complexities of practical
deliberation;

the ability to establ-ish distance
work and oneself in order to see

the ability
function in

to envisage the ways

the classroom;

between one's
it more clearly;

activities might

the ability to judge how much guidance they might
need and engage j-n that task (made much easier when

teachers are engaged in peer-training ) .

A model- of democratic administration such as Apple advocates
( 1982a: 64) is at Least put into practice at the classroom
l-eve1: teachers working as partners, whatever their
I status' or 'subject' ; senior tutors working in a col-
leaguial relationship with teachers; and teachers and

students workj-ng in a partnership where they share a

more equal relationship.

The Hidden Curriculum:

It has been speculated that one of the important resufts
of the values-Iaden stance of the programme, of its more

wi-dely embracing objectives and its declared aims of
influencing the social- system and the climate of the
school, might be to bring the covert messages of the
hidden curriculum of the school out into the open.

5\
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The values of the hidden curriculum, its assumptions

about how people are expected or al.l-owed to behave, relate,
assert themselves, could be open to scrutiny in a programme

which focuses upon these very areas of relationships
and val-ues. The unstated norms and dispositions of
the hidd.en curriculum, the mystique of the structural
codes of the school, would be made more explicit to all
students, including the working-c1ass chi1d, whose mastery
of these codes is limited, and who may be placed at con-
siderable disadvantage in relation to the total culture
of the school. (Bernstein , 1"9'7Lz 64) . The mastery
of these codes, which is so potent in society and in
schools, partly because it is only available to the under-
standing of the dominant classes, could become more available,
or at least visible. Its ownership by a powerful few

coul-d become disputed and shared. Moreover, this woul-d

tend to focus attention upon the organization itself
and lead to a degree of institutional criticism, rather
than blaming the 'deviancy' of individual students whenever

difficulties arise. ( Apple , I982a) .

Integration and Frame:

The fact that teachers traj-n, plan and even teach together,
whatever their subject speciality wj-thin the 'collection
code' of the school curriculum, provides the beginning
for a teachers-based integration code to find a hold
in the school. As Bernstein suggests (1971: 104), there
wilL be a shift in the centre of gravity of relationships,
making stronger horizontal and non-subject-bound allegiances
possible. A feeling of teacher autonomy, teamship and

professionalism could resuft in a more cohesive, more

powerful body of people, freed from the tension of what

Stenhouse (1975: 45) ca11s their'professional persona'.
It also , of course, presupposes a high level of ideological
consensus if the prograrune is to become at all extensive
(ibid: 107), and, as Button has noted (p.34), the programme

wifl only thrive where ful-1-school- commitment to it is
met.
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The change in teacher-student and peer relationships
have implications for the style of leadership of the
school, and the control ideology of the school may shift
somewhat from the pole of rcustodialismr towards greater
'humanism' (Stenhouse, ibidz 461.

The change in pedagogical relationship between teacher
and taught is Iikely to have an effect upon frame, since
both wil-l have greater control of what is transmitted
and received, and the boundary between non-school- everyday
knowledge and reducational' knowledge will be relaxed.
The point Bernstein makes, that relaxation of framj-ng
may be used for purposes of greater social control, making
more of the student avail-able to more intensive social-ization
( ibid: 99 ), will be ]ooked at later in the results of
the eval-uation. But, as Stenhouse maintains (I915: 110),
the less rigid structure of the integrated code also
makes it a potential tool for egalitarian education.

Methods of Control-:

The ways in which the programme and its infl-uence upon
rel-ationships can also affect methods of control merits
further comment, particularly as this aspect of the work
received much comment in the eval-uation of the progranme.
(Chapters Six to Eight).

The control ideology of the school is 1ikely to change
when integration and frame are affected. Both teachers
and students assume more control - teachers over their
professional rol-e as educationists, and students over
classroom content and process and responsibility for
their own behaviour. It j-s possible for self -control
and shared control to replace authoritarian discipline.

To a large extent, the curriculum of group work follows
Eisner's image of the 'spiderweb' model of curriculum
sequence, (L979: L23), where heuristic projects and act-
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ivj-ties will lead to dj-verse outcomes among students,
and where the aim is to invite engagement rather than

control. It is a model, dS Eisner points out, which

will appeal more to rprogressiver teachers who are student-
centred in their philosophy and approach' The way in
which such teachers conceive of their approach could

be seen as fitting Holt's metaphor of the teacher as

I travel agent' ( 1-970: 70-1) :

the teacher finds out what students are looking
for;

makes suggestions about what is available;

the students make their choices;

the teacher helps them make the arrangements to
start.

The image would fit the teacherrs role particularly when

small groups of students embark on what is called by

Button ,action research'. Here, they explore themes

within the school and community, for example, what people

in authority are real-ly like and how they perceive their
roles. Control over their research methods and outcomes,

as well as their personal behaviour, remains in the hands

of the students. It is a concept which values the students

rj_ght to choose, and presents opportunities for them

to learn how to choose.

As Eisner points out (L979: 60), such an orientation
does place an enormous responsibility upon the teacher

- not to assume control for 'discipline" which is easy,

but to establish rapport with the students. It is also

an orientation which presents problems for the student,
since it is inordinately easier to d.o merely what is
expected. ( Eisner, ibid: 60 ) .
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Apple (1982 ) reminds us that students, like people in
the workforce, are adept at appearing to do what is expected
of them, while actually ignoring the teacher as much

as possible - day-dreaming, writj-ng notes to each other,
and so on. Group work has the potential for making
such kinds of resistance more difficult: students are
allowed to talk to each other and to bring their own

content to the lesson; and the inclusive style of sitting
in a circle, rather than an excluding arrangement of
rows of desks, is likety to keep students more involved.

It woul-d not be true to say that all- students enjoy the
style of control in group work. As Eisner says (ibid),
it places more expectations upon them, and, from personal
observation and the outcomes of the evaluation, it is
clear that some students will- strongly resist the methods,
and that part of the reason for this may be that their
accustomed opportunities for resistance have been removed.
It also requires that we look cfosely at such programmes

to see if they really present more subtle mechanisms

of social contro.l-. The capacity to 'disarm' students
and to make resi-stance more difficult indicates a 'pacifying'
or 'domesticating' potential which the programme coul-d

be seen to possess.

Overal-l-, however, the shif t in methods of control will-
be associated with the conceived role of the teacher.
Sugarman (1968: 3) reminds us that attention to a teacherrs
ability to "keep order" may ignore the possibility that
the means of keeping order may interfere with the student's
cognitive learning or moral education, or both. Develop-
mental Group Work requires an 'expressive' style of leader-
ship, where the prerequi-site is the building up of the
students' motivation for work, and where emotional- or
interpersonal factors which might be impeding work are
removed or dealt with. (Eisner, ibj-d). It means being
able to listen, compromise more, al1ow students to talk
and encouraging their contributions; it means lecturing
less, sharing a sense of humour and aiming for a more

cordial relationship and Less conflict.
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Workinq with Process vs Technical Control:

Apple (1982) points out that the hegemony of technical
control over curricular form, evidenced in the use of
prepackaged sets of standardized curricular materials,
has had two particularly del-eterious effects upon education.
One of these is the de-skilling of teachers; and the
other is the reproduction of the 'possessive individualr.

A strong claim could be made for Developmental Group

Work's counter-hegemonic influences in these two respects.
Rather than being removed from curriculum deliberation,
planning and desi-gn, with the consequent atrophyj-ng of
skil1s, teachers become closely involved in these areas.
In addition, because content is not rfixedr, teachers
are required much more to work with process. It is
a long way from pre-packaged sets of 'teacher-proof'
material-s, which cut down the interaction between students
and between students and teachers.

Moreover, teachers and students have the power to mutually
determine content, and there is scope for students to
bring to the lessons their own experience and culture.
The characteristics which AppJ-e ( ibid: 26L) says are
embodied in the modes of technical control of the curriculum,
which are ideally suited to reproduce the possessive
ind.ividuaf, are therefore not necessarily reproduced:
or these characterj-stics could be picked up by a teacher
who works with process, and could become the focus of
group deliberation. Finafly, the aims of the programme

for the personal development of students and their skill-s
for life, outfined on pages 32-33, envisage not the 'possess-
ive individual' as an isolated consumer, but the person

who, while guarding personal autonomy, will derive satis-
faction largely from being mutually involved with others.
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CONCLUSION:

Developmental Group Work can be seen as a programme of

social education whose basic aims - for student growth

and autonomy, teacher professj-onal development, and in-

fluence upon school climate - promise the potential for

a transformative effect upon the working of schooLs.

The theoretical rationale of the programme supposes content-

selection and teaching procedures which not only enhance

the rol-e of teachers in deliberation and planning, but

make it possible for them to communicate more openly both

with colleagues and with their students '

The ideological, political- and social implications of

the programme point to the potential for curriculum trans-

formation. Not only are the values to be explicit,

but the programme can focus on uncovering hidden values

positions and challenging them. The wider aims and

objectives of Developmental Group Work, if taken seriously,
go well beyond the soclalization functions of the school,

and woul-d open up the possibility of.access to personal

educati-onaI outcomes for a greater number of students '

The potency of the hidden curriculum in the lives of

teachers and taught may be examined; and the programme's

infLuence upon integratj-on and frame wil-1 alter content-

seLection, relationships and approaches to 'control'.
The description of the programme presented here indicates

its suitability as a vehicle for teachers to begin to

work together in a 'process' modef as outl-ined by stenhouse

It shows how teachers can reduce the control over their

own professionalism and over curriculum form that the

increasing move towards 'technical' controf has imposed

upon what haPPens in schools -

However, as has been indicated (p.24f), one of
powerful tools in the schoof's reproduction of

of society has been the reliance upon certain

the most
the hegemonY

I technical I

be that
described

methods of evaluation. The possibilitY would

Irt

the programme's potential for transformation,
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here, would prove fragile if subjected, for example,

to an 'objectives' model of evatruation. The rilluminative'

approach was selected for the evaluation for this reason,
and also for its apparent congruence with the rprocess I

nature of the programme. The following chapter will
discuss the j-lluminative model, examine its suitability
for the research undertaken, and describe how the evaluation
was conducted.

;-:., :d
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CHAPTER FOUR 3 AN EVALUATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP WORK :
BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURES

SETTING UP THE PROJECT:

The Developmental Group Work programme described j-n Chapter
Three became the basis of an experimental programme in
social education for third formers which was set up in
Wellington towards the end of L982, and piloted and eval-
uated throughout 1983. The programme was set up as

a result of teacher initiative: a loca1 Guidance Adviser
and some Guidance Counsellors negotiated with loca1 Prin-
cipals and the Distrj-ct Senior Inspector to introduce
the work into their schools. A regional experiment
was mounted where three schools became the focus of curri-
cul-um development in the social- education area. In-
service training time was made availabl-e for staff and

senior students from the schools to train together; and

the programme was focussed upon third-form cfasses and

their form-teachers as a way of develop.ing and enriching
pastoral care in the school.

The dimension of colleaguiaJ- support was strongly underJ-ined
Guidance Counsell-ors would act as co-facilitators in
the cl-assroom with form-teachers and student-tutors;
a support network of teachers j-nvolved in the programme

was created within each school; and the joint training
sessions created a basis for a wider network of support
which meant that teachers coul-d learn from and share
with each other in spite of the contextual variables
of their school-s.

It was agreed that the attempt would be made to integrate
action and eval-uation into a unif ied research model- (Sten-
house, L9752 140). The evaluator wouLd attend and part-
ici-pate in training workshops, as well- as visiting all-
three schools regularly to observe and interview, with

i

I
a

I

il'
t

e{-
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the hope of being involved, not as an external evaluator,
but as a facilitator of the partJ-cipants' own self-refl-ective'
formative evaluation -

The issue of what will be the criteria for effectiveness

is always Iikely to be a vexed guestion with a social
education programme, ds is the form the evaluation is
to take. (Bernstein, L97L: 107)' Dif ferent exPectations

of the programme are likely to be held by the parties

concerned - the Department of Education, parents, the

school organisation, ds weII as the adult and student
participants in the programme. There could be a strong

expectation that the programme will provide a 'cure-
all' for the social problems of the school, making students

more biddabl-e, and supporting the hegemony of the school'

whereas the values-stance of the programme was not to

make students more quiescent, but more autonomous, con-

fident, aware and assertive, and able to make independent

decisions. The values underlying selected criteria

should be made explicit, and judgments concerning whether

criteria are met should be openly discussed' AIso'

any criteria of effectiveness not stated beforehand but

discovered in process should be acknowledged as important

( Stake , 1967 ) .

The three different contexts for the project would also

offer opportunities for making comparisons in the way

the programme operated, which would be more likely to

provide insight into its effectj-veness or difficulties

than attempting to compare the programme against some

ideal,oEagainstasetofpredeterminedobjectives'
Inanyprogrammeintheaffectivearea,comparisonagainst
fixed objectives will prove difficult, gains made being

difficult to measure and subjective i-n their recognition,

whereas comparing ,what actually happened.' in three different

situations could provide more concrete and valid bases

for comparison, despite the subjectj-ve aspect of 'per-

ceivingwhathappened'.Itmeantthatobjectivityof
judgment could be sought through inter-subjective agreement '
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A case-study approach to the contextual- variables, a

focus upon the criteri-a tied to these contexts, and com-

parisons made between the three situatj-ons would provide
a basis for judgment of the programme itself of any
quality inherent in the programme - as welJ- as for judgment

of what actually took place in the different settings.

EVALUATION : QUALITATIVE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY:

Determining the Tasks of Evaluation:

Given the rationale, aims and objectives of the programrne

to be used as the basi-s for the innovation, an idea of
the contexts into which the programme was to be introduced,
and the procedures to be used in j-ts introduction, the
eva.l-uator's maj-n assignment was to determine what woul-d

be the tasks of evaluation; what characteristics of
the programme and its implementation were to be focussed
upon; what issues were to be taken into account; what
practj-cal- problems of participants should be dealt with,
and in what way to limit the elements studied, since
not all could be considered. (Stake, L967). This
groundwork having been covered, the way would be cleared
for determininq the model of evaluation to be used.

A preliminary task was to address the ethical issue of
whom the eval-uation would serve. The eval-uator must

determine whether the evaluation serves the i-nterests
of outsiders, or of participants in the programme, and

this witl be al-lied to the questj-on of who should participate
in the evaLuation. (Davis, 1981).

The evaluatj-on was to serve the participants first, and

other interested parties afterwards. A research contract
from the Department of Education, applied for before
the programme commenced, but finally granted only after
its conclusion, did not influence the decision to ensure
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that the evaluation was the joint property of the evaluator
and the participants in the programme -

As Stake says , (1976), the rationale of the programme

should suggest the reference groups for the evaluation,
and six discrete groups suggested themselves as the main

informants of the eval-uation:

students involved in the programme;

teachers involved in the programme;

students not involved in the programme;

teachers not involved in the programmet

( if possible ) ;parents of students

Principals of the schools

The reference groups having been identified, the attention
of the evaluator turns to the three contexts in which

the programme is to be introduced, and considers the

features the three schools have in common, ds well as

any contextual variables which would influence such a

programme in the social education area, particularly
since one of the agendas of the programme is to have

a positive influence upon school cl-imate. There would,

then, be a degree of institutional evaluation inc]uded,
reflecting the 'quality of life' of the school, dS advocated

by Apple (L974). It would therefore be important to
discover whether participants felt that the programme

had influenced the complex web of relationships which

go towards making up the social climate of the school.
The cultural mix of the school would be important to
consider, since it is vital to know whether the programme

of Developmental Group Work suits all students in the

school not only European, but Maori, Polynesian, and
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those from other ethnic groups. This provides an important
factor for the evaluation, sj-nce, ds Jenkins et al (1979)

remind us, traditional forms of evaluation have been

unfair to cultural minorities.

The issue of the 'hidden currj-culum' of the school promised

to be an important facet of the evaluation, because of
its potential effect upon any innovation, but particularly
because of its possible inhibiting effect upon a programme

such as this, which has the potency to bring into the
open the covert but powerful issues of the hidden curri-
culum of the school. This aspect of the evaluation
would clearly be involved with the values of the school.

The Aclvantaqes and Limitations of ' Illuminative I Eva.l-uation:

The different forms that evaluation can take can be defined
in terms of two main dimensions: control and understanding.
The model which has customarily been used for the evaluation
of school programmes , the 'ob ject j-ves ' mode1, is f irmJ-y

set within the dimension of control, while the newer

approaches are characterised by their search for under-

standing - for finding out what a situation means to
the participants from their own outfook and their own

frames of reference. The emphasis upon understanding
is central to , interpretive' methodologies, which have

been termed, generically, the'illuminative' approaches.

Here; the prj-mary concern is with 'description and inter-
pretation rather than measurement and predictionr (Parlett

and Hamil_ton, 19752 BB). There are three main stages

to the illuminative aproach, requiring investj-gators
to "observe, inguire further, and then seek to explain"
( ibid z 92). It is basJ-cally a 'case-study' approach

to evaluation, aiming not at the analysis of the results
of a project in terms of pre-specified goals, but at
a comprehensive portrayal of the project viewed as a

whole, with j-ts intrinsic features opened to understanding.
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Objectives selected by the evaluator focus upon the process

rather than the products of the programme, or may be

determined in process, and wil-l form part of the attempt

to reveal the meaning of the curriculum as much as to
evaluate its worth. The aim j-s to See how the progranme

operates; how it is influenced by its context; and to
find out what are the advantages and disadvantages of

the programme as experienced by its participants '

The illuminative approach provides a more flexible, com-

prehensive and sensitive approach to evafuation than

traditional models, one which appeared more in keeping

with the processes at work in the Developmenta] Group

Work programme, where measurement against base-line data

and pre-specified objectives may not only produce little
significant information, but miss the real essence of

what is happening. Sometimes. only minimal d'ifferences
have been reported as stemming from a traditional evaluation,
whereas the participants and others may have felt themselves

agreej-ng with Elton (1973) that "we feel in our bones

there are beneficial inferences of a I'ess tangible kind

if only we can pin them down". The illumj-native style
of evaluation sets out to 'pin down' those elusive features
by providing full descriptive data focusing upon the

process and upon the experiences of participants. As

stake acknowledges, there is necessarily some trade-
off in measurement precisj-on compared with traditional
forms of evaluation, but what is gained is a potential
increase j-n the usefulness of the fi-ndings to those in
the programme, whom the evaluation is intended to serve,

as weLl as to other audiences -

The.illuminative model-, applied to the Developmental

Group Work programme, would be concerned, then, not only

with the traditional question of "How good is it?", but

with the wider question of "What is happening?" It
would give the evaluator the opportunity to focus on

programme activities as they evolved, oD the experiences
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and increasing ar4rareness of participants, to provide
relevant kinds of information to the di-verse audiences
of the programme, and to consider the different value-
perspectives of participants and audiences. The aj-m

would be to 'tell- the storyr of the programme, capturing
its unJ-que f eatures, its successes and f a j-lures, the
issues surrounding it, with the evaluator acting as a

mediator attempting to descrj-be a surrogate experience,
and, instead of producing precisely measured data on

goal attainment, describing all, the complexity, the un-
certainty and ambiguity likely to be part of the experience
of such a programme.

There are criticisms which can be l-eveIl-ed against the
illuminative model; for example, its being too 'subjective'
and'impressionistic', and that it lacks rigour. Parlett
and Hamilton (I976), discussing the concern over the
subjective nature of the approach, point out that forms
of research which are immune to prejudice, bias or human

error do not exist. They advocate some precautionary
tactics to avoid gross partiality, which incl-ude cross-
checking of findings, discussion of principles and spelling
out of criteria, with the open presentatj-on of evidence
for others to comment on. The subjective element wil-l
remain, and even the presence of the evaluator will have

an infl-uence on the conduct and progress of the scheme,

so that it wj-ll be important to clarify with partj-cj-pants
the evaf uator's rof e and its poss i-bl-e inf f uence .

The charges of l-ack of rigour perhaps arise from confusion
with the rigidity of tradj-tional, technological forms
of evaluation. The model wi-l-l- not be 'technical' or

'theoretic' in form, but this does not mean that it is
unmethodical. It requires planning and structure, and

careful preparation; a plan of observations and negotiations
is made, with constant reference to the various audiences;
and. the quality of recorded data and the evaluator's
findings are checked against the perceptions and experiences
of those involved in the programme. Without a degree
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of rigour, the al-ertness to issues emerging in process
which is part of the approach would not be possible,
nor the 'progressive focusing' upon emergent themes which
is the essence of the illuminative style.

The Eval-uator's Role:

As has been discussed, the role of the evaruator is in-
herently a political one (p.24). Apple points out that
the evaluator has ideological, methodological, epistemo-
logical and ethical issues to consider, and, in relation
to 'affective' programmes, he emphasizes the need for
the evaluator to l-ook at the possibre latent functions
of the programme, the danger of studentsr private d.is-
positions and personar meanings being brought under the
purview of the school, becoming its ,property'.

Ethically, the eval-uator must remain ind.ependent from
the parties invol-ved. However, she wil-1 bring her own
sensitivitj-es, preferences and style to the setting,
cannot escape her own ideology, and needs to beware of
her own val-ue orientations subtly influencing the evaluation.
These poi-nts were clearly important ones in the situatj_on
under discussion, where the eval_uator was already ex-
peri-enced in using the programme. had found it effective
and felt optimistic about it, and where contact wj-th
the participants was to include sharing their training
workshops. The evaluator would not only need to be
aware of these possible influences, but share the poss-
ibility of their effect with the participants. She
woul-d also attempt to control any such bj-as by checking
the relevance, fairness and accuracy of her representations
against the views of the parti-cipants aLso taking care
not simpry to allow the biases of participants to replace
her own. The eval-uator's task becomes to see that the
debate is heard, that a wide variety of perspectives
is represented, that issues are cross-examined in an
attempt to recreate the multiple realj-ty of the programme.
The evaluator would not pretend to aspj-re to the neutrality
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of'objective'truth,buttoremaindisinterestedin
the style of ScrimshawI s 'honest broker' ( ].979: 256) '

tellingnotonlyherowntruth,but'developingcritical
self-reflection'alongsidetheparticipants.

Conf ident ialitY :

Theethicalquestionofwhomtheevaluationwastoserve
having been resolved - it was to serve, firstly, the

interests of the participants ' who were to be the co-

ownersofthereport_thereremainedtheissueofcon-
fidentiality.oneoftheadvantagesofthedemocratic
style of il-Iuminative evaluation is that ' while there

may be many participants whose views and experiences

arereflectedinthefinalreport'themodelofferscon-
fidentiality to those whose views are represented'

This was clearly a very important issue ' and one whj-ch

the evaluator needed to discuss with and keep before

participants throughout the process of the evaluation '

Withoutsuchaguaranteetherewouldbelesslikelihood
ofparticipantsjoiningindiscussionwiththeeva].uator
spontaneously, littl-e hope of their revealing what they

truly thoughrt or experienced, and small chance of their

feelingtheywereparticipantsintheevaluationaSwel]
as the programme. It was particularly important to

gain thj-s trust, since it was hoped that permission would

be gi-ven to audio-tape all interviews ' This led to

some interesting discussion with participants of the

eva}uationandtheissueofconfidentiality(p.142),but
permissiontoaudio-tapewasgrantedbyallparticipants.
Responsesrecordedinthereportarepresentedanonymously,
and coded onty to highlight the group the response re-

presents (APPendix A )'

ParticiPation:

Since it was hoped that participants
part in the evaluation, the model of

would share an active
illuminative evaluation,

3\
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and their proposed part in it, was explained to them

from the start. This was particularly necessary for
the teachers, who mostly tended to equate evafuation
with the objectives model. For a1I participants, however,
it was important that lssues already referred to of
ownership, the role of the evaluator, the subjective
nature of the work, the matter of confidentiality - should
be clearly stated and understood. This also meant that
certain participants could help the evaluator plan and
negotiate for the time-table of observations and interviews
required.

The notion was put forward that the evaluation should
be a joint venture, and the fact that it would not become

a judgment on their performance in the programme was

explained. Thej-r involvement, autonomy and capacity
for shaping the evaluation, as well as the working of
the programme, was made clear. They were also introduced
to the idea that some of the features we would focus
upon would emerge only in process. The possibility
of a foJ-low-up j-nstrument such as a questionnalre. to
be administered at a later date, was also discussed,
as well as the idea of their maintaining diarj-es or fog-
books of their own experiences.

The level- of openness, shari.g, and mutual feedback anti-
cipated j-n the eval-uatj-on offered the possibility of
a degree of 'reflexivity' also, whereby the evaluation
itself might feed into the programme, helping partj-cipants
to focus on issues, be aware of the opinions of other
groups and audiences, confront issues, or adapt the pace

of the programme.

EVALUATION : PROCEDURES

Constraints:

One problem which appeared like1y to place a constraint
on the scope "of the evaluation was the breadth of the
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task compared with the time availabre, since the evaluator
was afso employed furl-time as a Guidance counsellor
some distance from the centre for the programme. stake's
warning (L967 ) , that the el_ements to be studj-ed must
be limited, was a salutary one. However, the chosen
styre of evaluation, enabling the participants to become
evaluators, meant that a much broader, more detailed
portrayal would emerge than could be painted by one person.

Observations and Interviews - proiect Diary:

An iLluminative evaluation requires planning, structure
and careful preparation. The evaluator's attendance
at preliminary workshops presented the opportunity, not
only to observe training methods, but also an ideal arena
for sharing and pranning procedures for the evaluation.

The evaluator was to attend each workshop during the
three terms of the programme, and attention was given
to her role of participant-observer at these, so that
al-L invol-ved shourd understand the opportunity provided.
for a degree of refrexivity between the evaruation and
the programme, and al-so be a-l_erted to any danger of the
eval-uator being regarded i-n the capacity of co-trainer,
or of her subjective views becoming over-emphasized.

In addition to this, the evaluator was to visi_t each
of the schools involved twice each term six visits
in all over the year. These visits to the schools were
to cover observations, as well as audio-taped intervj-ews
with the selected reference groups. It was therefore
decided that she should confine observation to one class
per school-, but be in contact with as many other participants
as the school could al-low to be availabl-e on each visi-t.
rt was necessary for the evaluator to write and negotiate
dates with the Prj-ncipals and co-ordinators well before
each visit, and to give a clear schedure of the personnel
she wished to be able to talk to each time. The effort
was made to cause as little dj_sruption as possible, but
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every request, particularly to interview specific groups

of teachers, meant that the school had considerable internal

re-organisationtocopewithtomakestaffavailable,
and from time to time there were the added problems of

teachersbeingaway,beinginvolvedinschoolcamps'
or there being examinations. The evaluator therefore

attempted to remain flexible in her plans and preparation,

so that, where a school had been 'unable to meet written

requests exactly, the time should still be employed profit-

abIy, there being so little of it' In fact' the normal

interruptions and organisational events of school Iife

becameapartoftheevaluation,anaspectofthecontext
into which the programme was introduced, and an indication

of the kinds of stumbling blocks a curriculum innovation

must face and survive. The model's ability to focus

upon what actually happens in process meant that such

organisational contingencies could be absorbed' To

some extent, also, the status in school of the co-ordinator

was reflected in the ability to have the necessary arrange-

ments made. This became a considerable difficulty at

school c, where the one person ultimately remaining from

the orj-ginal team was a Year Two teacher. The rproject

diary,ofvj-sits,observationsandinterviewsisprovided
in Appendix B.

Foreachvi.sit,alistofpossiblethemeswasprepared,
to be folLowed in interviews, but used fIexib1y, enabling

the evatuator to focus upon issues emerging which were

becoming important to participants. Permission to audio-

tape interviews was sought from aII participants during

all visits, and the confidentiality of their contributions

emphas ized.

Teacher Questionnaire :

a) Objective of questionnaire' It was decided to

devise one instrument to supplement the findings

oftheevaluation,aquestionnaireforteachers
involved in the programme, to be administered during
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the fj-rst part of the following year. The objectj-ve
of the questionnaire was to collect the retrospective
opinions of teachers, their mature considerations
about the prograrune once the experimental phase
was over and the programme had been j-ntroduced across
the board at third form level in each of their schools
Al1 remaining from the original teams at the end
of L9B3 were stil1 involved in teaching the programme
in 1984.

b) Devel-opment and testing. The evaluator's advisory
committee, and university personnel knowledgeable
in questionnaire design, critically examined the
objectives, format, language and forms of questions
at progressive stages of development. In addition,
colleagues who were teaching group-work in the evalu-
ator's school, as well as colleagues in the guidance
area, gave feedback on the same aspects. Attention
was paid to clarity of questions, avoidance of jargon,

-and keeping questions as open-ended as possible
in order to capture the idiosyncratic aspects of
people's experiences. Since the questionnaire
was to be issued to a refatively small group, pr€-
coding of questions was unnecessdry, and the way

could be l-eft open for more personalized responses.

Content. The questionnaire focused upon the three
main aims of Developmental Group Work:

r'l

the personal growth

teacher professional

of students;

development;

the climate of the school.

It provided teachers with a structure for recording
more considered responses to the programmers influence
upon their professional development, particularly
their role in curriculum planning, innovation and
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evaluation. It provided for a fuller description
of the school context, and a longer-term view of

the effects of the pilot programme ' It also provided

a more overt focus upon the issue of values those

oftheprogramme,theparticipantsandtheschools
and a chance for teachers to evaluate the evaluation

itself. The full questionnaire is presented in
Appendix C.

Administration and response rate. Questionnalres
were posted to the teachers in JuIy 1984, with in-
dividual covering l-etters and a request that they

be completed and returned before the end of Term II.
A further reminder was sent to co-ordinators three

weeks later urging them to remind teachers ' Seven

of the eleven teachers it was sent to completed

and returned the questionnaire.

e) Comments. The questionnaire was

than originallY Planned, during a

in the school Year, which maY have

rate.

administered later
very busy time
reduced the response

Itwasalsolong,whichcoul-dhavedeterredpeople'
although responses were extremely thorough in aII

but one case, and teachers frequently continued

their responses on the backs of pages, which seemed

to indicate a strong feeling of involvement in the

programme. The guestionnaire was used by some

to indicate to the evaluator any difficulties they

had experienced in maintaining the programme in

its second year, which suggested they stilL saw

the evaluation as serving their needs '

DISCUSSION:

The cl-ose invofvement of participants in the process'

and the resulting joint evaluation seemed' to be particularly
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suitable for a new programme, the value of which not
only policy-makers, but participants, too, would need
to be convinced. (Parsons, L9762 259). It is suggested
(Deakin, 2: 29) that the only way of creating the self-
understanding and understanding of the conditions necessary
for sustaini-ng change is through evaluation for and by
practitioners. MacDonald points out that in the United
Kingdom most evaluations have been done by teachers on

secondment rather than 'experts'. lL976t 239). In
this case, teachers participated in the evaluation as

an on-going part of their work, and their day-to-day
practical decision-making.

A11 that remained before embarking upon the evaluation
was to take note of the salutary reminders of Apple (I97 9:39 )

that new forms of evaluatj-on are likely to be looked
upon as suspiciously as the programme itself; and of
Adelman ( 1984: 35 ), that the politics of evaluation centre
around sustaining interpersonal relationships, since
institutions, when threatened, have thej-r own strategies
for dealing with the threat, such as withholding j-nformation.
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CHAPTER FIVE : THE SCHOOL CONTEXTS AND THE PARTICIPANT.S

INTRODUCTION:

one of the tasks of the evaluator is to examine the contexts
of the programme to be evaluated, so that features held.
in common, as well as contextual variables, and their
possible impact on the programme can be understood. In
this chapter, each context wil-l be described and those
aspects of the context most likely to interact with the
programme wil-1 be interpreted. Because the programme
aims to influence school climate, it is important to
identify the contextual- features most 1ikely to have
an impact upon the programme.

It was al-so hoped to discover what effect the criteria
for sel-ection of teachers had upon the running of the
programme, and how much del-iberation had gone into the
selection, which was potentially crj-ticat.

THE SCHOOL CONTEXTS:

School A:

Set in a primarily working-c1ass borough outside Wellington,
School- A is tucked away just off the busy main streets
which are strongly marked by commerce .and light indusEry,
and just a stoners throw from the railway and a main
motorway. Backing on to some open land, it possesses
an air of comparative peacefulness after the bustle of
the thoroughfares. The Nelson-pl-an buildings are set
in grounds which are tidy and comfortable j-n appearance,
but with no great effort made to j-mpress or draw attention
to themselves. The school- foyer, bare and formal, a

little imposing, opens on to the assembly hall; the
staff-room is J-arge, comfortabfe, somewhat garishty adorned,
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with chair arrangements that suggest some sub-groupings
within the staff, and a notice-board reflecting good-
humoured banter as a means of communication. The rest
of the 'blocks' are functional, utilitarian, ugly in
parts, but with a businesslike and friendly enough'atmos-
phere when inhabited. The Library, which was used for
the developmentar group-work programme in 1983, is care-
fulry and attracti-vely laid out and adorned with d.isplays
and art work, and looks as though a good deal- of pride
goes into its maintenance. pupils are, on the whole,
rather neatly clad in a very traditionar styre of uniform,
and senior tutors even turned up in uniform at the early
in-service training days where others were more casualry
dressed

The school ro11 in 1983 was BB2, wi-th 160 (rB.2z) Maori
and Paci-fic rsland students and a small number of Asian
students. students were described by the princi_pal
and teachers as comi-ng from a wide range of socio-economic
backgrounds, from row income to wealthy, but with a pre-
dominance of working-class students. However, several
teachers suggested that increasing numbers of middle-
crass parents were beginning to send thei-r chi_ldren to
the school because it was seen as small and caring, and
providing strong direction. The evidence for such a
trend was not supplJ-ed.

rn the schoor Prospectus, the aims stated include a caring
attitude towards students; a broad-based education necessary
for modern life; respect for i-ndividuality and the provision
of equal educational- opportunity for all; an emphasi-s
upon discipline based upon self control and serf respect
and a need to respect and have concern for other people;
and an attempt to educate the complete person and help
students develop their fulI potential.

Comments made in the teacher I s responses to the questionnaire
endorsed these as bej-ng the school's aims, although one
teacher suggested the aims were rather conservative,
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and another suggested the school's aims were to please
the parents and create a good image. Staff felt the
school lived up to its aims averagely well - the schoor
did its best, was not worse at fulfilling its aims than
other schools, and was perhaps a little better. Some

of the staff of the school were believed not to agree
with the aims, or the methods of achieving them, but
the school was perceived as succeeding in preasing parents
and creating a good public image, which would be verified
by the increased. numbers of middle-crass parents choosing
to send their chil-dren to the school_. Even before the
group work programme began at the school, a focus on
caring had been provided by the princj-pal's setting up
a rbuddy' system of older students 1ookj_ng after younger
ones. To some extent the two programmes were seen as
conflicting rather than complementing one another.

The teachers in the Group work programme felt reasonably
content with the climate of the school, and, in particular,
spoke positively of the atmosphere and spirit amongst
the students. They were seen as genuine , friendly and
support J-ve ; there was l_itt le conf lict amongs t them,
and students of different cultural backgrounds mixed
freely. On the other hand, the students tended to be
non-assertive and to go along with things without question-
irg, which had some implications for the Group Work pro-
gramme, which was 1ikely to encourage assertj_veness and
questi-oning atti-tudes . In her assessment made after
the year's experiment, one teacher described the climate
amongst the staff as being non-supportive. Being involved
in an innovation whi-ch some others did not understand
was said to have brought the teacher unfair and unkind
criticism. one teacher criticised the style of discipline
in the school, seen as being too strict on infringements
of school- regulations, but not strict enough on 'aggressors'
whom she said the school often equated. with 'smokers'
for discipline purposes. The 'aggressors' appeared
to refer to those who did harm to other people, rather
than infringing school rules, such as the Ino-smoking, rule.
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When asked about the school's policy on streaming or
banding, teachers' responses indicated some lack of consensus
as to what degree of streami-ng there was, or should be,
and even as to what constitutes streaming. One teacher
stated that the school cl-aimed not to stream, but did
so: the top two third form classes that year and the
previous year were streamed and this carried through
to the fourth form. The other teachers described a

system of banding or 'creaming-off' at third and fourth
form level, based upon the 'top' mathematics and science
students tending to be put in the same form or subject
classes. A further level of streaming occurred through
students' options choices, since certain choices woul-d

determine the class the students would go into. It
was stated that there were no !bottom stream' classes,
but a lot of emphasis upon remedial or compensatory help
'at the lower J-evelsr . The Principal confirmed that
there was a top-stream third form class, which was expected
to progress to six subject School Certificate classes,
then on to Unlversity Entrance, Bursary and Scholarship.
The remainder of the classes were unstreamed.

The effect of such policy was to be seen in the three
classes involved in the programme. One class was described
as being towards the 'l-ower end' of the range in reading
and writing skil1s; the second was rmostly average'
in ability, but low in sel-f-concept; and the third was

described as being 'very low' in ability, poor at social-
ising, and considered by its teacher to be 'hard work'
compared with a bright class. The 'top streamr third
form class was not involved, but any policy decision
behind this was not commented on. Some comments were
made by teachers to suggest that the constitution of
the c1ass had little effect on how the programme ran,
since academic abilJ-ty was not the most important attribute
j.n the programme, and some students of 'lower academic
abitity' proved thoughtfuJ- and outgoing and very successful
in the programme.
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The teachers involved in the programme presented a good

cross-section in d9€, personal style and teaching experience.
There were two males and two females, ages ranging from
early twenties to about fifty, and attitudes at the begin-
ning of the year varying from highly enthusiastic, through
uncertain, to somewhat sceptical.

School B:

The schoof is buil-t at the foot of gorse-cIad hills on

the outskirts of a prosperous suburb of Wellington. Built
with its back to the road, the school- sprawls around
a green area and looks to the hiIls, providing a feelj-ng
on the campus of secfusion. No attempt to j-mpress the
visj-tor is made about the school's entrance and foyer
- the area is unfussy, busy, and marked in places with
the battle-scars of student pens and knives.

Next to the foyer j-s an impressively bright and spacious
rstudent centrer , only once witnessed in use by the evalu-
ator, when a teacher's in-service day was hel-d there.

The staff-room is crammed with furniture - work-tables
and comfortable old chairs, and, at morning interval-
and other communal- times, is l-ively with chatter and

acti-vity. Many of the staff are young, some quite casually
dressed, and people mostly appear busy and invo.Ived.
The energy level seems high.

The Principal's room, whi-le tucked away down a corridor
behind the school office, appears to be open to staff
and students, and, while the evaluator talked with the
Principal on several occasions, students appeared at
the door on varj-ous errands, such as depositing a guitar
in his safe-keeping.

The cfassrooms and laboratory visited, where the group
work was held, are functional and unprepossessing - it
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seems more emphasis is placed upon people than the en-
vironment.

The 'mufti-clad' students thronging between classes appear
vocal, r€laxed, confident and friendly in their relationships
with staff. Sty1es and cofours of hair and certain
items of clothing may have caused alarm in some schools;
here, they apparently cause litt1e or no consternation.

Staff described the school as serving a 'fairly affluent'
population about two-thirds of the students would come

from an upper socio-economic background with middle-
class parents from the professional and business community.
The school roll in 1983 was 92L. Of these students,
93.62 were European, 4.4? were Maori or Polynesian and

22 South-East Asian. Teachers tended to comment that
many of the students' parents were well-off professionals,
some of them well-known people nationally. For a long
time the school was considered to be attractive to modern,

liberal-thinking people, atthough it was suggested by

some staff and senior pupils that this 'liberal' image

now rests more upon reputation than reality, and that
the estab]-ishment is more conservative and traditional-
than the persisting image suggests.

The school's aims, as described in the prospectus , focus
upon the provision of an interesting programme which
motivates students to have a continuing desire to learn,
gives them a sense of achievement, and ensures they begin
to acquire the qualities of good citizens. The schoof
would hope to encourage an enquiring mind, a concern
for others, and the desire for sel-f-respect.

Teachers also saw the aims of the school in these broad

terms. The promotion of independence and the develop-
ment of autonomy were said to be the main aims, broad

opportunities being provided for each student, with emphasis

on individual attention for those with academi-c, behavioural
or personal problems. Teachers saw the school as living
up to these aims 'reasonably wel-l-r.
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School climate was described as being relatively rel-axed
and informal, appearing to be very laissez-faire, but
with ringredients of arbitrary autocracyr, and this accorded
with the opinions of some senior students, who saw the
school's J-iberalism as being only 'skin-deep' .

The question of what constitutes streaming and what does
not caused some conflj-ct in teachers' responses on how

the school- manages this aspect of its organization, and,
while one teacher reported that there was 'no streaming | ,
another reported that there was streaming 'only in fourth
form mathematics and fifth form mathematics and English'.
The Principal clarified that cl-asses from forms three
to five are unstreamed, with the excepti-on of mathematics
c.l,asses, which are streamed.

Teachers' perceptions of the effect this policy had on

the classes involved in the programme also conflicted.
While one teacher reported that,

"the brighter students had to exert more tol-
erance t' 

,

another perceived that,

"some of the 'lower abilityr kids got a real
chance to participate and contribute - this
was quite noticeable".

The teachers involved in the programme were young, although
with several years' teaching experience, and considered
by the schooL and themselves to be successful and proven
cl-assroom teachers. One was highly sceptical about
the work, but the others were enthusiastic and initiating.
The co-ordinator was ma]-e, and the rest of the team female.
Thi-s was the team which, dt the first in-service course,
came up with a name for the programme - COPE - the 'Center-
ing on Peoplers Experiencesr programme which they and
one other school used thereafter.
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School C:

The schooL j-s surrounded mostly by state housing, just
off the highway, in a predominantly working class district.
The setting of the school is attractive, its undulating
and wind-swept campus being well- cared for, with glimpses
out to the hi1ls and water.

The school itself, with its Nelson-plan blocks set at
different angles, subjecting personnel travel-ling between
the buildings to wind and rain, has neverthel-ess a warm

and friendly atmosphere, and there is a feeling of welcome
upon entering the school-.

The staff-room is set somewhat oddly apart from the rest
of the school, and not easily accessible large and
bare-fookj-ng, with the impression of people positioning
themselves around its edges. The Library looks attractive
and interesting; the Work Experience rooms scruffy and
inviting; and the Music Suite, where group work sessions
were held in 1983, impress j-ve, and in some sense character-
less. Students seem friendly if spoken to, or given
a job to do, such as directing the vj-sitor, but otherwise
fairly reserved except amongst themselves or with certain
teachers.

The school- ro11 in 1983 was 902, with 367 pupils (40.6?)
described as 'Polynesian', which incLuded Maori students.
Most students were said to come from working-class families.

In the school Prospectus, the aims stated include setting
sensibl-e and wholesome standards in social behaviour,
the code of behavi-our being based on the notions of being
rsensible' and 'considerate'. The ideals of always
acting properly and learning to do things well are embraced
in the school motto:

"Akona te mahi pai" - "Learn to do the good thing"
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rn the teacher questionnaire completed by the one teacher
who remained in the programme, the aims were described.
as falling into three categories: to provide an ed.ucation
for the students, which was considered by this staff
member to meet with only limited success; to 'keep the
students off the streets r , which it was believed worked
quite well-; and to respect multi-cul-tural values and
feelings, which the school was considered to be quite
good at doing.

The teacher answering the questionnaire considered the
cl-i-mate of the schoor to be quite 'poor' in some ways,
quite 's]ack' and with a poor 'mora.r- climate', but the
response did not explain specifically what was meant
by these eval-uative judgments. Neverthel-ess, the teacher
remained enthusiastic about the Group work programme
and was instrumental in the decision to extend the programme,
and also remained in it in 1984.

rn 1983, the school was sti11 streamed., although this
policy was replaced by mixed abilJ_ty grouping in IgB4.
The Principal had made a conscious decision when embarking
upon the programme to involve the B-band, row-ability
classes, since it was felt that these students would
be the ones most in need. of a social education programme
such as Developmental Group work. However, it had also
happened that these cl-asses had fallen to some of the
least experienced teachers - one List A year r, two List A
Year rr teachers - although the co-ordinator was an ex-
perienced teacher, skilled in group faci-litation. The
school had the misfortune to l-ose its co-ord.inator part
way through the year and, as mentioned, only one of the
originar young teachers remained. in the programme for
the full- year. However, he did so with considerable
success and helped with the induction of some new teachers
into the programme.

The policy of streaming was seen as creating problems
for the programme. since the classes incl-uded felv role-
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models for more assertive, sociable behaviour, and because

many of the students lacked the verbal facility to discuss
issues. Moreover, many of the students had already
developed a strongly 'anti' feeling towards learning
and education in any form offered by schools, so that
it was particularly diffi-cult to earn their trust or
convince them that the programme could hold anything
for them. At the same time, their obvious sociaL and

educational needs made it very apparent that the school
was right j-n deciding to introduce the programme, although
Iimiting the programme to these lower streamed classes
placed some limitations upon the potential- scope of the
programme.

PARTICIPANT SELECTION - TEACHERS AND SENIOR TUTORS:

For a programme of social education to have any significant
transformatlve effect upon the school, a degree of aware-

ness amongst participants about the programme's potential
for change would be vital. Moreover, ideological consensus

about using the programme to promote change would be

necessary from those agreeing to the programme the
Department and the Principals; and from those involved
in it - the teachers, senior tutors, and preferably the
third form students, also.

It was evident from talking to participants that such

awareness and consensus did not exist: in this initial
pilot programme, run as an 'experimentr, it had not been

sought. Principals appeared to have employed no consistent
set of criteria in their selection of staff to run the
programme. At School- C it seemed to be mostly an accident
of time-tabling, and resulted in junior and inexperienced
teachers, lacking status in the school, becoming the
programme Leaders. At the other schools, the Guidance

Counsellor appeared to have made an attempt to discover
who was interested, and was said by some of the teachers
to have "co-erced" them into becoming involved. Involvement
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of senior tutors was voluntary, and somewhat arbitrary:
those who were'interested became involved if they had
a free period which co-incj-ded with a group-work lesson.

What united the participants was a degree of enthusiasm,
tempered with some scepticism. It gave them a chance
to be involved in something lnew', although their interest
seemed to reflect the desire for a rchange' from the
normal school routlnes, rather than a considered commj-tment
to the programme itself. The programme did not begin
with a level- of awareness as to its potential for change,
or with ideological consensus that it should be used
in 'political' ways, for change.

DISCUSSION:

Examination of the three schoof contexts suggested some

aspects of the organisations and certain variabl-es which
were like1y to interact with the evaluation. The socio-
economic backgrounds of the students; 'the school's phil-
osophy and aims; its stance on structures such as banding
or streaming; its perceived climate; and its level
of informed decision-making when embarking upon the programme
would be some of the features i-ike1y to influence the
programme's course and also to interact with the evaluation.

Although the level of 'politicalr preparedness on the
part of participants and their understanding of the pro-
gramme's potential for transformation were 1ow, it was

anticipated that their involvement in the evaluation,
and the illuminative modelrs capacity for 'reflexivity'
woul-d have some impact here.

Three focal- areasfor examining the programme's potential-ly
transformative role were determined:

the potential for student empowerment;
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the professi-onal development of teachers, and their
capacity to change education and schools;

evi.dence of the structure of the school itself being
affected by the programme.

The outcomes of the evaluation in these three areas will
be examined in Chapters Six to Eight.
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CHAPTER SIX : DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP WORK AND STUDENT AUTONOMY

INTRODUCTION:

If, as Apple and others have argued, schools are hegemonj-c

institutions reproducing the structures of society, it
could be predicted that the likelihood of the Develop-
mental Group Work programme's facilitating student empower-
ment, or bringing about change in the structures of the
school at any deeper level-, would be remote. The view
that schools have a major role in preserving the status
quo of society and maintaining social control-, (Apple,
I979: 3 ), suggests that meaningful change to the structures
of the institution itself will be resisted in overt and
covert ways.

As Apple argues (ibid: 41), schools are not passive in-
stitutions, easily malleable by those who would be agents
of change: rather, they present an active force, legiti-
mating the economic and social forms.and the ideologies
of the dominant groups in society. Attempts to change
schools will need to question the basic ways in which
they operate, (Apple, I9B2az B), and any attempt at trans-
formation which fails to do this mav be reqarded as l-ittle
more than 'tinkerinq'. ( Olssen, 1985 ) .

Button ( 1983 ) cfaims that Developmental- Group Work has
the ability to change school climate, but this eval-uation
set out to discover whether the programme could be used
to examine the basic structural mechanisms of the school,
and bring about some change at that leveI. It was an

attempt to discover the possibiJ-ity of si-gnificant change
being instigated from within the school structure j-tse.l-f ,

without in any way denying the need for social strategy
calling for structural changes in education and society.
(OIssen, 1985 z 20).

One particuJ-ar difficulty with a rtherapeutic' programme

such as Button's is that it can latentlv serve the ideo-
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logical functions of the dominant group in society without
thj-s effect being consciously recognised by the participants
j-n the programme (Apple , L979: 13). Olssen, analysing
the Department of Education's rSchools without Failure'
kit (ibid: 7) which holds some aims and ideals simil-ar
to those of Developmental Group Work, highlights the
possibility of such well-meaning programmes supplementing
existing practices rather than attempting to restructure
education at a fundamental- leve1. Ol-ssen argues that
alternative practices introduced within the existing
educational structure - which is what happened to this
programme - wil-l- have a null- effect upon the deep structures
of the school-. The school's reproductive role, procedures
such as national examinations, and the emphasis upon

indj-vidual learning styles, will pre-ordain the success
or failure of students (ibid: 7-B).

Neverthel-ess, the programme's potential for the 'empowerment
of students its ability to help students gain autonomy
over thei-r own actions, partj-cipate in the decision-
making, contribute to content, ds weJ-l as understand
the structures, overt and covert, of the school - provided
a rich area for research.

Apple and Olssen argue that any real empowerment of students
must entail their beinq enabled to understand and evaluate
the deeper structures of the school. With their teachers,
they would come to examine the content and the silences
of the formal and the null curricula, dS well as understand
the covert messages of the hidden curricuLum of the school.
The raising of their l-evel of awareness would not only
be in terms of their interpersonal skills, which could
merely reflect their more subtle induction into conformi-ty,
but also their level- of social- awareness and their critical-
capacities. Students would need to understand how some

school experiences constrain them and limit their personal
autonomy. They would need to understand that some students
have greater access than others to the rcultural capital'
and 'high-status' knowledge which school-s reproduce.
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From the start, there were aspects of the pilot programme
itself which militated against the work becoming trans-
formative in any significant way. It had to be incor-
porated into the existing, subject-bound school- curriculum,
into time spaces that were 'borrowed' from other subjects,
so that subject boundaries were still maintained. To

some extent, particularly at School C (pp.73-4), the work
was overtly treated as a rremedial' programme to help
the less able students of the schooL's 'lower' streams
fit into the school structure.

In addition, the teacher-training which had taken place
had been minimal in nature, even though the in-service
time granted was generous by current standards. No

thorough examination of Buttonrs aims and objectives
or of the values of the programme was undertaken, and,
although it was presented to teacher participants as

having, potentially, a transformative role to play in
the school, in practice, no examination was made of school_s
and their deeper structures, or of the programme's ability
to examine and inffuence these. Such observations are
made, not as being critical of the participants, but
as ill-ustrating that changes in education at a deeper,
more philosophicaJ-, as wel-1 as practical- l-eve1, were
not anticipated or sought at the outset by those gi-ving
permission for and organizJ-ng the programme.
rExpectations', Chapters 6, l, B).

/ Qoo

The schools themselves had made only a token commitment
to the work. Neither Principals nor teachers had apprised
themsel-ves fully of the aims, techniques or content of
the programme. They had mostly not read Button's texts.
There was by no means the 'ideological consensus' which
Bernstein (I971,) emphasizes is vital if an alternative,
integrated code is to be effective, or which Button (1983)
afso maintains is necessary. Any shared ideology discovered
in the early stages of the eval-uation came cl-ose to what
Olssen (ibid: 10) dismisses as an rideology of niceness'
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of pious hopes for students gaining confidence and self-
esteem, and coping better in the school system. There

was litt-le expression of the need for schools themselves,

or for society, to change.

This was ilLustrated in the limited expectations expressed

at the beginning of the year concerning the gains which

students would make from the programme. Such expectations

were checked out, since what was eventually achieved

was likely to be greatly j-nfluenced by these '

pr j-ncipals hoped the prograrune would raise students I

confidence and self-esteem, and help rat riskr students

cope better with the school Year.

"I woufd look at how the children in those
classes who could potentially become the most
restless, unsettled and perhaps unhappy donrt
become so because they have got a feeling of
being able to expand and deveIop."

( P. Sdhool
IReference code for transcripts: Appendix

Teachers' expectations focussed upon changes in student

behaviour, including improved self-esteem, coping abilities

caring, making the adjustment to high- school and learning

skilts which would aid them in school and in life:

" ... socializing; shyness; bringing them out
ofthemselves;perhapsmodifyingtheattitude
of some of the heavier bullies ' Perhaps just
to make the kids happier at school or their
home situations. "

( T. Sch. A)

They hoped students woul-d. develop greater tolerance and

self-control, and more sensitivity towards others, and

that they would learn to be honest about their emotions '

At School C. where teachers felt many of their students

started off with a severe social deficit, it was hoped

they would develop self-confidence and overcome the negative

attitudes towards school which were ingrained in them'

c)
A]
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It suggested some expectations of the programme were
coming close to the idea of 'compensatory education' ,

a concept which Bernstein ( 1984 ) has argued serves to
direct attention away from the internal organization
and educational context of the school and focus our attention
on the families and chi.l-dren. (ibid: 65). There was

no suggestion from teachers that perhaps the schools,
and the society in which they are embedded, should change.

Some of the expectations for students which were expressed
indicate that the programme has the potential to support
and confirm the hegemony of the school, rather than bring
about change. To be transformative, the programme would
require that participants' expectations be less limited,
less related to fitting students in to the system, and
more related to revealing and attempti-ng to transform
the messages of the hidden curricufum. The changes

teachers hoped would take place in students, while they
may be worthwhile in themselves, would fail on their
own to empower students so that they became socially
and cri,tically aware of their posJ-tion within the social
structure maintained bv the school.

Raven ( 1984 z 27 ) argues that, in order to change schools,
teachers need to shift from their commonly hel-d concept
of teaching from 'neutrall educational objectives to
value-l-aden objectives reflecting their own commitment
to trying to inf l-uence the operation of school-s and of
society. The Developmental Group Work programme, with
its strong val-ues-base, would offer teachers a platform
for such a conceptual- shift.

However, these teachers, who were not consciously expectj-ng
the programme to reinforce the values and deeper structures
of the school, were not perceiving the programme as the
kind of 'va.Iue-laden' curriculum advocated by Raven,

either. In a sense, they embarked on the work in a

spirit of naivety which itself would tend to preclude
any politica,l stance for change.
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CURRICULUM FORM AND PEDAGOGICAL STYLE:

According to Apple (1982b), one of the ways in which
teachers can contribute to the transformation of schools
is by becoming more active in the influencing of curriculum
form. Developmental Group Work presents a curriculum
form which not only has implications for transforming
the formal curriculum, but which could examine the hidden
curriculum more closely and fill some of the silences
of the nu.l-I curricul-um. It also presents a pedagogical
style which alters what counts as 'the valid transmission
of knowledge' (Bernstein, L9712 85), with a considerable
relaxation of frame and a strong shift in the pedagogical
relat j-onship between teacher and taught.

The programme makes a move from the collection type,
subject-bound curricul-um to an integrated currj-culum
which is teachers-based and which crosses subject boundaries,
involving teachers from a number of subject areas. The

content areas can be wider than those specified by Button
(Chapter Three, p.32), but even the areas Button lists
indicate a relevance to a number of subjects, and the
crossing of subject boundaries.

The relaxatj-on of frame implicit in the programmers required
pedagogical style means the boundaries between what may

or may not be transmitted are rel-axed and the control
over what is transmitted and received may be apportioned
differently between teacher and taught. (Bernstein,
op. cit: 89). The everyday community knowledge of teacher
and taught can be transmitted, as well as "educational
knowledge", and this became a feature of the programme
which teachers eventual-Iy began to see as increasing
student control- over the content of their education,
and making success available to a greater range of students.
Academic ability was not the only criterion for a success-
ful contribution to the programme. Whereas the formal
curriculum commodifies knowledge and emphasizes its 'owner-
ship' by a few, Developmental Group Work was discovered
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to allow students to contribute content, and at the same

time to emphasize the class working together as a community

rather than achieving and competing as individuals, so

that a strong challenge was potentially being offered
to the values of the hidden curriculum. Teachers saw

students attaining new kinds of 'success' :

" . . . especially the kids who normally wouldnrt
( contribute ) in an ordinary class, the kids
who feel they are at the bottom of the class
and therefore their views are not worth listen-
ing to or that no-one likes them anyway.
It gives them a real chance, ds well as the
ones who are outgoing. "

(T. Sch. B)

Teachers described situations where

have considered to be rfailuresr by

proved to be very good at role-PlaY
or in helping others. One of the

students they woul-d

traditional criteria
, dt problem-so1ving,
students reported:

"It's quite good that you
sometimes that you really
that people don't know you

get to show people
have got some talents
have got. "

(F.3 Schoo1 A)

A teacher commented:

"I have started talking to my group
that are bothering them, the things
would like to talk about rt

about things
that they

(T. Sch. A)

Nevertheless, the amount of student control over content
remained fairly minimal in the first year. Part of
the difficulty for teachers was in becoming skilled at
working 'in process' and allowing issues which had not
been planned for to emerge. Another problem was that
they felt untrained to handle the kind of 'personal'
content which students occasionally brought UP, and teachers
reported that it was late in the year before they felt
comfortable enough to alIow the students more control
over content.
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Students also reported that this happened only "once

in a blue moon", and:

"One time we sort of suggested we coul-d have
a say about what we wanted to do, but I guess
he sort of forgot about it, because he never
said anything. "

( F.3 Sch.

Some students suggested it would be better if they were

allowed to plan the lessons sometimes, while others,
used to having such decisions made for them, suggested

it was preferable for the teacher to plan content, because

"it saves a 1ot of squabbles".

It was an opportunity for the silences of the 'nu11'
curricufum to be tapped. students had the chance to
bring their own concerns and goals centre-stage, and

to tackle issues from their experience which the null
curriculum ignores. However, although there was evidence

of this happening in smal-l ways, it was not an aspect

of the work that flourished in the first year.

An area where students did believe they had more control
than usual was in the making or negotiating of rufes,
and several classes had been all-owed to make rul-es.
However, these were generally excessively punitive and

seemed to reflect the influence of years of schooling
rather than any new approach to sharing power brought

about by the Programme.

Bernstein argues (1971) that when frame is relaxed to
include everyday realities, it is often for 'remedial'
programmes aimed at controlling certain kinds of deviancy
(ibidt 99) and this fact seemed to be wel] understood

by some pupils at School B, who began by resisting the

programme (see pp.89-90 to follow).

Bernstej-n points out (ibid: 101) that the integrated
curriculum code and relaxing of frame have the effect

B)
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of reducing the 'discretion' of the teacher over what
is taught, and increasing that of the pupil: it brings
about a shift in the balance of power and in the pedagogical
relationship. This change in the nature of authority
relationships, increasing the rights of the taught, and
blurring the boundary between what may and may not be
taught, results in more of the teacher and the taught
being likery to enter into this pedagogical frame. The
results of this change in pedagogical relationships received
a good deal of comment j_n the evaluation. Teachers
described their relationships with the students as becoming
more positive, c1ose, enjoyable and mutually trusting.
The relaxation in frame required by the programme allowed
teachers to set aside their stereotypic 'professional-
persona', so that students came to know them as rrea.l-

people' One teacher commented:

" (it is ) another rel-ationship with the kids
- it develops a better feeling between them
and me. I'm not the big master an)zmore, I'm
somebody in the circle telling them about me

I'm being honest with them and therefore
it extracts something out of them, and, hopefully,
they're being honest with me.,,

(T. Sch. B)

Students were also reported as becoming more open and
honest in rel-ationships with teachers, ds becoming more
respectful and courteous, but arso as expecting to receive
respect and courtesy:

"I have got the authority over them when frm
teaching (in the 'ordinary' classroom) but
for them to be able to give and expect courtesy
from 'authority' and for them to have fun at
the same time i-s what I want to see as a teacher

(T. Sch. A)

The change in the balance of power was also reflected
in students I comments:
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"You can talk a lot louder than you usually
do in class you can speak up you can
get your say and everything. You can voice
your opin j-on on things. "

(F.3 Sch. A)

The l-imitation implicit, however, was that most often
it appeared to be the teacher who decided which things
opinions could be expressed about.

As teachers gradually discovered it was safe to have

a more equal relationship with students, and became willing
to share more 'power'with students in an open wdy, there
was still no suggestion even at this stage of using this
more equal, autonomous relationship to examine structural
aspects of the institution which brought students and

teachers together.

One of the most taxing issues resulting from the relaxation
of frame and the change in the balance of student-teacher
power concerned whether students shoul-d be al-lowed to
"opt out" of the programme, or parts of it, if they felt
it became too 'personal' for them. In princj-ple, most

of the teachers bel-ieved this should be permitted, but
in practice it raised problems: How woul-d the institution
react? Where shoul-d the student be placed? Would

the student be perceived as wasting time if 'workr was

not set? It proved one of the most contentious values
issues that arose during the programme, and, when students
did opt out, this was permitted for a time, then teachers

'persuaded' them back in.

However, for these teachers, new to the progranme and

to the concept of bringing about changes in schools through
their own manner of working, there were developments
which felt to them like real signs of students having
more control. Some of these were not significant in
a major way, being limited by narrow expectations for
the programme, but they included students beginning to
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take a more active part in proceedings, inj-tiating more
- and having more control over content and process:

"Itrs no good imposing it. You can impose
things j-n the ordinary classroom, but it's
much harder to impose your ideas in this. "

(T. Sch. B)

Third form students themselves were enthusiastic about
the new working relationship developed with teachers,
although, in terms of equality, they perceived the change
as teachers 'coming down' to their level rather than
themselves gaining more control. Students discussed
whether the more equal relationship caused them to lose
respect for the teacher, and believed this was not the
case:

" . . . you get to like them more, and you respect
when vou like someone. "

( F.3 Sch. A)

They felt other teachers coul-d wel-l- emulate the style
of interaction, and felt more aware of their own rights
as individuals:

"This wdy, a teacher could get to know that
a child counts as much as a teacher. "

(F.3 Sch. A)

However, group-work teachers were still seen as authority
figures, although they tended to use their power differently.
In a discussion about whether group work or ordinary
lessons required greater self-control or self-discipline,
the concfusion reached was that these were more developed
in group work, where control was largely self-imposed.
It also appeared that students used their own, subversive
kind of power differently:

"We know we could wreck it (group work).
( F. 3 Sch. A)
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The qualitatively different relationship meant teachers
appeared more friendly, human and caring, much closer
to the students:

"Mr X is sort of family - we think of him as
part of the class rather than being the teacher. "

(F.3 Sch. B)

Students felt they became real people in the eyes of
their teachers:

"The teacher gets to know you as a human person
and different individuals instead of just names
on a ro11. "

(F.3 Sch. A)

The fact that this more personal relationship between
teachers and students did evol-ve carries with it a warning
that such programmes can bring about a more powerful
and insidious form of control. Apple (L979: 165) argues
that such programmes can empower the school "in extending
its rationali-zi-ng ethos to even the most private and
personal disposi-tions of students so they can be better
controlled". Bernstein (1971: 109) suggests that, since
more of the 'innerr attributes of people are made public
in such programmes, where the pedagogy is masked by a

relaxation of frame, then socialization of students can
become much more j-ntensive and penetrating. Bernstein
suggests that an outcome of this could be that pupils
begj-n to produce new defenses. App1e also suggests
that students are adept at resisting the overt and covert
norms and values of school curri-cula.

In the initial stages of the Group Work pilot programme,
students 9i9 p.rt up a good deal of resistance. This
was reported by the third formers themselves, by senior
tutors and by teachers. A teacher reported:
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" ( I have ) difficulty controlling those students
who wish to disrupt, oE keeping the concen-
tration of students for any length of time . . . "

(T. Sch. c)

A senior tutor reported after some weeks:

,.;;;"'13"u3'ini:;ll il::;?3";i:;I::".:3:"
the boys wonrt sit with the girls; they wonrt
Iet you join in anything that you ask them
to. t'

(S.T. Sch. C)

One explanation for this strong student resj-stance could
be that the change in the style of classroom management

'disempoweredr the third formers further: they had to
develop new ways of relating j-n a more open, risk-laden
environment, where some of their old ways of resisting
the messages of the school, such as ignoring the teacher,
were redundant. For a while, some of the classes intensi-
fied their resistance to the work until they succeeded
in restoring the status quo. One teacher reported:

"Difficult children had to be qiven rul-es.
To start with I was too easy-g6i.,g and students
tri-ed me on. "

(T. Sch. A)

Some of the students at School B, where students were

reported to be generally "more able and mi-ddl-e-cl-ass "

appeared to resist the work at the beginning because
such rtherapeutic' programmes which do not rely upon
rhigh-status' knowledge tend usually to be offered only
to students in 'remedial' classes. It could appear
that these students had a clearer notion of how schools
operate than those at Schools A and C, and they resented
having to participate j-n a 'low-status' programme:

"I think they have got a bit uptight that they
were sort of chosen to do the programme, and
they didn't nave a say whether they were going
to do the programme or not. They resented
everythj-ng at first and tried to rubbish it
and put it down. They just didn't like the
idea of being told to be in that class. "

(S.T. Sch. B)

I

..
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Students also resisted the personal and private areas

of their experience being brought into classroom inter-
actions. Teachers felt pleased that;

" ... you get to know things about the kids
you would never pick up in any- otfter waY. not
@nd you watch them and see
@i"g - ion"thet they are ve{-
@ey are very giving PeoP1e."(T. Sch. B)

However, students found that the programme made them

"sensitive" and. "embarrassed", and sometimes expressed

openly their resentment about this:

" .. . the reaction I got was I was prying:
'why should I tell- you anything like that?"'

(T. Sch. c)

Some students realized that the programme made them more

vulnerable to each other, as well as letting teachers

and the school know more about them:

"It makes you fight more
how far you can Push one

because you know
another. "

( F.3 Sch. C )

Senior tutors found that students who related to them

in an open and friend.ly way in the programme would disguise
this when they were with their peer-group around the

school:

"They act as
jokes at you

if they don't like You and make

(S.T. Sch. C)

The resistance shown by the students to the programme

could be explained in terms of them defending the power

they had developed during years in the school system.

some resisted the work because they saw that it made

more of their personal experience available to the school;

others, because they had a sense of being 'fobbed offl

wi-thr a low-status ( and therefore second-rate ) programme '
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The irony in this liras that the programme possibly did
have the power to begin to change things for them in
school - provided that the expectations of teachers and
the leve1 of ideological consensus permitted this. In
fact, by the end of the year, resistance from students had
almost totally ceased, and most students wanted the pro-
gramme to continue into later years. However, whether
this indicated the prograrnme having developed in them
the social awareness to understand the hidden curricul-um
of the school i-s doubtful. Students seem to have'auto-
matically resisted the programme when they perceived
it as making them more personally vulnerabre to the school.
Without their understanding the concept of 'the hidden
curriculumr, they possibly perceived, nevertheless, the
programme's power to implement its messages, making them
more availab-l-e to school- scrutiny and assessment. However,
the j-r comments recorded only their feelings of dj-scomf ort,
rather than any degree of understanding in the area.
They seemed to respond to such discomfort at an affective
leve1, but with l-ittle cognitive recognition of what
made them warv.

The way in which they spoke of thei-r enthusiasm for the
programme in fact could indicate a good deal- of conformism:
it was 'fun', a'breakl, arrest', and Inot the same

old things' .

EFFECTS UPON STUDENTS : LIMITS AND POSSIBILITIES

By the end of the year, the changes which adults and
students felt most confident to comment upon were in
the area of psychological and behavioural changes whj_ch

had taken place j-n students. Not surprisingly, these
fitted closely the expectations, or objectives, which
schools had set for the work at the beginning of the
year.
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Teachers and senior students were enthusiastic about

the fact that third form students were becoming more

aware of each other socially, and that bullying was reduced:

"Very positive for most, especially between
groups who would otherwise be 'at' each other
:.. the 'heavies' became more tolerant and
the twimpst more assertive."

(c. Sch. A)

There was more co-operation, less insensitive behaviour,

and general gains in confidence, so that students began

to move away from their 'cliques' to relate more openly

with more peoPle in the class:

"They are certainly more together in the
than they were at the beginning. They
knock each other as much as theY did
really get to work together as a team. "

(S.T.

class
don't
they

Sch. C)

This developing ability to work co-operatively rather
than competitively suggested some changes in student

behaviour which ultj-mately could have a transformative
effect upon the school. whereas the formal, subject-
bound curricu.l-um of schools is geared towards individual-
achievement and based upon competition, the wider objectives
of Developmental Group Work meant that students could

work as a team. Potentially, this could give them more

power than is altowed by the fragmentation caused by

the formal curriculum, which tends to result in individual-
ism, competition and ul-timately student impotence ' Students

were said to become less reliant on "One-upmanship" and

,,putdowns" in their communication, behaviour typically
fostered by the traditional curriculum and the emphasis

upon assessment, which afso resul-ts in students combating

each other or teachers rather than the organizational
structures and covert messages of the institution. A

spirit of 'community' gradually permeated most cfasses,

overcoming some student animosity and competitiveness:
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"You might not get along with someone in the
group then you have to talk to them and
you find out all about them we are starting
to not argue and kj"nd of do things together. "

( F.3 Sch. c )

However, while many instances were given of students
working co-operatively in activities and 'action researchr,
such as interviewing visitors, there was no indication
of this real [er'/q of group work being used to examine
the messages of the hidden curriculum, or to understand
the deeper structures of the school-. Subjectively,
the changes were seen as being beneficial they made

people feei- better about themselves and each other. Ol-ssen,
in his paper, "Idealism in Educational Policy: A Critique
of the Schools without Faj-Lure Project" (1985), makes

the charge that there is a danger that teachers, thinking
they are bringing about change in schoofs, are achieving
little more than 'psychological tinkering' backed by
an 'j-deology of niceness' . If Developmental Group Work

is confined to the somewhat limited aims given to it
by teachers within this pilot programme, then Olssen's
crj-ticisms would appfy just as well- here. What is required
now is an evaluation of the programme by experienced
teachers over a period of time, and preferably with the
programme operating at all levels through the school.

An aspect of student rel-ationships which received consider-
able comment was the development of positJ-ve relationships
between senior tutors and third formers, which Bernstein
(op cit:104 ) says might be expected from the integrated
code:

" ... very positive - it strengthened vertical
relationships and cl-osed the gap j-n many real
ways: some very good friendships and support
were established. "

(c. Sch. B)

This area also promised to be one development of the
programme which had the potential to affect school structures
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The vertical organization of schools, from most junior

students to _most powerful staff, reflects the hierarchical
structuring of socj-ety, and, as in society, the school

maintains its ethos of control and reproduction very

much through the separatist structure of its 'layers'
of power. For the senior tutors, the 'successes' of

the school system, to be working with and relating to
younger students promised the potential for a coalition
of student strength not often seen in schools ' The

fact that this was an unusual development in schools

was commented on by a third form girl:

" ... One of the things you notice a lot at
thiskindofcollegeisseventhformers-they'd
nevermixwiththirdformers.Youjusthave
your own little groups of society the seventh
formers have their common room, the third formers
PlaYing in the PlaYground"' (F.3 Sch. B)

However, for the vertical refationships to help make

students more powerful, it would be necessary to enable

them to see and understand such potential themselves '

It would also be important to begin with the empowerment

ofthe].eastpowerfulpeopleintheschool,thethird
formers. This the wel-lington programme did offer, but

forreasonsmoretodowithexpediency.Thepotential
for power was placed where it was traditionally least

experienced, but without any deliberate desi-gn' If

some degree of student empowerment did not come about,

then it could be argued that even the vertical relationships

which did develop could help support the reproductive

role of the school, with the seniors being used more

subtly to control younger students and encourage them

to conform, by being 'nice' and 'helpful' to them' and'

by modelling conformist behaviour '

The personal and

themselves made

into the status

psychological gains which the seniors
could be interpreted as their being fitted
suo even more powerfully. They began
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to feer good about themserves and the younger students,
and very sensitive to the feelings of the third formers,
but no mention was made in their interviews of perceiving
how'the school was structured or wanting to affect this
in any way. rt coul-d be said that they were bej.ng initiated
in a process similar to that experienced by their teachers
in their own teacher-education, resulting in an idealism
about people 'working together pleasantly', and a belief
in the neutrarity of education. The limited expectations
for the programme, described at j-ts outset, wourd covertly
allow a potential arena for autonomous behaviour from
students who were becoming more confident and united
to be turned into a more insidious form of control, where
students felt happier about fitting in to the school,
without any changes to schooting itself being demanded.

However, one feature emerged, if only in a limited wdy,
which exemplif ied a degree of instj-tutj-onat' criticism
by students: this was thej-r crj-ticism of "angrry" teachers
who made classrooms "noisy" because they were "ye1Iing,,,
or teachers who were arbitrary about dispensing punishment:

;.i' ;"1"3:i"I:1"3:'.::",,ut"credits, taj-Is vou

(F.3 Sch. A)

Students al-so commented on the fact that you generally
did not get noticed in the 'ordinary' cl_assroom unless
you were "clever" I and that l-ittle was asked of you
as long as you l-ooked as though you were listening and
writinq.

CONCLUSION:

One of the anomali-es of the eval-uation in the area of
the development of student autonomy was the fact that
a great deal- of change in students was reported, but
examlnation of the rchanges' indicated that these were
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modest in terms of empowering students and enabling them
to understand the school organization and their part
in it. From the data, it would be possible to argue
a case in support of the thesis put forward by Apple,
Bernstein and others, that such 'therapeutic' programmes
can be used to make the student conform to the school
and its hegemonic role. This was not what teachers
set out to do, but, having no clear ideology or consensus
as to how the programme shoul-d influence students or
the school, their stance was stil-1 a 'political' one,
likely to support the status quo by default.

Nevertheless, changes were taking place in students,
and j-n their relationships with each other and with teachers,
which felt significant to the participants and raised
their awareness about how rel-ationshj-ps could be different
and could develop. There were embryonic changes, for
example in vertical rel-ationships, which certainly had
the potential to affect school- structures. Perhaps
a one-year experiment is too short a time to expect deeper
changes. Moreover, the point could be made that more
significant change would be unlikely to come about unless
these 'psychological' changes in participants and their
relationships had first taken p1ace, to give them confidence
and produce the conditions for more open participation.
On the other hand, it is unlikely that, even with time,
these'psychological' changes would significantly affect
the deeper structures of the school unless teachers
eventual-Iy became politically aware of the capacity for
transformatj-on which the programme placed in their hands,
reached a leve1 of ideologi-ca1 consensus about their
ai-ms, and shared this awareness with their students .
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CHAPTER SEVEN : PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TEACHERS IN
CHANGE AND AS AGENTS OF CHANGE

INTRODUCTION:

One of the wider aims of Developmental Group Work concerns
the professional development of teachers, and the evaluation
set out to discover whether teachers in the programme

felt that they had grown professionally through the work.
It has been suggested 1p.21f) that Buttonrs programme has

the potential to offer teachers a model for professj-onal-
development akin to StenhouseIs "teacher-as-researcher"
model.

Teacher invofvement in curriculum decision-making and

evaluation in New Zeal-and is stiIl somewhat in its infancy,
but the Developmental Group Work project promised to cast
teachers in the rol-e of curriculum devel-opers, creators
and investigators, ds advocated by Stenhouse ( 1975 ) .

It was partly the 'outsider' status of the programme which
contributed to this possibility. Being new, not part
of the core-curriculum, non-examinable, the programme

offered teachers some creative scope not easily found
in the traditional- school curriculum. Some of the 'dis-
advantages' of the programme's status promised to offer
a productive arena, in the way that Apple suggests that
such 'contradictions' in the curriculum may do. (Apple,
L982az 61 ) .

Moreover, their involvement in the ilLuminative evaluation
of the programme offered teachers the chance to judge

the programme on the terms Stenhouse suggests for curricu.l-um
development (op citzL25), that is, not by whether it was

'right', but by whether it advanced knowledge, was in-
telligent and penetrating, the focus being upon the stud.y

of problems and responses to them, rather than rsolutions'.

The progranme promised to offer an illustration of the
princi-ple laid down by Stenhouse (ibidz 24), that currj--
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culum develoPment must

that curriculum i-nnovat
with the betterment of

rest on teacher develoPment, and

i-ons need to be concerned also
teaching. ( ibid: 38 ) .

The implications of Stenhousers'teacher-as-researcherl
model are exciting in terms of the professional development

of the teacher, the continual raising of the level of
expertise, and the level of autonomy implied by the emphasis

on the teacher's own perception of his work and his sit-
uation, (ibid: 134). such emphasis upon teacher-part-
icipation is unusual in New Zealand, where there has

traditionalty been a very highly centralised curriculum,
but stenhouse emphasizes that, whatever the system, not

all teachers wil-l- relish the level of responsibility accom-

panying such autonomy: some will- still prefer 'solutions'
from texperts' - until the professional self-image and

work conditions of teachers improve sufficiently to en-

courage them to possess this field of research. This

resj-stance was something the evaluation also set out to

explore. The way in which the wellington programme was

set up offered the opportunity for an extended piece of

action research by teachers through which they could begin

to develop a 'capacity for autonomous professional self-
development through systematic self-study, through the

study of the work of other teachers and through the testing
of ideas by classroom research procedures' ( ibid z I44) .

one of the ways in which this ideal could be worked towards

was through the setting up of'three teams within a team"

offering a structure akin to Stenhouse's 'scientific com-

munity,:notonlywouldeachc]assroom,sharedbyform-
teacher and co-ordinator-trainer, become a "' laboratoryr,

unique in its own context", but the school team and the

total team offered extensions of the community. l"loreover,

the fact that the teachers came from a variety of subject

disciplines made it possible for a degree of teachers-

based i-ntegrati-on to take place through the progranme.

(Bernstein , L97Lz 93 ) -
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Stenhouse reminds us that such innovation will change
the sociar structure of the classroom, as well as reration-
ships between teachers and pupils. The reminder was
particularly apt in this case, where these changes were
deliberately held up as aims of the programme, but so
was Stenhousers suggestion that, as the teacher's role
undergoes change, the new definition of the role will
need to be taught to the pupils (op.cit: 155). The eval-
uatj-on set out to discover how teachers and pupils coped
with the role change and any likeIy role-conflict.

Some of the possible difficulties, for teachers and students
emanating from a change in the professional role of the
teacher, are commented upon by Bernstej_n (1971). In
accordance with what Bernstein says, Developmental Group
Work invites teachers to restructure the pedagogy system,
to relax the 'frame' - the form of the context in which
knowledge j-s transmitted and received thus affecting
the degree of control teacher and pupil possess over the
selectj-on, organisation, pacing and timing of the knowledge
transmitted and received (ibid: B9). 'Importantly, for
this programme, this also affects the rel-ationship between
non-schoo1, everyday knowledge and'educatj_onalr knowledge,
so that the teacher is much less guided, or controlled,
by any set syllabus or curriculum package. As Bernstein
points out, not only do the boundaries between what may

and may not be taught become blurred, resting much more
in the power of the teacher and the taught, but authority
rel-ationships are changed, more of the teacher and the
taught is likely to enter the pedagogical frame, with
possibl-e ensuing threat and role-conf l-ict for both (ibidz702

Teachers would be required, ds Raven ( 1984 z 26) suggests
they should be, to move away from the mode of 'teIling,
to one of rfacilitating growth'. One of the most severe
threats to be faced would be the burden of incompetence'
the teacher is temporarily asked to assume, and the con-
comitant loss of identity as she becomes 'deskilled' in
the process of innovation. However, the process would
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be different from the spiralling deskilling and disempower-

ment which Apple ( l-982a: 250 ) suggests is increasingty
forced upon teachers by the trend towards self-contained
curriculum packages. In the Developmental Group Work

programme, the aim is for the teacher to become reskilled,
after letting go of some inhibiting classroom 'skills':
it is the opposite from the manipulation of teachers into
'managers' brought about by 'curriculum packagesr, for
these teachers had the opportunity to learn to work 'in
process t , to become more autonomous in the classroom,
and to share autonomy with the students. These aspects

of teacher 'deskillingt and 'reskilling' and their effects
were sought in the evaluation.

The psychological and social barriers to the teachers'
assuming their new roles were like}y to be strong. Sten-

house (op.cit: 158) warns against the possibility of the

teacher being besieged by expectations - his own and those

of others of attaining 'objectivity" whereas what he

will need to do is develop faith in the value of a sensitive
and self-critj-cal subjective perspective, and not aspire
towards unattainable objectivity. The nature of the
illuminative style of eval-uation woul-d also underl-ine

this potential dilemma.

Other pressures were Iikely to arj-se from the school context,
not only from restriction of resources, but from resistance
to change, ot from the innovation not being implemented

as whole-school policy. Allied with this is the degree

of values-conflict teachers might experience because of
the very nature of this programme and its aims. Firstfy,
the teacher would need to understand the implicit values

of the programme and those of the school, and be aware

of the degree of match and mismatch. Secondly, the teacher
would need to be clear of her own values-stance in im-

plementing the programme, for as Apple has warned (op.cit: 13),

such 'ameliorative' or 'therapeutic' programmes may have

the effect of supporting the hegemony of the school, rather
than producing change to the deeper structures of the
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institution and its curricula. Moreover, ds Bowers points
out, (L9762 59), teachers themselves have been rprocessed'

by society and the education system, their self-esteem
and their values-stance are closely tied to their activities
in schools, so that it may be hard for them to imagine
any alternative. It is a matter close to the heart of
teacher professional development that such values j-ssues

be considered by the teacher as innovator, if the teacher
is to be seen as a professj-onal educator rather than a

practitioner.

The foregoing offers an optimistic and idealistic preview
of the scope the programme might offer for teacher pro-
fessional- development. Although there is advocacy by
some educationists for increased teacher autonomy in pract-
ical curriculum decision making, (Davis, 1981; Codd, 1982),
this needs to be balanced against the arguments of Apple,
(1982a), Olssen (1985), and others, that teachers have

only limited power to effect change, that they are not
free to restructure educat.ion, and that therefore their
professional development is often l-imited to technical
expertj-se rather than a capacity for educati-onal del-iberation
Moreover, the i-imited nature of the preparation and training
of these teachers for their new rol-e, the limited scope
of the project itsel-f, and the fact that teachers were
undertaking this new curricufum on top of their normal
load of teaching, duties and occupational- stress, have

to be taken into account.

The reported expectations regarding teacher professional
development through the programme reflected that the theme

formed litt1e part of teacher expectations early on:

it tended to become an aspect of the work more discovered
in process and through reflectj-on upon the evaluation
itself.

Nevertheless, teachers had

fessional gains they might
some expectations of the pro-

One teacher wantedmake.
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to overcome the futility and redundancy of much of the

content he 'taught t his classes, and sought:

"the satisfaction of knowing that somethJ'ng
is working, that something may actually be get-
ting through to them, because a lot of teaching
we do doesn't seem to be getting through to
a l-ot of kids " . (T. Sch. C)

A second-year teacher expected the programme to help him

d,evelop early in his career a professional approach to

his work, in keeping with the idealism experienced whilst

training:

". -. like putting into practice some of the
things you learn at university or teachers'
coIIege. We were told to find our own way 

'
sort "t try things and see how they work'
you canrt iealIy do that in your first few years
it's virtually impossible' This is a way.of
doing somethiig simil-ar to that you could
actuill-y try something different to what has
traditi6nally been done and see how it works. "

(T. Sch. C)

The most common expectation was that the work would help

break down the teacher-pupil barrier and allow a better
kind of relationship to develop, but teachers did not

set out with any clear expectations for themselves in

terms of their own professionaf development as curriculum

planners or innovators, or as agents of change '

However, through the evaluation, teachers di-d report gains

they had made professionally in a number of areas, including:

changes in pedagogical style and classroom relation-

ships;

alternative cl-assroom techniques and strategies;

content and Planning in Process;

deskilling and reskilling;
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colleaguial support;

changes in perceived self-image;

values and attitudes;

their role in the evaluation.

while these will be treated as discrete areas in the follow-
ing section, in practice they tended to be very closely
inter-related -

CHANGES IN PEDAGOGICAL STYLE AND CLASSROOM RELATIONSHIPS:

one of the first and most obvious demands made upon teachers
was adjustment to a different mode of cl-assroom managemenE
and organisation which required a different 'style' on
the part of the teacher. Physical factors formed a srrong
i-nfluence - the absence of furniture, sitting on chairs
or the floor i-n a circle - as did the requirement to develop
a 'f acil-itativer leadership styre. some of the teachers
described themsel-ves as having been fairly authoritarian
formerly in their classroom management and teachi-ng styre,
and they found the adjustments difficult to make.

One teacher described his initial diffi-culties in establ-ish-
ing the desired working relatlonship with his students:

" ... difficulty controlling those students
who wish to disrupt, or keeping the concentration
of students for any length of time tl

(T. Sch. c)

Another commented on the role-confl_ict for the teacher,
which al-so caused confusion for students:

"There is the effect on the form-class expect-
ations, since itrs so different from the normaL
classroom some difficulty for the teacher
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andtheclassadjustingtothedifferencein
teacning heETts lnd milieu some role-conflict
for the teacher-" (T. Sch. A)

It was not easy for teachers to find the level of facili-

tation where they were being neither authoritarian nor

laissez-faire. one teacher described how she ultimately

coped by reverting to being authoritarian:

'Difficult children had to be given rules' To

start with, I was too easy-going, and students
tried me on." (T. Sch. A)

with the low-stream classes at school c, teachers experienced

particular diff iculty j-n trying to be less authoritarian.

some of the difficulty could be attrj-buted to the inexper-

ience of the young teachers involved with these classes '
but teachers also put problems down to the previous social-

isation of the students, and the possibility that the

streamingoftheclassesprovidedfewrolemode}sfor
different behaviour.

Inmostcases,ittooktimeforteacherstodevelopthe
style they preferred, and which worked for them' and they

described some of the changes they had to go through in

adjustingtothenecessaryrelaxationofframe.The
two co-ordinators described their style as moving from

directiveness towards facititation'

,Ibecamelessdirective-moreofafacilitator.
Similarly in my work with staff - directive'
then facititative as they became more autonomous '

(C. Sch- A)

Teachers afso began to describe
to facilitation:

a move from directiveness

"I was initially quite directive, using Button
techn j-ques . Then I drew back, became more
of a fJcilitator, and the students became more
autonomous. " (T. Sch. A)
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However, for some teachers, the classes worked best when

they were directive, and, eventually some individuals
opted for this classroom style:

"My leadership became stronger - more directive?
A move towards more typical classroom manage-
ment perhaps - although my classroom management
was also changing at the same time. "

(T. Sch. c)

The comment suggests that this teacher was, in fact, working
towards a new individual style, where he was l-ess l-aissez-
fai-re i-n group work, and less authoritarian in the ordinary
classroom.

Some of the changes in their teaching style that teachers
commented upon tended to be more to do with attitude than
technique:

" I became more aware of and sympathetic towards
students' problems and difficulties, and more
'mellow' in my approach to occurrences r'

(T. Sch. A)

"It has given (me) some insight into the way
students think. "

(T. Sch. A)

It was, perhaps, the content of lessons as much as the
pedagogical style that brought about such attitudinal-
changes, and the point is re-iterated that the perceived
developments described in this chapter woul-d be closely
inter-related. One teacher pin-poi-nted the subjective
change demanded of the teacher by the relaxation of frame,
as well as the personal cost which Bernstein (p.44) argued
was likely to be involved:

"You are much more a person and a teacher than
a teacher of a subject, and I tnink that is
a gain I think you pay f or it to do i-t.
I mean I feel as though I pay for it to do it. "

(T. Sch. B)
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In spite of difficulties and conflict experienced, however,

and the length of time it took teachers to feel comfortable

with the change in pedagogical sty1e, the outcomes in

terms of improved relationships with students were considered

tobehigh]-yrewarding.onceteachershadsetaside
their stereotypic'professional persona' even before

some of them felt they had real.ly managed to do this
relatj-onships with third form students were described

as becoming more positive, close, enjoyable' mutually

trusting and healthY:

"The programme built
and students. "

up trust between the teacher

(T. Sch. A)

"We became closer - " (T. Sch. B)

''Ahealthierrelationshipwithstudentscame
about, with students perhaps developing more
respect for teachers' views .'' (T. Sch. B)

Because the new relationships were mutually enjoyed by

teachers and students, it is difficult to distinguish
between comments which illustrate student development

and those illustrating teacher development: clearly,
much growth was occurring for all participants in the

programme.oneteacherdescribedhowthechangesshe
was making brought about changes between herself and the

students:

,, . . . ( it is ) another relationship with the
kids - it develops a better feeling between
themandme.I'mnotthebigmasteranymore'
I'm somebody else in the circle telling them
about me again, it comes back to the honesty
tning. I'm b6ing honest with them, and therefore
it extracts something out of them, and, hopefully,
they're being honest with me'"

(T. Sch. B)
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However, not all teachers believed the work was helping
them develop better relationships with their class. One

teacher, who eventually withdrew from the programme, felt
that the development of a closer relationship with his
class $/as a touch-and-go matter, and possibly disadvant-
ageous:

"Possibly it breeds contempt I can switch
off from being a teacher, be a sort of friend
type, but they can't, they can't distinguish
between the relationship. "

(T. Sch. c)

On the whole, however, students reported more, rather
than less respect for the teachers they had in group-
work, because of the extra help they felt they received
and the fact that they were treated as individuals (pp.BBf)

One unexpected spj-n-off that teachers discovered was that
the time available for group-work seemed to them to be
fully used compared with the wastage of teachi-ng and learn-
ing time in the ordinary classroom:

"What gets me is the fact that, in
class, you're lucky if you get any
done, reaIly. Most of the time is
ciplining the small misdemeanours. "

the (ordinary
teaching
spent dis-

(T. Sch. A)

"You are not wasting it, you are not
any tj,me I have been astounded at
of work we have got through r'

was t ing
the amount

(T. Sch. A)

ALTERNATIVE CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES:

The style of classroom management in the programme depends
heavily upon the use of some techniques and strategies
which would seem foreign to the traditional classroom
s i-tuation .



Most of the techniques the teachers absorbed into their
own style with ease. The technique of students working
in two I s and four's to share ideas and experiences before
talking in the open group was generally handled with ease,

and quickly reported as becoming a useful strategy in
other kinds of classroom or group situations. However,

teachers did have to learn how to cope with adverse reactions
from students occasionally, when the closer contact whi-ch

this brought about with others also brought the charge

of 'prying'. As Bernstein (1971) and Apple (1979) point
out, more of the student becomes available and open to
assessment in such programmes, and the teacher needs human

relations skills, both to keep students safe and to handle

poss ibl-e conf rontations .

The 'warm-up' activities received comment from a number

of teachers, who said students quickly began to find this
aspect of the work 'babyish' - but also complained if
the activities were omitted. The teachers' concern tended

to centre on the fact that the 'games' , and students'
comments on them, might gJ-ve others the wrong impression:

"When X was doing it with his
to make comments like, "Oh, h€
us, hets easy You know, we
with I,4r x. " And that annoYed
isntt an Ieasyt teacher."

l-0 B

c1ass, they used
pl-ays games with
can do anything
he, because X

(T. Sch. c)

Some of the techniques, such

were ones which teachers had

tended at first to relY upon

techniques were used:

as role-play and socio-drama,
not handled before, and theY
the co-ordinator when such

role-plays because
training. "

(T. Sch.

UI
of

had difficulty handling
lack of experience and

B)

However, by the end of the Year,
were using these technj-ques, some

than group-work.

many of the teachers
in situations other
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Most of the teachers reported a generalising of these
newly learned group-work skills to other teaching situations

"I have used various action methods, and feel
much more free about changing seating arrangementsfor class discussions ... ,,

(c. Sch. B)

" ... I use activities, role-play, socratic
discussion in Third Form rLeisure Education'
and Sixth Form 'General Studies' . . . ,l

(C. Sch. A)

" I have more confidence to break into action
methods, to use continuums and rol-e-plays
r feel more experienced and somewhat more skitled.

(T. Sch. B)

CONTENT AND PLANNING IN PROCESS:

The wider aims and objectives of Developmental_ Group work
mean that issues whj-ch are important to students themselves,
and the culture they bring with them to the schoor situation
can form an essential part of l_esson content. It is
virtuarly impossibl-e for teachers to totarry plan l_esson
content in advance of the session: the relaxation of
frame requi-res that content be dictated as much by the
students' current j-nterests and need.s as by the teacher's
planning. Although Button himself eventually produced
'lesson plans', after initiar reructance to do so, these
shou]d be treated as catarysts for the students' own i_n-
put into the content of the l-esson. other attributes
than academic ability became focussed upon, and teachers
were quick to appreciate and applaud this facet of their
work:

" ... a kid says to me that he hates school,
and he is sick of school, he can't see any val_uej-n it and they get into a situation like
this and do exercj-ses that bring them out of
themselves. Two kids today I couldn't see
much in really impressed me it is giving
them a chance to show that school has somethi_nq
to offer them. "

(T. Sch. A)



ClearIy, the teacher was also providi-ng

the chance for them to show the school

to offer One student commented:
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students with
they had somethj-ng

Iearn about what we want, but
teachers don't get to know us in

(F.3 Sch. A)

" I guess theY
the ordinarY
the same way.

Earlyon,oneteacherhad.fe]-tlikestoppingtheprogramme,
being unclear of her own direction' When she discussed

this with students, she discovered their quite opposite

point of view: the programme was worthwhile to them because

it provided a forum to discuss matters which were really

important in their own lives:

" ... when I talked to the kids about stopprng
the programme because I couldn't see where I
was ioing, it was obvi6us that coping J^rlth'real
issuJs ti= the advantage: they were able to
iarse-reaI issues in a way that didn't come

out of anything imposed on them it gives
them the Lhance to raise real issues, instead
of having to make excuses to raise them in an
ordinarY class." (T. sch. B)

The need to be able to plan in process and to pick up

the immediate concerns that were of current importance

to the crass, rather than relying on prepared, pre-structured

fesson plans, caused teachers considerable concern. Part

of this was an ambivalence they felt about not being

structured enough, not planning J-essons thoroughly:

"You have to be organised and have
to work oo, and that's where I have
this year, that I haven't f ol-lowed

some guidelines
fall-en down

any scheme. "
(T. Sch. c)

At the same

that such a

time, teachers
structure was

increasinglY came to believe
not always desirable:
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"Itrs essential every now and then to give up
the structure and let whatrs coming out of it
come out, but to do that, thatrs the reaIIy
hard thing. "

(T. Sch. B)

The satisfaction to be gained from planning in process
was described:

"When you actually pick up on those electric
currents and take that risk, thatrs when it
becomes reaIIy exciti_ng ,l

(T. Sch. B)

overall-, teachers felt that both structure and the abilitv
to plan in process were desirable:

"I think it's very important to have structure
and to have lessons that we know we can do
but itrs really important sometimes to sdy,
I I don't need to have a structure r . Sometimes
when I have a structure, I can give that up
and give it over to what the kids are saying
and follow something that they say is rel-evant

(C. Sch.

Ultimately, the teachers who found it comfortable to work
in process, with content which the students brought to
sessions, discovered that relatively l-itt1e time was spent
on pranning l-essons as they increasingly dealt with concerns
important to the group and raised in process:

"I spend about fifteen mj-nutes a day or two
before the set spel1 and plan what we would
be doing. "

(T. Sch.

"Going along with your feelings is the best
wdy, that way you don't do a lot of real planning.

(T. Sch. c)

However, the feeling of not being 'in control_, of the
content caused stress for some teachers, and one teacher

B)

A)

reported spending more time planning a group-work session:
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"I spend more time planning this for the time
it tlkes to do it than I spend on my other lessons

I can't do this off the top of mY head
there's an in-put in thought- which I perhaps
don't naffimY other classes"'

(T. Sch. B)

' DESKILLING' AND ' RESKILLING' :

As might be expected, one of the greatest pressures ex-

perienced by teachers was the feeling of becoming 'deskilL€d"
as the techniques they had been taught to rely on and

had practised in the 'ordinary' classroom became increasingly
redundant. Allied to this pressure was the need to become

in practices and techniques that wereswiftly 'reskilled'
new to them.

The amount of disorientation and role-conflict this led

to was commented upon:

" It I s hard trying to decide what 1eve1 to pitch
yourself at. The kids don't automatically
pn"h themselves to the right Ievel, so you have
iot to do that in a way that isn't totally authori-
farian, and that's hard, that's the hard part'"

(T. Sch. B)

The need to become quickly adept in different classroom

strategies has been described (p. 107t). l"loreover, while

teachers experienced themselves as being constantly required

to fearn new methods and technj-ques, they also went through

stages of finding it very difficult to maintain motivation
for the students. Teachers described how the programme

reached rplateaus', when they felt stale, or tired' or

'stuckr, and allowed sessions to become too repetitive
or dulI:

"We have got to the stage now where the
is becoming repetitive I think they
to get into more gutsY things but I I

l-ittle worried about moving on. " (r.

material
need
ma

Sch. B)
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For a time, the changes faced in terms of classroom manage-
ment, facj-litative style and the learning and practice
of new techniques meant that a number of the teachers
experienced an intense period of becoming tdeskilled'.
Their former classroom competence could no longer be fully
relied upon until they became rreskilledr in the programmers
procedures. The feeling of becoming rdeskilledr, with
the attendant discomfort, was described:

"It was difficul-t dealing with disruption and
open confrontation - felt very scary, though
by the simple working through and allowing ex-
pression of feeling, d significant cathartic
effect was noticeable. Had to learn to stick
to re-emphasizing the ground-ruIes, e.g. taking
responsibility for own feelings, making I I I

statements . "
(c. Sch. B)

The threat to teachers and students presented by the rel-ax-
ation of frame, required new skil-Is from teachers:

"There wasn't the safe distance between students
ano teachers comrnon i-n tire oroinary ciassroom

both felt more uncomfortable. The teacher
had to show more 'humanityr, and they had to
learn to accept it. "

(T. Sch. A)

One teacher commented, with humour:

"More patience was reouired (And cotton wool! )"
(T. Sch. A)

These teachers, themselves in a state of transition, €X-
perienced conflict between the desirabl-e roJ-e they wished
to model - "non-authoritarian, student-centred, sel-f-
controlled" - and the "teacher-oriented, authoritarian
control" they frequently resorted to. One teacher reported:

"I resorted to directive disciplinary action
on occasi-on, but reinforced the wish for pupil
self-control, and was honest to staff and the
class about my feelings. "

( c. Sch. A)
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Another teacher's description of tbe 'reskilling' process

and its difficul-ties was particularly graphic:

'Ihadtolearnalotofnewideasandapproaches
and some attitudes quite fast ' It was like
trying to keep a completely fresh set of twenty-
five iorks tttd"t water at the same time with
only one Pair of hands. " (T. Sch. A)

Part of the Phenomenon of
tributed bY one teacher to
been placed upon the aims

tral-ning sess ions :

Again, teachers becoming

need not onlY Practice in
the philosoPhY, aims and

are to tintroduce' .

"At first I did not see any structure in the
programme and very little aim I would like
io I"" this point raised when training teachers

aims must be clearlY defined.''
(T. Sch. A)

feeling 'deskilledr was at-
insufficient emPhasis having

of the programme in PreliminarY

involved in such i-nnovations
techniques, but education in

values of the curriculum theY

COLLEAGUIAL SUPPORT:

The fact that teachers worked as part of a colleaguial

support team, akin to the 'scientific community' advocated

byStenhouse,wasdescribedasoneofthemostimportant
aspects of the project. Teachers quickly appreciated

the value of working closely with others and having more

opportunity for planning and discussing work together'

Working alongside others brought teachers closer:

" It has meant a closer tie with the
invol-ved, and discussion with some
I normally would not talk to. "

teachers
teachers

(T. Sch. c)

A young teacher appreciated the fact that:
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for discussion
a useful experience
the class, and

"There was greater opportunity
with other teachers it was
having assj-stance with running
sharing ideas. "

(T. Sch. B)

In two of the schools, the ranges in dg€, experience and
teaching-subjects promised to bring about a degree of
teachers-based integration, with teachers of different
subjects entering into social relationships with each
other (Bernstein , I97It L04 ) . The boundaries described
by Bernstej-n, of senior staf f having horj-zontal, peer
relationships, based upon status, and junior staff havi_ng
vertical-, hierarchical relationships within their subject
departments, were broken down to some extent: the centre
of gravity of relationships became the bond of support
and common concern, and the fact that all- teachers were
undergoj-ng a new learning situation, however experienced
they were.

Because teachers worked together j-n on-going training,
both formally and informally, they had a mutual Iearning
base. Some had not experienced peer-training before,
and emphasi-zed the value this had in helping each other
cope with problems and difficulties. Professional shyness
and reluctance to speak of rfailures' were generally over-
come:

"Being part of a peer group who underwent the
experiences later offered to the students proved
an enjoyable method of learning. There was
scope for comparing problems and difficul-ties. "

(T. Sch. A)

The co-ordinators , in particular, found this a helpful
experience. One reported that staff became more prepared
to approach him about group work and c.l-assroom technj-ques
generally; he regained confidence in his own classroom
skills and gained the respect of other teachers when his
classroom ability was proven.
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Although teachers had not voiced expectations about the

skills and experience they would gaj-n as planners, iltl-

plementers and evaluators of the embryo programme' they

soon discovered that these responsibilities were their

own, and that they enjoyed this aspect of the work. The

responsibility had the effect of raising the level of

professional awareness :

"I had to be more organized and methodical-
I have learned to look at things and work out
just why I am doing them, the objectives, rather
[n.n jult going in and doing something for the
sake of it. " (T. Sch. c)

The role in currj-cul-um planning and implementation, although
perforce carried out in an ad hoc way much of the time '
buj-lt up a feeling of professional commitment:

"We felt commj-tted to the programme because
it was definitely our programme, to learn iD,
adapt and develop our own style. The constraints
of time and energy still applied and were the
most serious limiiations, but we definitely
felt able to choose our own course of acti-on
based on our own perceptions of the day-to-
day utility of the programme's techniques and
activities. " (C. Sch. B)

The effect this had upon teachers became wider than just

their interest in the programme: their level of awareness

generally was increasing. A science teacher said his

involvement made him look at the different social aspects

of education which he had previously ignored. A11 of

the teachers spoke of becoming more aware of their students

and thei-r needs. Several teachers spoke of becoming

more 'politically' aware of the school organization and

how it ran:

"I am greatly more aware of organizational prob-
lems *itni. tne school time-tabling, staffitg'
interdepartmental jealousies and such idiot-
syncracies (sic)."

(T. Sch. A)
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A co-ordinator commented on how he had to learn to confront
the school organization:

"I had to become more assertive with the power
structure of the organization Principal-, time-
tabler, Heads of Departments."

(C. Sch. A)

Teachers appreciated the chance to learn from each other:
one teacher described how the co-ordinator's modelling
of a facilitative style helped her "not to get so uptight",
and teachers attributed many of their newly ]earned skills
to the fact they had been able to observe the work of
others:

"There was greater opportunity for discussion
with other teachers it was a useful exper-
ience having assi-stance with running the class
and sharing ideas. "

(T. Sch. B)

They also discovered that they learned much more about
each other, which helped develop a new l-evel of awareness

and trust:

" f got to know them better and learned a lot
from the co-operation and sharing. "

(C. Sch. A)

"There was better communication, a greater sense
of sharinq and mutual reliance. "

(T. Sch. A)

"Relationships were excellent - much closer."
(T. Sch. B)

The added closeness cou1d bring wi-th it its own problems,
and situations were described where it put strains on

relationships as when a co-ordinator established a better
rapport wj-th a cl-ass, and was charged with getting 'too
involved' by the form-teacher.
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Onthewhole,however,theoutcomeswereseenasbeneficial'
and one way in which the programme provided a learning

environment for teachers was j-n the way they began to

give and seek personal feedback from each other' The

changesteacherssaidtheyperceivedtakingplaceineach
otherincl-udedincreasedtolerance'revitalisati-onof
enthusiasmforteachingandraisedprofessionalstandards:

" - - - much more tolerance' more enthusiasm for
teaching - sharing ideas across departmental
boundaries inferest in comparing development '
sharingclasSroomstrategies-generallyahigher
]-evelofinterestinhowtheirclasswasgoing.'. (T. Sch- A)

One aspect of the rscientj-fic community' which teachers

laterfelttheyhadnotdevelopedorbenefittedfromas
fuI1y as they might, concerned their colleaguial role

vis a vis thre senior tutors ' It was acknowledged that '

apart from the joint workshops ' this aspect of working

and learning together had not been very thorough and both

teachers and seniors could have gained much from spending

moretimetogetherplannj.ngandevaluatingthework.'
Seniors also commented on this gap in their own training'

and the small attention given to their own experiences

and feelings during the course of the programme '

CHANGES IN TEACHERS' PERCEIVED SELF-IMAGE:

Thewayinwhichteachersexperiencedtheworkwaslikely
toinfluencetheirself-imagewhich'iDturn'wouldaffect
theirchosenroleasfacilitators'andthewaytheypro-
jected this to students ' It could lead to some re-

definition of the teacher's classroom role' and a need

to discuss this rore and clarify it with students - The

waysinwhichteachers'self_imageswereaffectedby,
andinturnaffected,theirclassroomrelationshipswith
students have been discussed (p' B7f)' Teachers made

several comments about escaping from a stereotypic pro-

fessionaf Persona:



"I became known by the
not a 'counsellort."
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students as a rpersont,

(T. Sch. B)

Obviously, from students
some attempts to clarify

I comments, teachers had made

the role they wished to achieve:

"Mr X said, t I want to be
want to be on your level.
of you. t "

just like you. I
I want to be one

(F.3 Sch. A)

"In the programme, they would like
to our level. "

come down

F.3 Sch. A)

"We are sort of meant to think of him as part
of the class rather than being a teacher ''

( F.3 Sch. B )

Reporting on the changes in self-image which had enabled
them to relate as openly to students, teachers spoke of
gaining "more personal satisfaction" from the work, of
becoming "more tolerant", "more rel-axed'! , and of exper-
iencing "more joy", and one commented on her increased
assertiveness.

Generally, there was a marked strengthening in the self-
image of staff invol-ved, but al-so an increased awareness

and confidence that could enable them to consider in-
adequacies without becoming overly threatened:

" ... more aware of my own fears and perceived
inadequacies - I'm not always able to leap in
with a creative solution to real problems-"

(C. Sch. B)

to

(

Teachers believed they were learnj-ng
"less angry" and better at listening

These personal gains became reflected
management, and most teachers spoke of
confidence and ability to estabLish a

students:

i-n their classroom
improved classroom

good rapport with

to
to

be "more honest",
others.
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trI feel more confident
of a class now"'

and relaxed in front
(C. Sch. A)

"Have gained in
up and discuss
to see (me) as

conf idence
real- Problems
more rhuman'

more able to open
. Students tend
than before. "

(T- Sch' A)

VALUES AND ATTITUDES:

While teachers had embarked upon the programme without

undertaking any study of the values of Developmental Group

work or of their schools, the issue of values did assume

importance as the work proceeded' In the area of personal

values, irr particular' teachers became more aware' Their

own improved rapport with students ' and their better under-

standing of them, brought about some attitudinal changes

which were values-based'

Teachersstartedtobecomemoreawareofstudents.rights.
They were pleased that they began to receive respect and

courtesy from students without having to 'demand' it'

but, as one teacher acknowledged' it was also satisfying

to find students expecting to be treated so themselves:

to give and exPec!
... is wnat I want

The students perceived that they came

to these teachers:

(T. Sch. A)

to matter as People

" ... for them to be able
.orrit.=Y from rauthoritYr
i" see ls a teacher ' "

"The teacher
and different
on a ro11-"

qets to know You as 
-a-individuals instead

human Person
of just names

(F.3 Sch' A)

Teachers, also,
and I insightful'

spoke of being more 'aware' and 'sympathetic'

in their relationships with students '
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valuing them as individuals, and valuing the culture and

content they brought to the classroom. The more open

communication in group-work, while making more of teacher
and student available, had also made it possible for
teachers to know students in such a way as to value them

more.

Nevertheless, even these positive changes brought dilemmas.
Students did not abandon disruptive or difficult behaviour,
and, in a sense, it was harder for teachers to tussle
with concepts of teacher power versus student power, and

of what was appropriate discipline, when they had come

to know and appreciate students better and feel closer
to them. It was difficult at times not to deal with
negative or disruptive students in an authoritarian wdY,

instead of using action methods to examine the group pro-
cess leading to the incident. Some teachers regretted
being too strict; others regretted not being strict enough.

By the end of the year. several teachers averred that
students had to be I accountable' for their own behaviour.
There was no evidence of teachers recognizing the influence
of school structures on student behaviour. It seemed

that the experj-ence of enjoying a good deal of 'nice'
behaviour from students had created some expectation of
this as the 'norm'. It also appeared that, unwitti-ngly,
some teachers were subscribing to an ideology of individual-
responsibility which blamed student 'deviancy' for disrupt-
ive behaviour.

However, some teachers were re-examining their concepts
of what discipline was, the role of discipline in the
classroom, and how it was best mai-ntained. One di-lemma

was caused by the noise level-, sometimes legitimately
quite high, which others might interpret as the teacher
being out of control. This l-ed to suggestions that group-
work should be conducted: "quite away from other classes"

"away from other rooms" ... "where you canrt interrupt
others " There was no questioning of what the "quiet"
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in other classrooms meant in terms of teaching and learning.
Nor was there any examination of the view put forward

by Apple (Lg7g), for instance, that one of the ways in
which schools maintain the ideology of the dominant groups

of socj-ety is through their own institutional forms of

social control. Apple argues that schools do this, in
part, through the methods and style of discipline they

employ. The ideology requires a style of control which

is imposed and arbitrary, not one that is negotiable and

shared with students.

Several teachers saw the problem of discipline as being

related to their own role-transition. one teacher com-

mented:

" ... I have been very tentative about telling
kids off when they behave badly, You know' I
have held back and bitten my tongue ' "

A number of teachers did find that the best way to maintain

discipline was to share power with the students and allow

them to help negotiate the rules for desired classroom

behaviour; and the fact that students then tended to

reproduce the punitive methods already learned j-n schools

has been referred to (P. 84).

A number of values-related issues emerged over the year

whi-ch teachers became aware of, but the year-long project

was too short for them to find resolutions then. They

tended, however, to be issues which confronted teachers

with the nature and values of schools as organizations,
especially when accepting an innovation whose values may

not match the institution's, and centred around autonomy,

power, discipline, rules and self-control'

TEACHERS' ROLE IN THE EVALUATION:

It
of

was hoped that
evaluation for

the selection of an il-luminative model-

the programme, drawing upon the exper-



iences and contributions of
offer a contribution to the
teachers.
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alI participants, would also
professional development of

face with some real-

(C. Sch.

For one thing, the model's capacity for 'reflexivity'
for the evaluation to begin to feed back into and j-n-

fluence the programme - gave teachers insights into the
experiences of other participants, feedback upon their
own performance, and hints as to gauging programme pacing
and content. An interesting thing was that, ds teachers
began to discover what students and other teachers, iD-
cluding those outside the programme were thinking, they
began to learn that it was possible to request feedback
themselves, and several began to do so. This, in itsel-f ,

increased the participative aspect of the illuminative
evaluation, as wel-I as contributing to the professionalism
of the teacher.

Teachers suggested they had felt "highly involved" in
the evaluation, and felt a sense of ownership: it belonged

"to all of us involved". The understanding of the role
the evaluator had attempted to perform was weIl understood,
and the evafuation was afso seen as a supportive aspect
of the programme, supplementing the training programme,

because it reguired teachers:

" ... to have regular meetings with those in-
vol-ved and provide a forum for mutual- discussion
and support. "

(T. Sch. A)

The aspect of reflexivity was afso commented upon here,
because the evaluatorrs joint interviews with students
and teachers:

" .. . brought us face to
student opinion. "

B)

It seemed that teachers found the choice of an il-l-umin-
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ative evaluation one that was helpful and less threaten-

ing - to them, allowing open, two-way communication between

all participants, and an additional- forum for learning.

It also added to their own professional repertoire by

demonstrating the value of participant, descriptj-ve eval-

uatlon as opposed to the objectives modeI, which tended

to be the onlY one theY had known'

The extent to which teachers appeared to perceive that

the evaluation itself had contributed to their professional

development raises some interesting questions. It appears

that , for a programme such as Developmental Group Work

to be capable of fulfilling its potentj-al in the area

of professional" development, much more is required than

a facility in handting programme content and techniques '
Reference has been made to the need for ideological con-

sensus amongst the people involved (p' 34), and Chapter

Nine wilt present a theoretical framework which it j-s

believed woul-d support the programme's counter-hegemonic

potential. The question of evaluation is a vital one

if the prograrnme is to be able to carry weight as a valid

newcomer to the curriculum and if informed participants

are to be able to gauge their effectj-veness in the trans-

. formative roIe. The evaluation suggested that the 'iIlum-

inative' style of evaluation had the effect of bringing

issues to teachers' attention, raisj-ng and maintaining

their l-eveI of awareness, and constantly promoti-ng questions

theyneededtoconsiderinsteadofignoringortaking
for granted some of the issues which the programme raised'

The evaluation was del-iberately formative, and therefore

partoftheprogrammej-tself.Atthoughitoftenappeared
to be the evaluation which raised the theoretical questions

considered in this thesis, the formative nature of the

model used meant that, reflexivety, these questions became

issuesconsideredbytheprogramme'sparticipants.Thus,
the evaluation continued to raise the l-eveI of teacher

awareness, and was percej-ved as making a significant con-

tribution to their professional- development'
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CONCLUSION:

In general, the evaluation provided ample evidence of
how working in the programme brought about changes in
teachers' classroom management and teaching skills, their
attitudes and values, and their sel-f-esteem, all of which
contributed to their professional development. Teachers
experienced a new level of colleaguial support and a degree
of peer-training from which they felt they had benefitted,
and became partici-pants, not only in the programme itself,
but in the formative evaluation which became part of the
programme. They were highly aware of being in a state
of transition themselves, as their comments recorded in
this chapter have revealed. They had experienced the
opportunity to become 'action researchers' as Stenhouse
(1975) advocates for teacher professional development.

The aspect of their professional development which was

l-ess clearly understood by teachers was the potential
they were developing to become agents of change within
the school and in teaching. It has bee.n reported here
that they did a number of new things withi-n the programme,

and also did some 'o1d' things differently. However,

rather than perceiving themselves as effecting chang€s,
teachers tended to underestimate or feel threatened by

the impact of what they were achieving. Although the
work was providing them wlth professional satisfaction
- as well as challenges and difficu.l-ties - there was a

tendency to fear how the rest of the school- would perceive
their work, with its concomitant changes in control methods
rel-ationships and even noise level. This tendency for
teachers to underestimate their own development as agents
of change was likely to have a strong impact upon the
programme's potential for influencing the school organ-
ization, to be discussed 1n the following chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT : THE INFLUENCE OF THE PROGRAMME UPON THE

INTRODUCTION:

To substantiate the cl-aim that Developmental Group Work

can provide a genuinely transformative curriculum, its
potential for working in schools in ways which can influence
the way schools work would need to be demonstrated. The

programme would have to be seen as not only bringing about
personal changes in participants, but as helping people
focus upon what is really happening in schools. It would

also be recognised as being able to influence the deeper

structures of the school itself.

In fact, the claims that can be made for the pilot programme

in these areas are modest. The school organisation proved

to be the arena most resistant to change, powerful enough

to change the programme, if needs be, rather than submit
to change itseff. As has been stated (p. 75), the pilot
programme began with no degree of ideological consensus

about using the work in 'political-' ways, for change-

It was discovered, therefore, that, whereas changes in
individuals - students and teachers - were effected re.l--

atively easily, cultural institutions such as school-s

are structured not to be easily changed.

THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM:

An important question for the evaluation of Developmental
Group Work concerns the programme's capacity to reveal
the hidden curricul-um of the schoof at work. The hidden
curricufum presents one of the most potent forces in the
school organisation. It represents what teachers and

students fearn from the structure rather than the content
of school interaction, and is an aspect of school l-ife
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which people in schools are rarely encouraged to examine '

The school's symbolic order of rituals, values and implicit

assumptj-ons, ds well as its expectations, wiIl be conveyed,

often tacitly, through the hidden curriculum. It is

a curriculum which witl be better understood by 'informedl
middle-class students than by the working-cIass student

or the one from a different culture. It could also be

expected that the illuminative model of evaluation would

assist the programme in examining some of the school's
covert structures and messages -

The expectations of the programme expressed by participants

- and, perhaps more especially, those not expressed

may indicate the hidden curriculum at work'

participants in the programme appeared to have littl-e

or no expectation that schools could be changed at the

structural level-. When such changes are not sought,

nor need for them is perceived, it is unlikely they wi-ll

be effected. In some ways, participants hoped that the

programme woufd have some lnfl-uence on the schools. one

Principal commented':

.''Wefeelthatschoolsshouldbecomemuchmore
positiveplaces,andj.fwecanassistchildren
to identiiy with the school more closely and
realise the school can do lots of things other
thanstraightclasSroomteaching,thatisgood.,'(P. Sch. c)

Another Principal expressed that he did not have any specific

expectations for the programme at the beginning of the

year, although later he reported that his expectations

of the programme's potential effect upon school climate

had been raised:

"There will have to be a 1ot of recognition
that this style of operation is more appropriate
to the age we l-ive in I hold quite strongly
that schools have to move away from their trad-
itional style of oPeration rr

(P. Sch. B)
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Neither comment, however, suggested that the deeper struc-
tures of schooling required examination or change: the
focus was upon a caring atmosphere and good relationshj-ps
rather than structural change.

The expectations of teachers tended to be even more narrowly
and specifically prescribed; in fact, they tended not
to have formed expectati-ons of the programme's affecting
the school organisation.

" ... we are just trying to come to terms with
it ourselves and understand it I certainly
haven't seen it from a school perspective yet.

(T. Sch.

" I think it's a J-ong-term thing - the j-deal
that you would like to think you might achieve,
but you don't know."

(T. Sch

Generally, teachers' expectations for the programme centred
upon students, and fitting students into the system, rather
than on changing the system itsel-f. Moreover, the expect-
ations expressed for students, and, perhaps more especially,
those not expressed, seemed to indicate the hidden cur-
riculum itself at work, rather than any intent to expose
or change its potent infl-uence. The claims of Bernstein
(I91I) and Apple (L979 ) that such programmes may reinforce
the social contro.I functions of the school seemed apt.
One Principal commented:

tl

c)

B)

" I would look at how the chi-ldren in
who could potentially become the most
unsettled, and perhaps unhappy, don't
so. tt

those classes
roqflaqq

lvvv,

become

(P. Sch. C)

Aims were expressed
self-esteem, as was

management - better
which the programme

for i-ncreased student conf idence and

the desire for a level of behaviour
behaved classes, less 'blowing up'
did go some way to fulfil. There
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become

or that
or the
gramme

at ions ,

attempt
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statement of any expectation that students would

more aware, except in areas of their own behaviour,
they would become more critical of the programme

school system. Teachers had embarked on the pro-
with unclear aims and objectives and limited expect-
which suggested the kinds of changes they would

to promote would be similarly limited.

It is not surprising, then,
tended to centre round the
care' of students, and the
reported rested largeIY in
changes which took P1ace.
role had been supplemented

that changes rePorted bY teachers
schoof 's improved rPastoral-

nature of student develoPment
psychologi-cal and relationshiP
It was felt the form-teacher's

through the Programme3

"Form teachers are more likely to believe real-
support is available for their role. "

(c. Sch. B)

At school A, the co-ordinator felt they now provided a

better 'orientation' to high school for third formers,
while at School- B, seventh formers were assigned to help

look after juni-or forms the following year.

Most of the other changes reported which would influence
the climate of the school, were in terms of staff and

student 'personal growth' and in 'improved relationships'
within the school-. These changes had been sought, but
not as having any potential- for influencing the school

organisation. They may be perceived as containi-ng the
potential for significant change, however: the inter-
personal relationships of the school form an important
integral part of its organisational arrangements. Where

there was ideotogical consensus amongst programme part-

icipants to work for change, the social system of the

school-, and more open relationships between teachers and

students, would be an obvious target: a means of developing

the mutual exploration of the hidden curriculum and the
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other structures of the school. The relaxation of cur-
riculum frame in the classroom activiti.es, which enab]ed
teachers and students to relate more honestry, openly
and closely, appeared to be underestimated as a significant
introduction of change within the school system.

rnterestingly, senior tutors quickly perceived how one
aspect of the hidden curricul-um - the covert messages
transmitted through the school's vertical rankings - was
being influenced by their own participation and the begin-
ning of an I integrated' cod.e:

"It is almost unheard of, reaIly
and third formers. Usually, we
formers feel like loneIy littl_e
bottom of the stairs, so we can
them. "

- sixth formers
make third

people at the
l-ook down on

(S.T. Sch. C)

Later, a similar observation of this organJ_sational change
through the closing of vertical ranki-ngs came from a prin-
cipal:

"Here we are in a place that has a schoor- castle:over the years there has been more segregati-on
but these seventh formers were saying that

they're meeting with their third formers round.the corridor and dj-scussing with them ,,

(p. Sch. B)

rt was an infl-uence of the programme discovered ,in process
and reveal-ed through the reflexivity of the evaluation,
and consequently was not developed very fully during the
pilot programme.

Another influence discovered i-n process, but not voiced
as an expectation, was the increase in student assertive-
ness and the beginning of a more critical appraisal of
what they experienced in schoo]. The programme al]owed
them to contribute, question and criticise, and the eval-
uation required these abilities of them arso. students



offered some strong resistance to the programme, and a
good deal of criticism. While the hidden curriculum
tacitly asserts that student criticism of the system is
not required, in the programme students had the chance
to assess their education and express their evaluation
openly. As one co-ordinator commented:

"They ( students ) did not become
lacking individuality. "

Anothe.r co-ordinator commented on:
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a passive group,

(c. Sch. A)

"More assertiveness (

by senior and junior
being) shown by staff and
pupils . "

(C. Sch. B)

However, teachers made no comments which suggested that
they perceived more examination of the hidden curriculum
taking p1ace, nor was this embraced as an aim of the pro-
gramme.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND SCHOOL ORGANISATION:

In the area of teacher professional development which
might be expected to have a strong influence upon school
organisation, considerably more was reported (Chapter Seven)
than teacher expectations at the beginning of the year
anticj-pated. In spite of the difficulties associated
with rdeskilling', most teachers did move towards a more
facj-litative pedagogical- style; coped with the concomitant
threats and pressures of relaxing frame and working in
process; and emerged more aware and with an improved
self-image. It might be expected that such changes could
make them more functional as agents of change within the
school. By the end of the year, however, they were still
not perceiving the programme or themselves as having the
potential to change the school in significant ways.
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They did express considerable dissatisfaction with some

traditionar aspects of teaching which are strongry associated
with a hidden curriculum of teacher power over students
and teacher control over knowledge. They expressed dis-
satisfaction with the j-rrelevance of much of their teaching
content; distress over the amount of time devoted to
discipline rather than to teaching and learning; and
a desire for a more spontaneous relationship with students.
Their own disillusionment with the traditional crassroom
was highlighted by gJ-impses students gave of regular class-
room dynamj-cs: teachers who 'could learn not to be so
angryr; c.Iassrooms that are noisy because the teacher
is shouti.g; teachers who set up 'no-win' situations
for themsel-ves and their students - and schools which
condone all of this, and where such behaviour is accepted
as the 'norm' for good discipline. The extent to which
students had internalised the messages of traditional
schooling was witnessed as they began to participate in
rule-making within the programme: their sel_f-made rules
tended to be punitive, and their effectiveness to rely
upon'isol-ation from the group and being made to feel stupid

for example, havi-ng to stand up and recite a nursery
rhyme for talking out of turn. The internalisation of
traditional- school methods was powerful, and the programme
at these times offered the opportunity for such methods
to be reinforced.

Some other claims can be made for the effect the programme
had upon the three school-s in 1983, which, although not
reported in this context by teachers, were refl-ected through
the evaluation. These aspects have mostly been described
in Chapters Six and Seven, and wil-l be referred to again
only briefly.

THE PROGRAMME'S INFLUENCE UPON VALUES:

The attitudinal and behavioural changes of teachers and
students that have been recorded suggest that participants
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in the programme were becoming imbued by the values stance
of Developmental Group Work: a belief in the worthwhile-
ness and uniqueness of individuals; their capacity for
autonomy and decj-sion-making; their need for human inter-
actj-on; the belief that a certain kind of interaction
between teacher and taught is desirable. These values
were particularly reflected in the comments describing
teachers' increasj-ng awareness of their students as in-
dividuals, and the students' own comments about how these
teachers regarded them as human beings. It might be
anticipated that such a shift in the values stance of
teachers might ultimately lead to their examining more
closely the values-stance of the school, and its match,
or mis-match, with their own val-ues and the values of
the programme. However, such examination, or any criti-
cism of the values of the school tended to be made only
incidentally.

INFLUENCE OF THE PROGRAMME UPON CURRICULUM FORM:

Some of the clearest evidence of the programme's potential
to affect the school organisation was to be found in the
impact the work began to have upon curricu.l-um form. The

wider aims and objectives of the programme came to be
incorporated into teachers' fessons, and they came to
look for other qualities in students than academic potential
and to absorb the actual experience of students j-nto cl_ass-
room content to some extent. This implied a shift from
the examination-assessment syndrome which has traditionally
obsessed curriculum aims and strongly influenced school
organisation. Teachers also began to embrace the pro-
grammers aj-ms for their own professional- development:
they discovered the value of peer-support and sharing,
and of a level of integration which cut across both the
traditional hierarchical- staff relationships and the teacher
isolation which can be fostered by the traditional organ-
isation of schools.
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The effect these teachers had upon curriculum integration
and frame wj-thin their schools, although limi-ted to twelve
teachers and nine classes, became noticed. Many other
teachers visited the lessons over the year and it would
seem that teachers liked what they experienced, since
the work was extended to twenty-four classes the following
year. Moreover, a teachers-based integratj-on code was

developing, where teachers of Mathematics, Social Studies,
Science and English, as welI as Guidance Counsellors,
worked together, so that the basis of relationships shifted
from subject-allegiances to a common professional experiment

The relaxation of frame considerably a.Itered what was

going on in the classroom - not only in group-work, but
in 'sub j ect ' l-essons , as teachers f ound that the j-r new

skil-l-s could be transf erred and generalised. The cl-ass-
rooms were described as rlooking' different, and also
'soundingt different, where there was more movement on

the part of students, and a larger amount of student-
talk, and less teacher-talk, to be heard.

As teachers became more comfortable with working in process
this also af fected currj-cul-um form, allowing students
further opportunity for input j-nto content. Some degree
of student critical- refl-ection upon what happens in schools
was abl-e to emerge. Frequently, they wished to discuss
punishments they had received or misdemeanours they had
perpetrated in other classes. The resolution of these
difficulties was often found through discussion, role-
pfay, and decision-making exercises, but, basically, the
power to improve situations was placed in the hands of
the students. Students felt verv involved in what was

happening:

" .. . in an ordinary classroom you sit
and you do what you are tol-d, but here
to open up and you have to say things
the (ordinary) classroom you don't have
anything but think and write here (

work) you don't get a rest."
(F.

down
you have

in
to do

in group

3 Sch. A)
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One way j-n which this began to affect the school organ-
isation more widely was that students began to J-et the
organisation know their thoughts. However, it must be
pointed out that it was chiefly through the evaluation
that they did this:

'Ird like it (the programme
all the years, it would be
donrt like it to stop. "

)togoon in
reaIly good. I

(F.3 Sch. A)

It was suggested to the evaluator by third formers that
part of her role was to make sure "the powers that b€",
which included "the Minj-ster of Education, or whatever",
Principals, and the school hierarchy, shoul-d know the
students' wishes, although they said they felt they also
had the 'power' to do this for themselves.

One thing that the relaxation of integration and frame
appeared to facilitate was the development of a I group
identity', as opposed to the j-ndividual competitj-on common

in the cl-assroom. A11 students received the chance to
be valued, even if they could not meet the academic cri-
teria traditionally associated wj-th rsuccessr .

ordinator commented:

"Non-academic pupils participated as equals
- were sometimes the best in role-plays, social
skil-ls. These students gained in confidence,
did not 'switch of f ' at schoo] so of ten. "

(c. Sch. A)

A teacher mentioned the satisfaction of:

" ... discovering the skills and abilities pos-
sessed by students who were not strongly academic,
and who had been l-abeJ-led as not able. During
sessions, they revealed dramatic ability, p€E-
ception, confidence, social skills . "

(T. Sch. A)

One co-



The ensuing improvement

by several teachers, but
at School A:

in classroom cli-mate
most succinctlY bY
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was described
one teacher

" .. . there was more laughter than previously. "
(T. Sch. A)

CHANGES IN METHODS OF CONTROL:

The loosening of curriculum frame and the emergence of
a fess authoritarian pedagogical style called for alter-
native methods of control in the classroom. The issue

of controf in schools, both overt and covert, presents

one of the most important aspects of the schoolrs re-
producti-ve function. Group work teachers were taxed

by the issue: contrary to some of their expectations,
they discovered that all students did not become 'good''
in sessions, and that students could present new kinds

of resistance to subvert the work. The most important
feature of this dilemma was not how teachers did keep

control-, but the degree to which they now began to think
about the whole issue of control and discipline in schools

"I'm not the big master anymore."
(T. Sch. B)

Teachers discovered that they could survive even difficult
situations wi-thout punishment becoming necessary: there

were no reports of students receiving detentions, extra
work, of being sent to a senior staff member for discipline
throughout the Year.

other teachers became interested by seei-ng control in
the classroom being shared by teacher and taught, with
causes of disruptive behaviour being explored rather than

symptoms punished. It was not an aspect of the programmers

effect upon school organisation which group work teachers

emphasized as revealing a potential for change; but the
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evidence did speak of the work's havi-ng a wider ef f ect
upon the school-.

Students appreciated the difference between the group
work and the ordinary cl-assroom situationr they believed
the teacher did not have sol-e responsibility for discipline.

i,;;'"113: i:":13:"*:::".the teacher different
(F.3 Sch. A)

They found teachers prepared to negotiate and re-negotiate
with them, and students saw these teachers as running
less risk of having their authority defied. Evidence
that the effect upon classroom control spread wj-der than
group work was gleaned from other teachers: students
were said to have "more self-control',, ',more tolerance
towards others", "a hj-gh standard of crassroom behaviour,'.
One teacher observed:

"The class became better behaved
commented on it. "

other teachers

(T. Sch. B)

However, it is observed that the issue of control focussed
upon students becomj-ng more 'biddable' and. 'self -control_led,
rather than upon the school- reviewing its authoritarian
stance or its role in reproducing social_ control.

DISCUSSION:

The observation that the programme's influence upon school-
organisation was modest, and, where detectable, only embry-
onic, can be accounted for in several ways. The impact
of a year-1ong experimental programme could not be expected
to be profound or extensive. Also, the level of teacher
education and traini-ng in understanding any such potential
of the programme was not developed, and no consensus existed
in this area. Perhaps the clearest indication of the
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programme ' s offering 1itt1e challenge to the school organ-

isation is seen in the lack of overt resistance which

the schools evinced. Bernstein (1971) comments that
attempts to modify educational codes will meet resistance
at a number of different levels, irrespective of any in-
trinsic educational merit. The wellington programme

met with almost nil open resistance from the schools.
This could mean the programme was perceived as supplementing,
rather than threatening, the norms and values of the school-.

When the programme was extended the following year, it
was largely because it was regarded as being effective
in 'settling students in to the school' . Features of
the programme which did seem to be potentially effective
in influencing the schoof organisation were sometimes

revea.Ied to the evaluator through the reporting of part-
icipants, but without the l-atter interpreting the possibility
for change to the status quo. The most obvious example

of this was the fact that only two teachers from one school

mentioned the fact that the programme was to be introduced
for all third formers the following year when completing
the teacher questionnaj-re. It was nbt possible to tell-
if teachers had overl-ooked this as the programme's having

an impact on the school, or whether they believed that
even this extension of the work could not influence the

school organi.sation signif icantly.

INFLUENCE OF THE CONTEXTS UPON THE PROGRAMME:

Although the programme's j-nfluence upon the school organ-

isation was not major in the first year, the working of
the hidden curriculum was discernibLe in the obvious in-
fluence which the school- contexts had upon the programme

itself. The power wielded by Principals and the extent
to which innovations depend upon their support was revealed.
Although none of the Principals had much knowledge of
the aims and methods of the programme, their agreement

to its operating with three classes was suffj-cient for
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the programme to get underwaY.

sought in any of the schools.
No staff consensus was

The evafuation yielded an inconsistent picture of the
extent to which the programme's survival was facilitated
by the school organisation. Teachers were not selected
according to any particular criteria. This arbitrariness
was most apparent at School C, where too many demands

were made on junior. inexperienced teachers who were rtoldl

they were running the programme. when these teachers
l-ost their experienced co-ordinator during the year, only
one, year two teacher felt able to continue-

The question of teacher status seemed to have some influence
upon programme organisation throughout the year - another
example of the influence of the hidden curriculum of the

school. This point was to, prove specially significant
where the evaluator's visits to the school were concerned.

Although the Guidance CounseLlor's position in schoof
is acknowledged as a senior one, administratively, the

rol-e does not necessarily carry the power to re-organise
the 'legitimate' time-table or structures of the school.
No-one in any of the teams heLd more senior status than

Guidance counsel_l_or, and, dt school c, the programme was

ultimately left in the care of a year two teacher. con-

sequently, personnel had some difficulties in arranging
teacher-meetings during school hours, because of the probl-ems

of providing teacher relief. In addition, in time-tabling
the programme, there was difficulty in finding an hour

per week for each c1ass. Subject disciplines traditional-Iy
guard time-allowances with some jealousy, and in none

of the schools was it possible to find curriculum time

for 'pastoral' work. It therefore fell to Heads of Depart-

ments to agree to permit use of'subject'time for the
programme. and it says something for the Heads of Departments

concerned that they were prepared to do this. Another

difficulty, associated with appropriate space, reflects
upon the traditiona.I planning of our schools, and also
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the fact that some highly suitable places, such as libraries,
or drama rooms, become so rsacred'as to be of little
use. Associated with this is the traditional assumption
that noise is to be taken as indicative of poor teaching.
Teachers were hard pressed to find a place where they
would not upset the room or the neighbours. perhaps

this suggests a use for some of the classrooms whj_ch will-
f all empty as schools' roll-s reduce.

Sometimes, the rproblems' which teachers experienced in
the programme were attributed to the nature of the students
they worked with, rather than to any problems created
by the structures of the school, or of society. At Schoof C,

the selectj-on of the low-stream classes for the programme
was consj-dered to hamper progress because of the 'level-
of ability' of the students and the dearth of role models.
At School B, it was suggested that the able, socially-
adjusted students found the programme'beneathr them,
or were angry that their class had been selected. Ir
seems these students had already l_earned from the ways
in which schoofs are traditionally organised, and from
the infl-uence of the hidden curriculum, that such programmes
were not 'educationaf in the basic sense, but ,remedialt.
Some of this could be attributed to the teachers' in-
experience in the programme that fj_rst year, since content
is flexibte and can be pitched to the students' level-.
Moreover, the programme provides the medium for communication
with the students, to let them know its extended aims.
It appeared, however, that such moves to counter the well-
l-earned fessons of the hidden curriculum were not made

by teachers.

Another influence of the organisation upon the programme
emanated from the inf-l-uence that the attitudes of col_-
leagues had upon the teacher-participants. There appeared
to be operating, on the one hand, €lD impenetrable in-
difference, and, on the other, a strong level- of scepticism,
suspicion and criticism. In vj-ew of the positive con-
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tribution other teachers made to the evaluation and the
fact that so many became involved in the programme the
next year, it may be that the number of staff being negative
about the work was smaIl. Nevertheless, it came through
in some of the teacher questionnaires that such undermining,
particularly when based upon uninformed prejudice, placed
extra stress upon teachers, and lowered morale.

The programme did survive and was extended in each of
the schools, but teacher responses to the questionnaires
suggested that the problems, rather than being removed,

were somewhat exacerbated the following year. It would

be unwise to feel complacent about the place of the pro-
gramme in any of the schools. Kemmis (L982 ) reminds
us of the "formidable array of wet bl-ankets (there are)
to meet the fires of enthusiasm for change, even when

change is believed to be for the better by those promotj-ng

it". He points out that whole schools and educational
systems can run quite smoothly on the rwet blanket principle',
just waiting for new ideas to burn themselves out, never

actually committing the school to the idea. Thus, Kemmis

tel1s us, new ideas can be "tolerated to death"- Time

wil-l tell whether thj-s will- be the fate of the Developmentaf

Group Work programme in the three schools discussed here,

or in other school-s. Although gaining in popularity
with principals and teaching staff, the style of working
is still in its infancy. It seems that every group of
teachers that decides to take up the work has to negotiate
the kinds of organisational difficulties described here

without any guarantee of the work's continuing, despite
high levels of commitment and evidence of considerable
success. It could also be speculated that, were the
aims of participants more 'polltical', the leve1 of resist-
ance would be increased.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE EVALUATION:

One aspect of the pilot programme which appeared to be

very strong was the rel-ationship between the programme
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and the evaluation. It was the illuminative evaluation's
quality of reflexi-vity which often picked up any potential
the programme revealed for transformation of the school
organisation. The evaluation became a rpartnership',
j-n keeping with Stenhousers model of the teacher-as-
researcher (l-975).

Teachers had the style of evaluation explained to them

at the first training workshop and understood their own

part in it. They subsequently reported feeling rinvol-ved'

and 'listened to' , and felt a strong degree of ownership
of the evaluation themselves. The evaluation became

a supportive part of the programme, continuing to bring
them together for professional discussion and assessment,
though not for training, throughout the year, and it raised
in them some expectations that the evaluation would help
them achieve better conditions for the work, such as time
being found for training.

Students afso appreciated their own particJ-pation in the
evaluation and the autonomy provided by the fact that
their experience of the work would be listened to and

recorded:

"It's good how you come and ask us, too, not
just going to the Principal, so we get a chance
to be involved j-n the big things instead
of being pushed back into a corner, saying,
'You're too young; you can't do that'. That
way it comes from us. "

(F.3 Sch. A)

The issues of confidentiality and telling the truth as

they perceived it were discussed. At first, there was

some tendency not to believe they had this right. Under-
standing school organisations, they thought it debatable
whether their confidentiality would be respected if teachers
were excluded from the audio-taped interviews with students:

" ... if he's not
it back to him."

here anyway you'11 be playing

( F.3 Sch. A)
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They finally accepted the assurance that teachers would
only hear what they said if they were present at the inter-
views. In the event, flo classes excluded their teachers
from the interviews, and teachers did learn a good deal
from students' comments whj-ch helped their own faciJ-itation,
indicating some reaf empowerment of students in terms
of getting their opinions heardand noted.

This capacity of the illuminative model for reflexivity
the evaluation feeding back into and influencing the

programme became quite marked. Teachers began to under-
stand more clearly what third formers and senior tutors
were thinking about the programme. This helped them
gauge when programme pacing or content needed to be changed,
and also let them see what were the students' views of
their autonomy in the programme, their ability to make

rules and suggest content, what they felt of teacher leader-
ship style, or whether seniors felt they were bei-ng suf-
ficientl-y consulted for their ideas. Having these features
revealed to them, teachers were able to do something about
them. In particular, teachers tended to j-nclude both
juni-ors and seniors much more in programme assessment
as the year went on. This aspect of the work strongly
influenced the hidden curriculum's messages about teacher
power over students and knowledge, although l-lttIe could
be claimed in terms of any evidence that this sharing
of autonomy affected the wider structures of the school.

The evaluation sessions also provided a forum for teachers
to hear from and learn from each other - what ideas or
resources h/ere being used; how difficulties had been

overcome. AIso, do aspect of reflexivity here was that
the eval-uation served as a safety valve, and when teachers
had been ab.l-e to air problems and listen to others, they
seemed more able to keep going despite some difficulties.
It helped to break down further the hierarchical, subject-
bound allegiances common in the teaching profession, which
also help to support the power and control structures
of the school.
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The reflexive aspect of the evaluation seemed to work
particularly strongly where Principals were concerned.
There was a slight tendency for some defensiveness early
on when classes had not yet been visited, certain requests
could not be met, and some issues raised had not been

cons idered:

" . . . if I'd known the specific nature of the
questions, I'd have spent some more time doing
some homework on it You are asking embarrass-
ing questions I am not making a good impression
on you You have certainly spurred me on
to go and find out what it is about, and I shall
do that. "

(P. Sch. B)

It became important to convince people that the eval-uation
was not putting people 'on trial', only reflecting what
happened and how it did, amongst all the contingencies
and difficulties of the life of a school. Subsequently,
Principals did visit classes, had sometimes prepared answers
to questions previously raised by the eval-uator and had

tal-ked to teachers and senior tutors. However, the style
of evaluatj-on had demonstrated that 'assessment' of perform-
ance is not necessarily the only valid criterion for a

system working wel-1.

Another example of reffexj-vj-ty arose when teachers outside
the programme had been interviewed, and it was becoming
clear through the evaluation that there were discrepancies
between the percepti-ons of participants and those not
involved as to the need for and quality of communication.
It meant that teachers wasted no further time in com-

municating more c.l-osely with colleagues while their l-evel-

of interest was aroused.

A further effect of the evaluation upon participants was

that it directed teacher attention much more towards their
own professional- development, enabling them to see them-
sel-ves not just as people rgiving something a go', but
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as professionals involved in curriculum decision-making,
in peer-traJ-ning and in evaluatj-on. The evaluation also
pointed their attention much more closely to questions
of values their own, those of the school and of the
programme.

CONCLUSION : CONDITIONS FOR THE EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
OF DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP WORK

Although there was evidence of some embryonic changes
taking place in the organisation of the schools as the
prograrffne proceeded, the deeper structures of the schools
could not be said to have been affected in significant
ways. There appeared to be every possibility of only
'cosmeticr changes to the school organisation being effected,
even if the programme were to continue in the future.
There were signs of the potential for transformation begin-
ning to emerge, but in the pilot year these indications
of change were sometimes not recognised and were under-
developed.

Experience j-n the programme and in its evafuation suggests
that there are certain conditi-ons which will- be pre-requisite
if Developmental Group Work is to provide any effective
counter to the hegemony of the school, and also avoid
becoming a facet of the school's role in reproduction.

The first requirement will be in the area of teacher educ-
ation, not only in the programme and evaluation techn.Lques
involved, but in values and in political awareness. Bowers

(L9762 59) has made the point that conservative values
continue to be taught because they reflect the prior social-
ization teachers have undergone in the generally more

affluent milieu in which they have grown up. Ramsay

(L973), commenting on the selection and socialising of
teachers, demonstrates that New Zealand teachers have

increasingly been drawn from middle-c1ass and upper middl-e-
class groups, and that their education as teachers is
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itself a powerful socialisation process which inexorably
influences their autonomous thought or action- What

is ul-timately reflected in many teachers is the 'va1ue
complacency' which Eraut comments on (L984'- 26), a general

lack of awareness of the values which other sections of
the community might hol-d. A diff iculty will therefore
be found within the style of the Developmental Group Work

programme, when other values are allowed to be confronted,
for, as Bowers has pointed out (op.cit: 66), teachers
can become threatened if the values with which they identify
become challenged. Education in values awareness will
be vital if the values of student groups, and of different
cultures, are to be respected, and if teachers and students
are to be able to recognise, and even contest, the values
of the school.

Unless teachers can develop an understanding of the role
the wider society plays in their work in schools, unless
they come to recognise the socj-o]ogical functions of the
education system and discover in themselves a willingness
to engage in political- activity, ds Raven suggests they
should ( 1984 z 26-7 ) , then the counter-hegemonic potency

of the programme wil_l_ be l-ost. Moreover, teachers need

to weigh not only the programme's abitity to counter the
hegemony of the school, but also its capacity for re-
inforcing that hegemony. This will require, as Bernstein
suggests (1971: 107) that the aims of the programme are
spelled out, so that a degree of consensus is reached,
without which, a programme such as this, belonging to
the integrated code, is unlikely to achieve its aims.

Another important area of teachers' education that will-
require attention is in social education itself. As

Raven points out (op.cit: 28), teachers' social needs

tend to be in preci-seIy the area of social education which

we identify as being urgent for students. Teachers,

however, require socj-al education and training in the
teaching of social- education. This may extend even further,
into the development in teachers of facilitative approaches
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to teaching, and even to the criteria for selection for
teaching: Sugarman suggests (1968: 5) that a pre-requisite
for moral education, of which the programme could be con-
sidered a part, is that students should feel that teachers
care about them. He also conjectures that a connection
exists between approaches to teaching and whether moral
educati-on takes p1ace. The programme itself can offer
some of this teacher education and trainj-ng, ds well as

raising political awareness, through the colleaguial way

of working whJ-ch it offers, but there is a need in the
area of pre-service training also.

Another requirement wil-I be in the education of students
to understand the programme's potential for changing schools,
and what it is aiming at. As Apple has shown (p.46),
students have great power to act upon schools: perhaps

this would be less likely to reproduce the dominant ideology
in spite of their efforts, ds tended to happen with Willis'
,lads' (p. 15), if they were afforded the civic and political
education which Raven mai-ntains is the teacherrs most

important task (op.citl 29)

Certainly, any evaluation of the work wou]d need to be

carried out jointfy by teachers and students, and the
illuminative approach provides a suj-table model- If
teachers and students are to be potitically aware of the
programme's hegemonic power, then they need to share the
evaluation of the work also.

The position being argued for pre-supposes a belief in
the possibility of schools becoming inhabited by "critical-
communities" of teachers and students, and it is a position
which fits well with the aims and style of Developmental-

Group Work. It is also an extension of Stenhouse's rteacher-

as-researcher' model, which similarl-y regards teachers.

as critical and active agents. As Raven suggests ( ibid z 27 ) ,

teachers who wish for change wil-l need to do more outside
the school, oD a societal basis, but they should not Iose
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sight of Sugarmanrs point (1968) that the formal organ-
isation of the school is susceptible to planned change.

To effect changes, teachers will need to seek more ideo-
logical commitment to the work at a departmental and at
a school Level. They will need to be prepared to have

their work observed, and to participate in more research
and evaluation. They will need to reducate' the decision-
makers - preferably by involving them in the work, using
the experiential approach of the programme which is its
major strength. Most of all, they will have to keep

the style of working alive j-n the classroom, for, as Kemmis

has said (L982:186), relationships in a school change, not
by changing the organisation, but by working on the relation-
ships. The wellington programme of Developmental Group

Work revealed, if only i-n embryo, a style of working which

was essentially educative for aII participants, teachers
and students, and potentially more democratic than we

have seen in schools. It could be argued that the programme

could foster a shift towards democratic justificatj-on
in education which did begin in the cl-asbroom, for, ds

codd has pointed out ( 1981 ). "democracy in education is
ultimately dependent upon education for democracy".
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CHAPTER NINE : CONCLUSION - IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION:

If the programme of Developmental Group Work is to be

considered capable of having a transformative effect
upon the school currj-culum and the ways in which schools
work, then there are a number of j-mplications arising
from the present study which would need to be taken into
account in trying to develop j.ts role in schools.

The current tendency to see the programme as fitting
in with the aj-ms of the new Heal-th Education syllabus
means that the theoretical rationale of that syllabus
requires close examination. The nature of schools,
and those features of their organisation which preclude
rather than encourage the development of social education
curricula need to be understood by teachers embarking
upon the programme. Above all, those who would attempt
to use such programmes in order to challenge the dominating
structures of schools need strong theoretical convictions
whj-ch can support them in their role as agents of change

and heighten their awareness of the obstacles to be over-
come. These are the implications which wil-I be discussed
in this f inal- chapter.

THE HEALTH EDUCATION SYLLABUS:

The draft of the new Health Education syllabus has been
weLcomed as promoting a better educational climate in
New Zealand schools. Pioneers of Developmental Group

Work have received encouragement from the fact that their
work fits in closeJ-y with two of the aims of the syllabus:

Building SeIf-Esteem: "By becomi-ng aware of their
own strengths and abilities and by understanding
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their feelings, students learn to value themselves

.and gain a sense of assurance. "

Relating to others: "Developing skills and under-

standing in relating to others helps students build
confidence in themselves and satisfying relationships
with others. "

(Draft Health SYllabus , P'23)

Schools have been encouraged to use Button's programme

in the pursuit of these aims. However, if Developmental

Group Work is to be seen as being compatible with the

philosophyoftheHealthEducationsyllabus,dDanalysis
of the theoretical rationale of the latter is vital.

In consi_dering the ethos of the Health Programme, it

is necessary to examine its assessment of needs and interests,

and discover whether these simply reflect the prevaili-ng

needs and interests of the dominant group in society'

If this proves to be so, then the curriculum can be seen

as fitting into the social engineering model, fostering

conformity and conditioning that preserve the status

guo, heal-th being val-ued for its importance in production

and reproduction. Such an ethos would argue not so

much a concern with real freedom from il-I-health as with

training PeoPle in conf ormj-tY.

If school- health education was based upon a rationale

concerned to treat health and preventative heal-th care

as genuinely political areas, seeking change, a curricufum

would emerge capable of becoming an agent of social re-

construction. It would perceive 'health' as being socially

constructed and culturally embedded. (Already, the

revised New Zealand HeaIth syllabus has been criticlsed

for ignoring the concepts of health of Maori and Poly-

nesian people. ) Such a rationale would fit weLl with

the perception of Developmental Group Work as a programme

capable of bringing about curriculum transformation.
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It would mean that the Health programme would be capable
of focussing on the socio-historical circumstances of
ill-health in society: it would be based upon a critical
social theory and a political theory.

At the classroom 1evel, this suggests an image that suits
well with Developmental Group Work: teachers and students
actively engaged in determining the teaching-Iearning
transaction, the content including such rpolitical' problems
as the unequal distribution of health care services in
society. It requires a willingness from participants
to be involved in the processes of social and political-
change, since, ultimately, the existing states of il-1-
heal-th and their causes cannot be counteracted in the
classroom alone.

When the philosophy of the New Zealand Health Education
syllabus is compared against such a paradj-gm, what emerges

is something embedded much more in social reproductj-on
and the maintenance of the status quo. It is intended
to be a very different syllabus from the one it replaces,
as the comments of the Director-General of Education,
included in the "guidelines" for schoofs, indicate:

"New approaches
in the syllabus
planning shouLd
of the syllabus

to health teaching are embodied
statement, and each school's
ref lect the broad ob'iectives

In the "Notes for the Principal", it is stated that a

wider interpretation has been given to 'health', and

that positive aspects of health are emphasized in 'the
attitudes and practices that contribute to a healthy
life-style' rather than focusing on specific health prob-
lems. There is no suggestion that the 'attitudes or
practices' of society which are based upon preserving
its reproductive role require any examj-nation or change.
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There is more emp[asis than previously upon parent in-
volvement in planning and a colleaguial approach by teachers
but we are told that the possible results of an effective
programme might include " Istudents who] are absent less
frequently, and present fewer discipline problems in
the classroom". The Foreword also comments on the extent
to which "current health problems have their origins
in the attitudes and practices that develop in the early
years of childhood and adolescence". The comments come

close to finding the causes of ill-heafth in the 'deviancy'
of students and their parents, rather than the structures
of society, and find the 'solution' in the social main-

tenance role of the school.

It can be argued that to have adopted a more 'politi-caI'
stance wouLd have been rash, considering the set-backs
sustained by the Health syllabus even in its revision
stages. However, it suggests that those wishing to
view Developmental- Group Work as a transformative cur-
riculum shoul-d heed carefully the ethos of the Health
syllabus before seeing the two as complementing each

other. Not only the philosophy openly stated in the
Health syllabus, but also its silences - the things not
said - suggest a curricuLum rationale which is not intended
to be counter-hegemonic. If the Health Education syllabus
is to be seen as complementing Developmental Group Work

in having a transformative effect upon schools, then
a strong degree of ideological consensus on the part
of teachers, students and parents will be required to
overcome its more obvious potential for social reproduction.

OBSTACLES TO SOCIAL EDUCATION CURRICULA:

In New Zealand, as in other western countri-es, the last
decade has not been a time of rad.ical growth in education,
and such changes as have taken place have often been

structurally constrained and conservative in nature-
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An example would be the emphasis upon transition to work
programmes which heJ-p to disguise the structural nature
of current large-scale unemployment. New Zealand is
just emerging from a decade of reactionary politics and
a strong rback-to-basicsr movement which did nothing
to further the influence of social education in schools.

Davis (1981) comments that attempts to change curricuLa
or to increase the autonomy of schools face the danger
of a reactionary backlash: something of this was seen
quite plainly in New Zealand at the end of the 1970's,
following the Johnson Report; and also in the politicalry
enforced delays in facilitating the draft of the Health
syllabus i-nto schools, as well- as the precipJ-tous attempt
to Review the Core Curriculum. ( 1984 ).

Apple comments (1982b) that it has not been a good time
ideologically or economj-cally for teachers to engage
in overt resistances, and with cuts in educational spend.ing
and teacher training and threats of re-introducing 'teacher
assessment', with all its overtones of .political power,
teachers i-n New Zealand have seemed much more the victi-ms
of political control- than agents of change. One result
of this has been the development of in-growing cynicism
amongst teachers, which is a further form of disempowering
the teaching service.

Awareness of the hegemony of the school, and the diffj_culty
of initiating change, have led to the 'reproductive image'
of schooling (Codd, 1985), the ideological stance of
which emphasizes the role of the school as an agency
of social reproduction, assuming that reform of schools
is not possibl-e without radical transformation of social-
and political- institutions. This is the position of
Olssen's (1985) analysis of the Schools Without Failure
Project. It is a pessimistic stance (Apple, 1982a),
seei-ng schools as fundamentally determined institutions,
so integrated into the larger framework of social_ controf
that they can be ignored as arenas for action.
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Codd argues (1981) that the 'social determinants' of
education in New Zeal-and have traditionally been very
strong, and that the requirement of both the overt and
hidden curricula has been the continuity of prevai-ling
values and the existing social order. Even the stormy
debate over the Johnson Report had its ironical aspect,
since the main emphasis of the Report was primary social-
ization, the 'social functions' of the curriculum, without
examining if social- practice itself is worthwhile. As

Bates has pointed out (l-978), social education is different
from social-ization.

Codd comments (op.citz 44) that the debate over the New

Zealand curriculum has not produced a politically defensible
policy because the democratic practices through which
it has been carried out have not provided a procedural
framework of principles within which substantive solutions
to the moral and political problems involved could be

sought. Even the 'progressives', the agents of cur-
riculum change, while striving for consensus, have generally
not subscribed to democratic ideals: curricul-um decision-
making, to be considered d.emocratic, requires more than
the power of consensus - it requires justification.
( ibid: 4B ) .

If the school's ethos is saturated by the hegemony of
society, then it may appear, to answer Reid's question
( 1978: 70 ) that curriculum change cannot be planned,
but that its evolution is determined by social forces
that tend j-n a particular and irreversible direction.
As Apple says , (L979 z 10 ) , the over-emphasis schooling
and curricular form continue to place upon the individual
helps maintaj-n society's manipulatj-ve ethic of consumption,
and its J.atent effects can make curricular and teaching
practices impotent. Moreover, the resi-stance to change
generally found in conservative institutions such as

schools, and thej-r ability to go on being the same in
spite of attempts at change, suggest the danger that,
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with programmes such as Developmental Group Work, the
school will alter the message rather than the message

alter the school. (Eisner, L9792 65). To some extent,
this is what happened in the three Wellington schools
in L983: it was what Olssen calls the rideology of nice-
ness I that was fostered, rather than institutional- criticism
and curriculum change, although the germs of significant
change were discernible.

The most threatening possibility for such programmes

is outlined by Apple (1979 and L9B2a) and Bernstein (l-971).
Apple underlines the need to examine the motives for
introducing rtherapeuticr programmes into schools. We

need to examj-ne whether their covert role is, in fact,
one of creating hegemony (L979t L64), all the more power-
fuIIy, perhaps, because the school can intrude further
into the private and personal dispositions of students
through such work. If that is so, then the school's
control becomes stronger: Apple likens it to the way

human relations research has been used to increase controf
in the workplace ( 1982a z 47 )

Bernstein points out that one of the effects of 'relaxed'
frames, such as we find in Developmental Group Work,
is upon authority relationships: more of the teacher
and of the taught enters the pedagogical frame (L97L: 102).
As more of student behaviour becomes public, so it becomes

avail-able to assessment, so that socialization could
be more intensive through such programmes than through
traditional ones. (ibid: 109). Bernstein points to
the fact that, to date, the relaxation of frame in schools
has often been in work with 'less able' and rdeviant'

students, who have been placed in 'special' classes speci-
fically designed to restore social control and conformism.
It was explained in Chapter Three that Button's programme

foll-owed a social skills rather than a social skills
traj-ning approach (p. 31), but it became clear during
the Wellington project that the programme l-ent itself
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to a remedial role: dt School C, the three classes selected

were the 'bottom' stream classes, deemed to be tmost

needy' in the social skills area, and most likely to

find difficulty fitting in with the mores of the school
(p. 73). At School- B, it appeared that some third formers

balked at the programme because they had already learned

that such work was usually confined to 'less abler students
(p. 8e).

The obstacles which make it difficult for programmes of

social education to gain a footing in the school curriculum

do not disappear once that notch has been gaj-ned. The

survival rate for such programmes is not strong' Reference

has been made (p.141) to Kemmis' diagnosis of how schools

cope with such innovations by 'tolerating them to death"
This certainl-y appears to have been the fate of many

of the programmes which schools, lacking any real central

direciive, j.ntroduced during the 1970's. In a national
survey of health-related programmes (Harris z I9B2) , many

of these were reported as being no longer in existence,
while respondents to the survey emphasized the need for

policy in the area.

BEYOND REPRODUCTION : POLITICAL WAYS OF ACTING UPON SCHOOLS

Not all of the writers operating from a Marxist or neo-

Marxist framework would subscribe to the view that the

school's role in social reproduction presents an impenetrable

force. Apple suggests a way out of the stalemate of

the position which maintains that change in schools is
impossible without radical social transformation. He

argues that there are political- ways of acting upon schools,

and of resisting the power of reproduction (L979 z 160 ) .

He suggests that the feeling of personal and collective
futility which can result from awareness of how hegemony

is economically and culturalJ-y maintained by schoo.l-s

should be avoided. This very feeting of powerlessness
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is an aspect of an effective dominant culture which is
to be resisted if change is sought. (ibid: 161). The
sense of futility experienced serves the hegemony of
the school, removing the impetus for challenge. cynicism
amongst teachers those who should be the agents of
change in schools - provides hegemony wj_th one of its
most powerful toors: it not only disempowers teachers
to make them believe they can bring about no change,
it also has the effect of motivating the cynics to prevent
attempts at change made by colleagues. Kemmis ( l9B2 )

describes the process clearly in his account of the 'Addison
Hills' exercise, where the 'cynics I exercj-sed great power
over both the'reformers' and the'traditionalistS',
not by seeking power themselves, but by exerting their
j-nfl-uence to obstruct the proposals of the other two
groups.

In spite of this well-known phenomenon of schools, Apple
argues (1982a) that serious action can evolve in the
education system, but not if schools are viewed as funda-
mentally determined institutions, so integrated into
capi-talist society, that they can be ignored. Appte
cl-aims (L9B2c) that the school's very role as a state
apparatus makes it a l-ocation where serious conflict
is to be expected. He suggests that there are several-
ways of uncovering and counteracting the hegemony of
the school, one of the keys being to focus upon confli-ct
in the curriculum (I9B2z 83 ) . The ideological contra-
dictions and tensions within schools may al_so open up
possibilities for action, and Apple argues that it is
in exploiting conflict and contradiction that activists
will find spaces in which they can act. (ibid: 61).
state intervention i-n an institution such as education
opens up the state itsel-f to criticism, App1e suggests.
The technological curricul_ar forms, which he has welJ-
demonstrated to embody new forms of control_ (p.i-7f),
also open up possibilities for political action: where
so many aspects of school- life are political, to engage
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with them is to engage in political action-

From Apple's point of view, it coul-d be argued that,
for a social educatj-on programme such as Developmental

Group Work, it is an advantage to have no 'proper'place
in the curriculum, as it is at present. It is an example

of the conflict existing in the curriculum, dD area of
contradiction and tension in the life of the school,
and it is a progranune which can also focus on these aspects

of school experience, particularly through the promotion

of teacher professionalj_sm. whil-e having no rstatus'

in the curriculum, it can also be argued that its potency
can remain active without being essentially undermined.
It also seems to offer that rarity in the curriculum

- work that is enjoyed by teachers and students. It
can be used, ds Apple suggests (1982a:26) to'win'people
to the other side.

It would be a mistake to dismiss the potential of the
programme merely because the results of a year-long ex-
periment were modest. It has been pointed out'(p-f56)
that the feeling of futility which may be experienced
is one of the potent and disabling effects of a hegemonic

system, and to be avoided.

some psychological and experiential gains were made by

students and teachers. The fact that these were in
some ways trivial perhaps indj-cates a transitional stage

i-n a new kind of work. What can be argued, however,

is that, unless these 'psychological' changes take place,
making students and teachers feel more confident, higher
in self-esteem and more assertive, then they will never

be brought to act powerfully upon the deeper structures
of the school-. People who feel totally powerless and

lacking the skills even to reach out and form relation-
ships are unli-kely to assume they have the power to in-
fluence the school. One of the covert messages of the

hidden curriculum has been to keep many students precisely
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in this powerress, non-assertive position, labelled as
rdeviantsr and 'failures' by the school, themserves and
other students. students who become united as a caring
community not only have more power: they may wj-sh to
create a wider community in which they can work together,
rather than compete. Teachers, too, d,iscovered that
the sharing with a colreaguial support group set them
free from the traditional teacher isolation.

rt remains an i-dealistic position, but one which might
be worked towards as rong as teachers and students are
able to understand the mechanisms of the school and sec
out to influence them. where this d.oes not happen,
the other l-ikeli-hood is that the structural basis of
education may be reinforced, so that, as olssen suggests
( 1985: 22) , the programme presents an ad.vanced. form of
cul-tura1 hegemony.

There is another important point that Apple makes which
suggests that such a programme can have an impact. what
some social reproduction theorists fail. to take suf-
ficiently into account is the point made by social phenomen-
orogists, that the way in which we act upon the world
is determined in part by how we perceive it. If we
see the school as not being whorly determined by the
hegemony of the state, some space i-s found for action.

Linked with this, is the importance of considering the
rol-e students play in school, and the power that they
possess. This is vital when considering the Developmental
Group work programme as one aiming to promote student
autonomy and to help them understand their role in sharing
the power-base of the school. Apple (1982c: B) maintains
that students do not passi-vely accept the hegemony of
the school: they re-interpret, partiarly accepr or reject
the planned and unplanned meanings of the school. students
act in contradj-ctory ways, and both support the reproductive
process and partialJ.y penetrate it ( 1982a z 27 ) Willis'
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'lads', for example, partially defeated the ideology
of individuafism of the school; although, at a deeper
level-, they also helped reproduce ideological meanings

and practices which supported the hegemony of the school
(1982b: 267). However, much of the way schools function
is related to students' rejection of the messages of
schooling: students "orrt..Oi"t the expected norms in
a varj-ety of creative ways. Like the workers in the
factory, they can 'work the systemr; they can ignore
the teacher; they can assume informal control over what
goes on j-n the cl-assroom. These last points appear
to explain a particular kind of resistance to the Develop-
mental Group Work project which students sometimes ex-
hibited. They did not need to ignore or work the system

it was shared with them, it was theirs. It was also
harder to 'ignore' the teacher who was not adopting an

authoritarian role, but facilitating the students' role.
Although this potentially fostered student autonomy,
it al-so removed their accustomed arena for action/reJection,
and made some of their strategies impotent: it is hardly
surprising to have met some frustration on their.part.
Nevertheless, the programme does suggest a role for students
in the process of change they, too, could be 'won'
over, b€ employed for serious structural change, a role
which Apple emphasj-zes we should not underestimate (1982a).

What all this points to is the need for those who would
change schools to subscribe to a world-view which does

not see human beings as helpless, incapable of affecting
the estabLished social order. It requires an image

of schooling which sees individuals in schools as main-
taining relative autonomy, able to believe that democratic
principles wil-1 eventual-Iy prevail and that cultural
renewal and social- reconstruction can be brought about.
Such an image is presented in what Codd ( 1985 ) terms
the "transformative image" of schoolJ-ng. The assumptions
behind this reconstructionist vj-ew comprise bel-ief in
the individual- as a moral-Iy responsible agent, and in
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the possibility of improving social institutions through
processes of reform and a commitment to rational approaches
to the identification and solution of social problems.
(ibid: 34). It embraces the belief that the school,
properly organized, can become a major force for planned
change in society: schools are perceived as having the
capacity, not only to change themselves, but to bring
about some degree of cultural renewal.

Codd demonstrates that this reconstructionist view of
school-ing has some historical basis in educational discourse
in New Zealand, reflected in the Thomas Report , 1943,
the Report of the Educational Development Conference

- 'Educational- Aims and Objectives' (1914) - and in recent
comments made by the Director-General of Education.
( ibid: 35-7 ) .

The transformative image of schooling, emanating from
a critical viewpoint, provides the prospect of a way

of working in schools, and a way in which schools might
work, whi-ch would complement the potenti-.a1 for trans-
formation offered by a programme such as Developmental
Group Work. It also suggests an image of schooling
where Stenhouse's model of tteachers-as-researchers'

would become, not only the norm, but requisite. However,

as Codd points out ( ibid: 37 ) , a commitment to a re-
constructionist image will not achieve change unless
there is also commitment to political action. Above

all, teachers wil-l need the willingness and commitment

to work with change, and with uncertainty, as the process
of transformation and of cultural renewal- continues to
evolve.
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APPENDIX A : CODING OF PARTICIPANTST RESPONSES

P Principal
C Co-ordinator
T Teacher involved in programme

O.T. Other teacher, not involved in progranme
S.T. Senior tutor
F.3 Third former

Sch. A SchooL A
Sch. B School B

Sch. C School C

l
:.

::
aE

E
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APPENDIX B : PROJECT DIARY

Term III L982: Guidance Adviser and Education
Officer talked to Principals of
the three schools and gained consent
to the project.

District Senior InsPector gave
support to the project and provided
four days in-service time.

Guidance Adviser and Evaluator
arranged to incorporate the evaluation
as part of the project.

3-4 l"larch 1983: Two daysr workshop for teachers
and senior tutors at Rossmore House,
attended by evaluator. Intro-
duction to the nature and terms
of the evaluation.

l-5 March L983: Evaluator wrote to Principals and
Co-ordinators seeking permission
to visit on 29 April, and outlining
requirements.

29 April l-983: Evaluator visited the three schools:

School C:

Principal interviewed

teachers involved in programme
interviewed

senior tutors interviewed

third form class observed
and interviewed

School- A:

third form class observed
and interviewed

School B:

one teacher involved in programme
intervi-ewed

Principal interviewed

senior tutors interviewed
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other teachers involved in
programme interviewed

third form class observed
and interviewed

27 May L983: Second workshop at Rossmore House

30 May 1983: Evaluator wrote to principals and
Co-ordinators in preparation for
school visit.

L7 June 1983: Evaluator vi-sited the three schools:

School C:

teachers not involved in pro-
gramme interviewed

senior tutors interviewed

third form class interviewed
again and video-taped

di-f f erent, low-stream thj-rd
form cl-ass interviewed

School B:

Principal interviewed again

third form class involved
interviewed again

teachers not involved inter-
viewed

School A:

Principal interviewed

third form class involved
interviewed

teachers not involved inter-
viewed

30 June 1983: Eval-uator wrote to principals and
Co-ordinators in preparation for
next visit.

*a
ii\
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19 July 1983: Evaluator visited the three schools:

School C:

Principal interviewed

third form class observed
and interviewed again

third form class not involved
interviewed,

School B:

third form class involved
interviewed again

teachers involved interviewed

School A:

teachers involved interviewed

- third formers not involved
interviewed

third form class involved
interviewed

L6 September 1983: Third workshop at Rossmore House

20. September 1983: Evaluator wrote to Principals and
Co-ordinators in preparation for
school visit.

28 October L983: Evaluator visited the three schools:

School C:

teacher involved interviewed
with other interested staff

- third form class involved
observed and j-nterviewed again

School B:

- teachers involved interviewed

teachers involved and some
not involved interviewed to-
gether
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third form class involved
intervievred again

third form class not involved
interviewed

School A:

Evaluator wrote
Co-ordinators in
next visit.

senior tutors interviewed

teachers involved interviewed

to Principals and
preparation for

7 November L983:

30 November 1983: Evaluator visited the

School C:

School B:

School A:

Research contract
of Education for
of the programme

three schools:

teacher involved and others
j-ntending to participate inter-
viewed

third form class interviewed
again

teachers involved and others
hoping to participate inter-
viewed

third form class observed
again

third form class just beginning
to participate observed

third form class observed
and interviewed. agaj-n

teachers involved and others
hoping to partici-pate inter-
viewed

with Department
the evaluation
granted.

December 1983:
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Teacher questionnaire constructed-

LB June L984: Meeting of evaluator and Advisory
Committee of Department of Education
to discuss background PaPer to
evaluation, Progress of rePort
and teacher questionnaire.

JuIy 1984: Teacher questionnaire trialled with
group-work teachers at evaluatorrs
school and other guidance personnel.

2L JuIy 1984: Questionnaire and covering letter
sent to atl teachers involved in
the programme.

October 1984: Article about the pilot programme
in PPTA Journal : "GrouP Tutoring
for the Form Teacher A WaY to
a]-]-eviate Stress? - co-authored
by Guidance Adviser/Trai-ner and
Evaluator.
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APPENDIX C : TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

a)

Name and School:
@

DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP WORK (COPE/THE BUTTON PROGRAMME
Wellington

IN.8. The subjective nature of the responses requested
in the following guestionnaj-re is acknowledged, and
you may feel there are some questions you cannot answer.
In keeping with the evaluation conducted during the
experimental programme in 1983, the aim is to discover
how it felt to be a participant invol-ved in the programme.
The confidentiality of all responses will be safe-guarded.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS:

In what ways, if doy, have you changed as a teacher
since becoming involved in the programme? You
may wish to refer to some of the following points:

i) Working as part of a colleaguial support team:

ii ) Being involved in peer training with other
teachers:

iii) Being involved in planning, implementing and
evaluating the programme:
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iv) The effect upon your t.eaching style:

v) Changes in your. personal growth:

vi) Other changes which have taken place:

b) Teachj-ng procedures and leadership style:

i) What difficulties, if dDY, did' you experienee
with the teaching methods of the programme?

ii) In what ways have you made gains from the
teaching methods used?
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iii ) Do you no\'v use any of
teaching situations?

the methods in other
Describe briefly.

iv) Describe
the group

the way of leading
work which worked

or facilitating
best for you.

v) What changes, if
you led the group

dny, took place in the way
as time went by?

vi) What qualities or characteristics srere you
attempting to model for your students?

vii) Did you go through any stage of feeJ_ing that
the methods which were normally successful
for you in the 'ordinaryr classroom were not
working, or that there were new skills you
needed to gain? If so, what did that stage
feel like, and how did you get through it?
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viii) Add any other comments on how you had to
change as a teacher:

II. YOUR SCHOOL:

a) Describe briefJ-y the socio-economic-cultural mix of:

i) Your school:

ii), The class you worked with last year:

b) How do you feel about the climate of your school?
I
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What would you say your school has as its aims?

How does the school live up to those aims, of not?

d) What is your schoolrs policy on streaming or banding?

What effect did this have on the class you took
for the group work programme?

e) Describe any rspecial difficulties' you feel your
school situation presented.
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How did the programme survive, adapt to or influence
any of those difficulties?

f) What kind of room, if dDY, do you consider to be
rideal' for the programme?

Describe the room you worked in and comment upon
its appropriateness.

g) What did you most strongly feel the lack of in
L983 that would have hetped you in the programme?

If you are still involved in the programme' to
what extent have those problems been remedied?
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III. THE PROGRAMME:

a) How would you describe the values of the Button/cope
programme?

b) How did you decide you would judge whether the
programme had been successful or not?

c) How did you assess whether the goals you set had
been met?

d ) Did you discover any indications .of success as
the programme went on that you had not considered
before the programme commenced?

e) What do you think your school considered would
be signs of the programme,s success when it began?
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What were the kind.s of outcomes which, in the end
convinced the school o! the programme's effectiveness?

Were there any outcones which convinced the school
of the programme's faj.Iure?

f) Do you believe any changes have taken place in
your school as a result of the programme?

g) What d,isadvantages or weaknesses do you believe
the programme tras?
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IV. PROGRAMME CONTENT:

a) Button suggests the following themes for the programme.
Please tick the ones you incorporated in your own
programme 2

the pupilrs place in the school;

the pastoral group as a small, caring community;

relationships, the self, and social skills;
communication skills i

school work and study ski1ls;
- academic and careers guidance;

health and hygienei

personal interests.

b) What other topics, themes or issues became part
of your content?

c) Did the class suggest topics, or did issues lnportant
to them become part of the programme content?
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V.

a)

EFFECTS OF THE PROGRAT'IME:

Upon Participants:

i) What kinds of changes took
which you became aware of,
commented upon?

place in students
or which others

took place in
the programme?

ii) What changes do
colleagues also

you belj.eve
involved in

iii) What changes
may have been

took place in
attributable

yourself which
to the programme?

b) Upon Relationships:

What effects did you
positive or negative,
relationships in the

i) Between yourself
gramme?

feel the programme had, whethe
upon the following sets of

school?

and the students in the pro-
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ii) Between teachers involved in the programme?

iii) Between group work teachers and other teachers
who were not involved in the programme?

iv) Between third form students?

v) Between senior student tutors and third formers?
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VI. THE EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAMME!

a) To what extent did you feel ihvolved in the evaluation,
arid that lDur concerns vrere being met?

b) To whom do you understand the evaluation belongs?

c) Deseribe briefly what you understood the evaluator's
role to be?

d) How did you assess the evaluatorrs performance
of her role?

Thank you very much for your hetp in answering this
questionnaire. I look forward to sharing the results
of the evaluation with you in the near future.

Delyse Harris
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